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ABSTRACT

(i)

organizations are continually changing, in part to respond to the
growth of technologry and the trend t,oward globalization.- There are
numerous ínterdependent variables that influence organi-zat,ional
changie, which suggests that change is best perceived irom an open
systems framework. There are few, if âry, simple cause-effãct
relationships.
when organizations experience strongi driving forces for or
restraining forces against change, it tends to create
organizational disequilibrium, which can deteriorate int,o chaos if
the forces are strong enough. However, much of the contemporary
literature suggests that an organization's diseguilibrium ðan be
brought into balance_ by timely transformational leadership and
visionary strategic planning or improvisation. The manifestãtion
of leadership and planning may incrude changes to both an
organization' s culture and clímate.
This study of the g_rganizational change process focuses upon Red
River Community College in Wínnipeg, t"tanitoba essentially during
the period from its inception until April L, Lggg, at which timã
the college came under Board Governance. The research approach
consisted of a literature review, the conduct of an emþirical
survey of employee attitudes, and participant observation by the
author who ís.presently a senior administrator at the colIege.
Overall, the dissertation is more gualitative than quantitative in
its orienLatsíon reflecting the faõt. that importani dimenrions of
organízational life defy ãmpirical measurement.
The quantitative and qualitaLive statistícal and. anecd.otal evidence
gathered to suppolt the hl4gothesis suggests that the employees in
the organization felt a moderate to high leve1 of dissatisiaction
with many organizational processes, the organizational climate and
some management behaviours prior to t,he introduction of Board
Governance. However, there' is insufficient quantitative evidence
to attribute the cêüsê, of dissatisfaction to a deficíency of
leadership or poor management practices.
The dissertation concludes that the hypothesis was not futry
proven. However; other qualifíed conclusions r^rere that: effective
leadership and management, can herp minímÍze the comprexity of
organizational change,' strategic improvisation may be more
appropriate than strategiic planning in turbulent environments,.
organizatj-onal climat.e changes are more líkely to occur in an
organic paradigm; and effective communication processes are
integral to organizat,ional transformation. A longitudinal study
would be required to confirm the validity of the dissertatioñ
findings. Despite some similarities, a community college system
situated within a public sector environment is sutticiently
different from most pubric sector environments to inhíbiÈ
generalizations about their comparability.
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CIIAPTER
INTRODUCTION

Introduction

organizations exist in almost every segment. of
industrialized societies for one reason: they can accomplish
things that cannot be accomplished indivídually (Chiate11o and
Waller, 1,974) . people are the resource that is common to all_
organizations, and for organizations t.o be effective leaders
and manag'ers wit.hin these organizations must see each person
as an embodiment of many behavioural factors which can íncl-ude
perceptions, personalities, life
experiences, learning
capabilities, att.itudes, val-ues, beliefs, aspirations and so
on.

Gibson, Ivancevich and Donnelly (fgeS) suggest t.hat

structure, processes, and individual_ or group observable
behaviour are common to al-l organizations. An organiz,ation's
structure is the formal pattern of how the individ.uals and
jobs in the organization are grouped, which encompasses the
distribution of responsibirity and authorit.y. processes refer
to activities that give lífe to t,he org-anization and which
represent bot,h t.he f ormal and inf ormar patterns of the
organization. For example, communícaLion, decision-making,
performance evaluatj-on, organizational socialization, and
career development are organizational processes that represent

2

important components of both the formal and informal
structure. Tndividual- behaviour is the foundation of
organizationar performance. Therefore, understanding
individual behaviour is critj-cal for effective lead.ership and
managiement in organizations. Further, as group behaviour and
expectations also impact on individual- behaviour and
potentially on org'anizational- structure and processes,
ef f ecti-ve leaders and managers need to have a reasonabl_e
comprehension of the j-nterrelationship of all
these
organizational elements. Comprehension requires education

and

traini-ng about structure, processes and both individual and
group behaviour. However, manag'ers are often forced to act on
less than comprehensive knowledge and are stilt

successful-.

organizations, whether in the public or private sector,
reflect their historicar development, tradition, and uppermanagement style over time. These represent the corporate
culture of an organization which has been variousl-y d.escribed
AS

-..the predominant varue system for the organizat.ion
a whole;

as

(Schermerhorn, Cattaneo and Smith, 19gg;)

. . . the expectations and practices of the organization,
including shared philosophy, at.titude t,oward employees,
leaders and heros, rit.uals and ceremonies, anå uèrier
about the direction of the organization
(Northcraft and Nea1e, 1990).
corporate culture, once estabrished and engrained in the
structure and processes of an organízation and ín the

3

behavi-our of its

employees, becomes difficurt
to change.
Participants in the cul-ture tend to perpetuat.e and to pursue

the sty1e, methods, and activities that have worked
successfully for their predecessors and for them in their
rel-ationship with the organization (Barker, 1989) .
Most societal relationships are in a constant state of
evolution which results in the need. for organizations to adopt

strategies to deal with changing externar environment.s.
Kanter (1983) takes the position t,hat change is a constant,
only the rate of change and kind of change varies, and t.he
pace and unpredictability of change have increased over time.
Technol-ogica1, social, political,

economic, religious,

and other developments have praced increasing pressures on
organizations to change. Because of commitment to tradj-tional

structures and process, and because change generally entails
uncertainty, many organizations and ind.ividuars resist change
and find it hard to innovate. This inflexibility
can be
attributed at least partly to a pattern or model- mind set
which has been described as ilparadigm paralysis,' (Kuhn,

L97O;

Barker, t-989). Kuhn and Barker suggest that paradigm
paralysis refers primarily to limited-scope thinking rather
than to employee betiefs about corporate cultures or subcul-tures in which they are participating.
However, change j-s also resisted in organizations because

employees have a stake in

the exÍsting organizational

4

arrangements and tend to feel threatened. by changes which

may

diminish their polver and inf l-uence in organízatíonal life.
Further, McV'Ihinney (1992, p.61) argues that confl_íct and t.he
exercise of power are central- to the process of organizational
change.

The purpose of this study i-s to analyse organizational
change in a particular type of public sector organization.

Although the popular stereotlipe portrays the pubric sector as
a relati-vely homogeneous undertaking with shared. flaws, in
fact it represents an agglomeration of díverse institutions

performing widery varied tasks and utilizing different
organízational formats. presumably different tlpes of public
organizat.ions face different kinds of external challenges and
have varying organizational capacities to respond. This study
deals with one community college only as an example of a
public sector organization seeking to cope with more turbul_ent
and unpredictable environments, both internarly and
externa11y.1
community colleges are exposed to a variety of external

pressures which demand change of them such as: an increasing
need for graduates with advanced technol_ogíca1 training,
reductions in transfer payments from the federar government. to

the provinces for post-secondary education, reductions i_n
training support for students through employment. and
immigration, changíng demographics, a more diverse workforce,
and. so on. Adaptation to these d.evelopments wilr require

5

leadership, structural, behavioural, process and cult,ural
changes within canadian community colIeges. There is no
widely-accepted model of organízational change which
identifies arl the relevant factors and their precise
interrerat.ionships wíthin the change process. Therefore, this
study examines only the role of leadership, strategy and
cult.ure/climate in the change process at. RRCC.
Purpose of the Study

Growth was the prevalent trend within the community
college sector from the mid- j-960s to the early l_9gos.
community colleges were generarly well-supported by t.ransfer
pa]¡ments and training and apprenticeship programs largely

funded by the federal government. Additionalry, faced with
burgeoning student enrolmenLs, there seemed to be little need
for comprehensive, systematic planning for change ín these

institutions. The limited pranning that was done consisted. of
physical planning to support expansion (Dennison and
Gallagher, 1986).
As these institutions entered the i-9gos, however, there

began to

be persistent economic problems, increased
competition for resources, decreased funding from the federal
government in transfer payments and supported training,
somewhat static enrolments, decreased demand for graduates in
certain occupational- areas, rapíd technorogical change in
other occupational- areas, increased competitiveness from
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private secLor trainÍng institutes, and íncreased pressure for
improved efficiency and accountabilÍty by funding agencies.
All these factors contributed to the need to implement change
in the way ín which community colleges conducted their
business. rn the case of colleges under the direct auspices
of provincial governments, the constraints on the change
process were greater than on some of theÍr counterparts in
other parts of canada which t.end.ed to operate somewhat more
independently or to be governed more autonomously.
This analysis of organizationar change wirl be derived
primarily through a case study of the linkages among l_eadership, strategy, and culture/climate in a bureaucraticmechanistic community college--Red River community college
(RRCC) -- which is siruated lag92/g3l in the public sector
under the jurisdiction of the Manitoba provincial government.
Theoretical- Purpose

In terms of its theoretical focus, thís study wil1 (a)
identify some of the major problems and constraints with the
bureaucratic-mechanistic model at Red River community college
through an intensive case study; (b) within the context of
organizatj-onar theory, propose that change within these
organízations can be successfully accommodated by leadership
styles, straLegies, and cul-tures/climates that are more
flexible, adaptable and refrective of an organic type of
organization; (c) suggest that an organic organization can be

1

promoted and accommodated through deliberate strategies which

invorve the act.ive encouragement of employees by a
transformational_ Ieader or leaders; and (d) determine the
college employee perception of chang,e and innovation in the
correge based on selected. indícators of satisfaction and
dissatisfaction and on the perception of the current lLgg2/g3l
organizatíonal cul-ture and climate.
Practical

Purpose

on a more practical- rever, this theory-based case study
shourd help clarify some of the pragmatic constraint.s on the
imprementation of organlzational change in bureaucraticmechanistic organizations that typically exist in the public
sector and shourd help refine our knowledge of public sector
organizations accordingly. such factors as indíviduar human

idiosyncracies, political interaction external and internal- to
the organization, i-ndividual resistance to change, demands of
daily operations, time pressures, communication problems, and
perceptions of organizational- climate, leadership and
supervisory behaviour, intergroup and intragroup relations and

group processes all play a significant
implementation of organizational_ change.

role

in

the

This study focuses primarily on one organization, Red
River Community Co1lege, which exhibits characterist.ícs of

B

what Mintzberg (tglg ) has d.escribed as a prof essionarbureaucracy. A more comprehensive discussion of the
characterj-stícs of professionar bureaucracies is presented
later,
However, generalizations

of the findings of this study to
other community colleges or public sector organizations must
obviously be done carefully. within a college of professional
instructors, there tends to be a great,er emphasis on
collegiality, decentralized decision-making and individual
autonomy, and less emphasis on hierarchy, top-down decisionmaking and centralized. control than that which tends to exist

in most public sector bureaucracies. I¡ühile a collegiaI
atmosphere is not necessarily unique to a public sector t.)T)e
of organízation, it may be more pronounced in community
colleges than other bureaucrat.ic organízati-ons.
particular post-secondary educational institution the
group under study represents, al0ng with its sister
insti-tutions in other parts of the province, converts formally
from an institut.ion under the direct jurisdiction of
government to a board-governed institution which is ostensibly
at armrs length from government on April L, Lgg3. The
potential infl-uence of this development on the survey
responses provided by Red River community college members is
The

discussed beIow.
To facilítate

the conversion to board governance and to
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provide an institutional
focus the college president
introduced the concept of Totar euality Management (TeM) into
the organizatÍon in i-99i-. Arthough the concept itself is not
new' it has recently become very popular within corleges and
universities in the united states and is spread.ing slowly to
canada. As with any 'newrr concept, there are growing pains
with its implementation and a reluctance on the part of some
college members to accept the concept.
others, however, are enthusi-astíc about the concept and
are strongly supportive.
This study acknowredges the
potential impact of the total- quality management concept on
the organizationrs movement, direction, and membership but it
is not wit.hin the scope of the study to discuss the concept in
any great. detail.2
Another limitation of the study is the use of the case
study method. yin (t9g+, p. 23) defines a case study as
an empirical enquiry that:

o
o
.

investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its
real-life context; when
the boundaries between the phenomenon and context. are
not clearly evident; and in which
multiple sources of evidence are used.

Yin (L984) al-so says that although case studies are wellsuited to exploratory investigat,ions, the researcher has no
control- over the variables which makes cause-effect findíngs
difficult.
Thus, a common criticism of case study research is
that it lacks rigour. A second concern ís that case studies
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provide l-ittle basi-s for scientif ic generarizations. yin
says that case studies, fike single experiments, are
generalizabl-e to theoretical propositions and not to
populations or universes. A third concern about case studÍes
is that they often take too long and result in massive
documents.

However, these concerns notwithstanding, the case study

contributes to our knowled.ge about individual, organizational,
sociar and political phenomena. rt is used. in many settings
such as ". . .poIicy, political
science, and public
admínistrat.ion research; . . .org'anizat.ion and manag,ement

studies, ...and the conduct of a large proport.ion of
dissertations and theses in the social sciencesrr (yin, Lgg4,
p. 13).
rn addítion to the usual concerns about the case stud.y,
another complication in thís ínstance is the role of the
author as a participant observer in the organization and.
events being analysed. The author worked at RRcc as an
instructor in communications and. Management [1993] and was
invorved from the begÍnning in the Task Force which developed
the survey instrument to ascert.ain employee attitudes and
perceptions of organizational dynamics. rt is crearly
recognized that researcher bias could well_ exist in his
influence on the development of the primary data-gathering
instrument and in the subsequent int,erpretation of the data
results. This j-nfl-uence is somewhat offset, however, by the
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participation

of a sub-committee and a consultant. in the
deveropment of the survey and by the participation of four
different external consultants in the compilation, coding and
analysis of the survey results to ensure objectivity.

The research approach followed

in this study frows out of
open systems theory which is d.iscussed below briefry.
The
research questions identified from this perspective suggest an
interconnection of events and factors which infl_uence
individual, group, and organizational- behaviour and whi_ch,
therefore, influence the process of organízational change.
Several assumptions underlie the research reported in
this study. First, many organizations face unprecedented
requirements to change to survive in more unpredictabl_e and

perilous environments. part of the emerging environment
involves strong pressures in the direction of increased global
competitiveness as productíve capacity moves around the worl_d
and technol-ogical developments lead to the int,egrat.ion of
markets.

Both the content and processes of government activity are
affected by globalization, and government actions can have
some bearing on the impacts of globalization.
However,

deciphering and interpreting thís two-way frow of causation
has only begun in the literature and is outside the scope of

t2

this study.
A second assumption is that government organizat.ions of
all kinds must adopt a more proactive orientation toward the
external environment and must become more responsive to
outside change. Fl-exibility and responsiveness will require
approaches in organizational design, systems, leadership,
cul-ture, and planning.

ne\^r

Methodol_ogy

The case study of

RRCC

is based on both qualitative

and.

quantitative data. several research methods were used. The
main documents whích helped establ_ish direction for the
college were reviewed. These included the mission statement,
some relevant directives, strategic plans and. objectives,
annual reports, budgets, presidential communicatíons, etc. rn
addition, j-nformal- intervíews wit,h some college officiats were
heId.

several other sources of empiricar dat.a were: the
numerous comment.s, opinions, and suggestions offered by
particípants
i-n representative focus groups, âïr.
j-nstitutionally-generated employee survey with an approximate
fourty-five
percent response rate, numerous informal
interviews with college members who were not. college
officials, and an analysis of documents from other colIeges.
The employee survey was developed in-house based

on
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several other vatidated instruments and t.he advice of a human
resource development consult.ant. unfortunately, no baserine

study exists against which t.he d.ata cour_d be compared.
However, the fourty-five percent response rate permits valid
inferences for the purposes of this study. The fact that
fifty-five per cent of college employees did not take the
opportunity to participate in the survey, despite specific
encouragement from the college president and t.he Task Force,
itsel-f may provide additional- evidence about employee
attitudes toward the organization beyond those discovered by
the survey. The high non-response rate cour-d indicate, for
example, that empl0yees did not care, that. they were too busy
to complete the survey, that they felt the survey would not
accomplish anythíng or that the results would be ignored, or
that they did not trust t.he presid.ent or the Task Force.
The details of the statistical anarysis of the survey
results are presented in chapter v. As part of a general
discussion of the l-imits of the stud.y, it is sufficient to
note that comprehensíve statistical correlations of the
relationships between and among different organizational
factors are not attempted.

A theme that is faÍr1y consistently expressed t.hroughout
this study, both implicitly and explicitry, i_s the extent to

which elements within an organizational system are inter-

1-4

connected-

Most scientific investigation, particularly
experimental- work, assumes the universe is a cl_osed system in
which si-mple cause-effect rel-ationships appfy. cl_osed syst.ems
models may have validíty in many of the physical sci-ences, but
they are less applicable to socj_a1 systems.
other types of analyses use other models, ârÌ open
system ís a ty'pe of model used to represent, social systems in
which simple cause-effect relationships are not readily
apparent. For example, biol0gical systems and organizationalrelat.ionshíps have many i-nf luences which are consistently
ínteracti.gr therefore, effects may be attributable to many
intersecting causes.
vühil-e

This study assumes that organizations function in an
"ope¡" system in which events and. circumstances both inside
and outside the organizatj-on ínfluence other events and
circumstances so that change is constant.ly occurring (Baker,
L973; Bertalanf fy, L96g; Mi]ler , 1,972) .3 Some events and
circumstances infl-uence others to react similarly each time in

an apparently circular or cycrical- manner. These circl-es or
cycres are known as positive or negative causal loops which

tend to basically feed upon themselves to make events and
circumstances better or worse (Koopman, Broekhuysen, and
Meijn, L9g4; Mintzberg and others, L976) . Final1y, it. should
be noted that the analytical framework being employed. cannot,
possibly capture al-I of the multitude of potentially-relevant
varj-ables which comprise the community college system in
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Manitoba. Even drawing the boundaries of the system would be
difficult and contentious. The data gathering and analysis
requirements of a full- open systems study of even one
community college are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Therefore, while the study is informed by an open systems
perspective, it focuses more specifically upon the linkages
strategies, leadership, culture and clj_mate withj_n the
process of organizational change at RRCC.
among

The main terms used in thís st.udy are necessarily
numerous r partly
because the d.issertat j-on is ínter_
disciplinary.
A guide to the terminology is found in the
Glossary of Terms contaíned in Appendix A. This format
removes the need for a lengthy íntroduction defining key
terms. Fol-lowing this introductory chapter, sett.ing the
purpose, scope and methodol0gy of the stud.y, chapter rr
provides a review of some of the relevant l_iterature. The
review is used to establish the theoreticar base and the
possible linkages among leadership, strategy and.
culture/climate in the context of change at RRCC.
Chapter fII, the Case Study profil_e, presents an
organizational profile of RRcc, discusses its hístory, the
legislative context in which it operat.es, and the recent
internal and external developments which create the need for
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orgarrízational change. A1so,
qualítative description of the
analysi-s of the key f actors of
organizational cult.ure/cl-imate in

the chapter provides a
college through a brief
leadership, strategy, and
the coIlege.

chapter rv describes the methodorogy used in gat.hering
the empirical data for the study. The chapter incrudes
discussion of the survey design, characteri-stics of the
population surveyed, deveropment of the instrumentation, data
collection and data analysis techniques and val_idity of the
findings.
This chapter also provides a more in-depth
explanation of the case study method.
Chapter V, on the dat,a analysis results, provides a
quantitat,ive and descriptive analysís and discussion of the

participantsr survey responses, and a summary of the survey
results incruding a sampling of participant comments on
specific questions.
Chapter VI summarj_zes the intent and process of the
study, describes the major conclusions of the study, and makes
recommendations for future study.
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CHAPTER

IT

REVTEW OF THE IJITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter reviews the riterature on some of
the
variabl-es that infl-uence organizational change to
demonstraLe
the rel-evance of open systems theory. This t.heory
suggests
that organizations are (a) soc'al systems in which changies
in
part
one
are reflected by changes in other parts, and. (b) open
to influence from the environment (KaLz and Kahn, j,g66).
consequently, (a) both internal and externar_ pressures
on
organizations are l-ikely to contribute to t.he need for
change;
(b)
and
changes in even one process of the organizat,ion

are

like1y to contribute to changes in other processes through
the
'rípple effect'r. This suggests that the major functional
components in organizations are not independent
and need to
operate collaboratively with other parts of
their
organizations to be successful.
Therefore, a major premíse i-n thís stud.y is that although
the'structures' processes, tasks and environmenLs in private
and public sector organizations may d.iffer from each
other,
and the behaviour of emproyees in these org,anizations
may be

infl-uenced by the structures, processes, tasks and
environments, organization members tend t,o respond similarly
regardless of the sector in which they are employed. because
they are human.a However, whir-e emproyees in both public and
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private sector organizations may be similar, the public belief
about employee behaviour in these organizations seems to be
that there is a difference. For exampre, Kernaghan and siegel
(rggr) note that canadians develop perceptions about
government prog'rams and the public sector through the media
and are influenced, often negativery, about the public sector

by the media.
A comprehensive study (Zussman and .Tabes, L989, pp. 4L_
47) suggests that public sector managers generally ber_ieve

responsibj-lities, charlenges and constraj_nts in the
private sector are less rj-gourous than those in the public
sector.
conversely, private sector managers bel_ieve
managerial responsibil-ities in the public sector are l_ess
rigourous than those in the private sector. Their respective
beliefs seem to be based on largely unverified perceptions of
each other's managerial obligations.
managerj-a]

There are certainly characteristics that make public
sector organízations distinctive and which make operating
withín the public sector potentially more restrictive for
managers (Rainey, r99r, pp. 33 - 34); however, the general

managerial skilIs of planning, organízíng, staffing,
controlling and motivating are still_ required. regardless of
the sector i-n which the managers operate.
Further,
organizations cannot be neatly separated into two piles:
pubric and private. Many organrzations are best, described as
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hybrids
focus of

part public and part private. Therefore, a major
common ground is that organization members
tend to
behave in reasonably predictable human r^/ays regardless
of
their public or private sector orientation arthough
not
entirely.
some major erements of difference, individuar_
personalities aside, are potentially organizational processes,
organizational culture that results from or contributes
to the
processes, the t)æes of tasks org.anizat.ional members
are
required to perform, and the environment in which they perform

ir.

Arthough an organization's commitment to social
responsl-bility can affect
profitabílity,
and some
organizations may emphasize longer-term viability and economic
performance over short-term profits, the
'bottom rine, for
private firms is return_on_investment (ROf) and profits.
There is not a simi-lar, straightforward defínition
of success
for public sector activities.
rnsLead, in connection with
different tlpes of public sector activities, there can
be
several rfbottom Ii-nesrr such as: adherence to an al-l0cated
budget in the process of furfilling estabrished government
policy, preservatíon of programs or budgets in tímes
of
restraint, career advancement, and election or re-election.
The more

net profit

private sector organization makes,
the more successful_ it is perceived to be. However, most
public sector managers are aware that spending 1ess than the
a
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allocated budget in a given fiscal year may well resur_t, in a
reduced budget for the following fiscal year. consequentry,
exhausting the allocated. bud.get, or even exceeding it
somewhat, is seen as a way to ensure símí]ar or higher Ievels
of funding in subsequent years. This anomary may be largely
a reflecti-on of the bureaucratic processes that generally
exist in public sector organizations. However, recently, some
governments have all-owed departments to carryover unspent,
funds from one fi-scar year to the next--especially if Ít can
be demonstrated that the carryovers represent savings arising
from productivity j_mprovements (Kernaghan and Siegel Lg9L).
,
Although an argument courd be made that it is much easier
to change structures and processes than people, this study

implicitly that it is not particularly expedient
to modify the structure and processes of all bureaucratic
organizations t,o make them more efficient and effective. fn
fact, in some situations where organizatíons in stabl-e
environments use highly-stand.ardized procedures, a
bureaucratic structure may be idear-. However, much
acknowl-edges

contemporary research suggrests a more organic org,anizational
structure and the effective utilization of an org,anization,s
human resources over t.ime may improve an organization,s

processes' efficiency, effectivenessr productivity, and
potentiar competitive situation (Bass, 19g5; Benimadhu, L9g9;
Bennis, ]-989a¡ 1989b; Block, ]-g9L; Kanter, 19g3; Kouzes and
Posner, L987) .
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Workforce Skíl_1s

It is important for pubríc sector managers to become more
cognizant that competitiveness with public sector
organizations is a fact of life.
Any product or service
currently provided by a public sector organization which can
be provided more efficiently and effectively by a private
sector organization is potentially at risk.
Further, with the ímplementation of the canada-united
States Free Trade Ag.reement (FTA) in 1_9g9, the imposition of
the federal government Goods and Services Tax (GST) in 1990,
the development. of a continental trading bloc wíth canadaunited states-Mexico, increasing competition from pacific rim
countries over the past two decades, and developments in major
international business growth areas, the competitive strength
of organizations i-n canada has become increasingly dependent
upon the effective use of human resources.
competitiveness refrects in a country's ability to sel_l
its services and products, domestically or internationally,

while maintaining or improving its 1íving standard. However,
the effectiveness of traditional tools such as access to raw
materials, technology, product innovation, and financial_
resources is s1ow1y being eroded (Economic council, L9g7)
.

An organízation's basic technology, which formerry
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offered a competitj-ve edge, is often copied by competitors
soon after it becomes availabre on the open market. New
technology and products are easily repricated. Fi_nancial
resources are more readily accessibl-e f rom the worl-d,s
financial markets. successive rounds of international
negotiation have eliminated many of the barriers that
previously inhibited world trade. Better t,ransportation and
communications have helped countries, incruding developing
countries, to become more influential and more competitive

producers and traders.

The advantages formerry offered by
nearness to a specific market or to a source of raw material_
arso have diminished substantially because of these improved

distributíon mechanisms

(ECC, McFetridge, 1989)

.

indicators of fundamentar competitiveness among.
industrial countries suggest. that, comparatively, Canada may
be slipping (Canada Department of Finance, Ottawa, j_990)
Some

.

(1) Although canada's productivity level is high, it.s
productivity growth rate, averaging 1.3 peicent
year since L973, has lagged behlnd *ori -*ãj", a
industríal_ized countries (ãée appendix Bj-) .
(2) rn 199]-, canada dropped from fifth to e]eventh
place ín overall comþetitiveness (Winnipel F;;.
Press, ,Iu1y 29, L992, Aj-3) . During the iSaO",
canadars productivity growth in manuÉacturing-*ã"
the lowest among thè ieven major industriãii"åa
countries.

(3) As labour costs represent 60 percent of business
costs, they are critical to colt competitiveness.
unit labour _costs represent the average cost-perunit of production of goods and servilces. tirese
costs in Canada have been accelerating a;;"
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Appendix 82).

The sIíppage in canada's competitive position is partly
attributable to the "globalizationrr phenomenon, which refers
to the interdependence of nationa] economies and the growing
i-nterdependence of consumers, suppliers, and government in

different countries. Grobalization is a complicated and broad
issue on which there is nothing approachi-ng agreement among
analysts and commentators. For the purpose of this study,
therefore, it is sufficient to note the wídespread agreement
that the quantity and qualíty of a skilled and knowledgeable
workforce is a sígnificant contributor to national economic
success.

Although some service sector jobs involve low-skil1,
data-entry repetitive tlpes of tasks, jobs in high-wage,
technologically-advanced countries like canada are becoming
increasingly knowledge-based and information-based. These
jobs require more education and trainj-ng. The 1ow-t.echnology
manufacturing sector is in decline (porter, L99A); jobs are
becoming redundant; semi-ski1red., high-paying jobs have
decreased; and there are not going to be the same kind of job
opportunities that existed a generation ago (Naisbett, J,982;

Naisbett and Aburdene, r-gg5; Toffler,
Drucker, ]-9g9)

1ggo, 19g5,

1981;

.

However, Perry (1990) suggests porls Índicate 4o percenl

of students going directly into the workforce do not

see
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education and training as criti-cal to their future.

He

refers

to a 1-987 southam li-teracy survey which reports that one out
of five canad.ians over 1g are functionally illiterate;
io
percent of them are canadi-an-born and speak English as their
mother t,ongue.

Additionally, perry reports that.: (a) 3O
percent of canadi-an high school stud.ents drop out bef ore
graduating; and (b) only 72 percent of canadian 1-7-year-ords
are stiIl in school or some type of training program, compared
to 89 percent in Germany and 95 percent in ,Japan. The
percentage of high school- graduates cont.inuing on to some kind
of post-secondary education in canad.a is about 20 percent
(statistics canada, 1,ggo). rn the early i-990s, the average
canadian worker received about 6.7 hours of training per year;
whereas the average rTapanese worker received about L70 t.o 200

hours of formal on-the-job instruction
Dec 1991)

(Gl_obe and

Mail,
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.

The overall- picture that emergies is one of an
increasingly-complex workplace which requires high technical
knowledge, ski11s, and analyt.ical capabilities because of the
changing nature of work and the concomitant skiIls required.
Thís suggests canadian business and government organizations
to commit more resources to research and deveropment
while the education systems throughout the country may need t.o
address the requirements for knowledge, skills, and analytical
capabilities more effectively. This has implications for the
delivery of education and training at all level_s in both
may need
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private and publ-ic sector schoor systems, universi_ties,
coI1eges, and other organizations and for organizational
chang'e.

Orqanizational

Change

of the contemporary literature about change as it
refers to organizations classifies change into two groups:
(a) environmentar or external forces for change, and. (b)
Much

i-nternal forces for change. primary environmental or external_
forces for change might i-ncl-ude economic forces, Lechnological
changes, and social and polítical- changes. Internal forces for
change might incr-ude a crisis in the organization, new or

improved leadership, or reduced productivity (Conner, 1993;
Beckhard and pritchard, rgg2; Beckhard and Harris, 1_9g7).

lvhile it is possible for analytj-ca1 purposes to distinguish
external and internal forces, it is very difficult to d.raw a
precise boundary line between the organization and the outside
worId, especially in the case of public organizations which
are permeable to outside forces flowing through the political
process.

The prevíous section describes environmental forces
generated by the global marketprace and the knowledge
explosíon which has introduced ne\^r technology and the
concomitant need for training and retraining.

For example,
computer technology and automation have revolutionized
manufacturing and distríbution through high-speed data
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processing and the sol-utÍons to complex prod.uction problems.
However, these factors have affected not only technical

conditions of work, but social conditions as well_. New
occupations have been created, but others have been
eliminated- slowness in adopting new t,echnology, or fairure
to adopt new technology at all, decreases an organizationrs
competitive positi-on and may ultimately contribute to the
faílure of the organization. This, in turn, eliminates jobs.
The increased national debt and persistently high annual

deficits have Ied the federal government to Iímit transfer
payments to provincial- governments as part of a wider debt or
deficit reduction strategy. Declining federal financial
support means that most provincial and non-departmental
bodies, such as universities and coIleges, come under
budgetary restraint.

provincial governments have sought
to downsize the public service through attrition, induced
retirements, and in a few cases, actual layoffs.
some

controlled funding from the federar government to the
provÍnciaI governments tends to result in decreased funding to
municipalities from the provincial governments as well. The
cycle of decreased services, public servant job l-oss, and the
need to access unemployment insurance or welfare support plays
itself out at this level_ as well_.
Further, more tightly-controlled transfer payments from
the federal- government to the provincial governmenLs may
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reflect in such things as sl-ower rates of growth in health
care, funding for education, funding available to support the
transportation infrastructure, etc. Although there are some
savings made in rationalizing presumabry more efficient public

sector organizations, it is not yet clear to what. extent this
slower growth raLe in funding impairs or dimi-nishes service.
Potentially, a sl-ower growth rate in funding resul_ts in job
losses and in the deterioration of the socíaI systems and
infrastructure. Historically, we also see j_ncremental growth
in costs in most areas; therefore, the costs of establishing,
maintaining and repairing social systems and infrastructures
wil-l- like1y continue to rise.
The overall funding available for education has a
particularly important infruence on competitiveness. As
suggested previously, canada's ability to compete globally is
integrally connected with its ability to adapt to and to adopt
new technologies. Most new technologies require high skilr

and knowledge l-evels at a time when, statistically,
many
canadian youth are either not completing high school or are
not continuing on to post-secondary education. Many of these
ne\^/ technologies wil-l- require skilled individuals with
advanced educations aL

a time when post-secondary educational
instítutions are raising tuition fees t,o help offset reduced
funding. This tends to make post-secondary educational
institutions l-ess accessible to ind.ividual-s who might
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otherwise attend to acquire the skills

demanded by new

technologies.
what begins to emerge from even the limited scope of the

foregoing discussion is a picture of the interdependence of
economic, social, technol-ogica1, educationar and political
developments whether on the international_, national, or
provincj-a1 level.
Those systems t.hat involve human
interactj-on, in particular, are open systems in which it can
be shown that even one event can have far reaching
repercussions on many other events, circumstances, and
decisíons -

A simplified influence diagram is shown at
Appendix c to illustrate some of the foregoing discussion
about interdependent environmental forces for change.
Huse and Bowditch (L973) suggest that there are also
internal pressures within an organizati-on that act as forces

for change such as organizational emergencies, crises
precipitated by shortages of raw materiar, increased.
understanding of the need for change, a d.rop in production
quality or quantity, changing viewpoints of organization
members, a gut feeling by organization members at various
levels that change is needed, and activities precipitated by
transformational leaders. Huse and Bowditch (Ag73) also
suggest that, unfortunately, most organizational- change
usually occurs only after organizational decline and / or a
change in the organj-zation's leadership. The sequence of
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these events is probably not coincid.ental.
The sense of emergency produced by organizationa] crisis
can be a st,imul-us for change. rncreased. knowJ_edge about. a

problem motivates people to attempt to solve it by changing
how things are

done. Decreases in the quantity or quality of
productj-on or service will stimulate concerns about long-term
survival and make people more receptive to the idea of change.
New information, education, or additional- experience can bring
about changes in management or workforce viewpoi_nts. Fj_nally,
a fel-t need for change may result from a general perception

that things have been the same way for too 1ong. A conceptual
theoretical framework may demonst,rate how the change process
occurs.
Conceptual- Framework

The conceptual theoretical framework upon which the
dissertation is based--open systems theory--requires some
explanation about the perceived limitations of simple cause-

effect relationships.
Edgar H. schein (1965) recognized three decades ago that

organízations are complex entities which must be studied as
total social- systems. He suggested that. organizational
planning for change must arso begin to concern itsel_f with
questions that derive from the recognition of the system

characteristics of organízations. These questions need to
address not so much the behaviour of individ.uals as the
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behaviour of groups, sub- systems, and even the t.otarorganization in response to environmental and internal forces
for change. Schein writes
concepts of multiple causation based on a field of
simultaneously. actÍng forces have replaced
notions of 1impIe cause-effect; conceptsmechanist.ic
of mutual
dependency and int.eraction, of feedback ioop" ãnd serfregulating forces have made ít possible to analyze
complex syst.ems and their relationËrtip to the externalenvironments (p. 5).
Classica1 Science or Newtoniani_sm

rn contrast with schein's perception, the mechanistíc
concept of classical science or "Newtonianism' of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries perceived a world in
which every event !ì/as caused by inítial- conditions that. \^rere,
in principle, determinable with precision. rn the world of
classical science chance played no part--aIl_ the pieces came
together like cogs j-n a cosmic machj-ne.
The acceptance of this view coinci-ded with the rise of
fact.ory civilization and influenced other disciplines. For

example, Marxian dialectícaI material-ism takes Hegel's
philosophy of the dialectic as its model of the process of
change both i-n society and in the worr-d. of nature (Marx,
tg32). In this view, a given situation (the thesis) generates
opposing forces (the antithesis) that ultimately break up the
original situation and produce a new one (the synthesis). A
serf-generated diagrammatic representation i_s shown at Figure
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to íllustrate
dialectic.
1-

the dissertation author's perception of the

ïhesi¡,

Antitheric

-i-Z

Anilthe¡b

/
Synthesls Ohesl¡)

Figure j_ - The Marx/Hegel DiaLectic
rn the nineteenth century, the concepts of thermodlmamics
and social dynamics (Marx, i_g4g; Comte, Ig77; Durkheim, i_g93)
challenged. the timeLessness implied. in the mechanistic image
of the uníverse. Thermod.lmamics suggested that if the worrd
was a bíg machine, it was running doryn and its useful energy

was leaking out. Biological determinists such as charles
Darwin introduced a contradictory thought: the worId. machine
might be running down, but bioLogicar systems were running up.
They were becoming more, not less, organized..

Prigogine and Stengers (19g4) argue that although the
machine paradigm ís stirl the reference poinÈ for physics and.
the core moder of scíence in general, the universaL laws
postulated Ín cl-assical science are not universal at alr.
classicatr science tend.ed. to emphasize stability,
ord.er,
uniformity and eguilibrium. rt concerned itself mostly with
closed systems and linear relationships in which smalr inputs
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uniformly yield smar-r resurts. The prigoginian paradigm
shifts attention to those aspects of real_ity that characte ríze
todayrs accelerated social change:
unpredict.ability,
dísorder, instabí1Íty, diversity, disequilibrium, nonrinear
relatíonships, and temporality--a heightened sensitivity to
the flows of time.
Prigogine and stengers suggest that while some parts of
the universe may operate like machines, these are crosed
systems and form only a smal-I part of the universe. Most

of interest are open systems, exchanging energy and
matter with their environment. For example, biol0gical and.
socíal systems are open, which means the at.tempL to
phenomena

underst,and them i-n mechanistic terms is unrikely to succeed.

This suggests, moreover, that most of reality, instead of
being orderly, stable, and equilibrial, is characterized. by
change, di-sorder, and process on a rel-atíve t.emporal scal_e.
organizational changes might occur over a few months or a few
years. Government.al system changes might occur over decades
or even centuries.
Most commentators today stress the
dizzying pace at which change is occurring in society and in
organizations.

In Prigogínían t.erms, all systems contain subsystems
which are continually fluctuating.
At times a single
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fructuation or combination of them may become so powerful that
it, shatters the pre-existing organizatíon.
At this
revolutionary moment, which prígogine identifíes as the
"singular .moment'r or 'rbifurcation pointr, ít is inherentry
impossible to determine in ad.vance which direction change wíl1
take: whether the system wilr disintegrate into chaos, or
leap to a new, more d.ifferentiated., higher lever of order or
organization. For example, the singrular chaotic moment in the
former soviet union may have been the point at which the
communist Party ceased to contror the state. The singular
moment in the reunification of west and. EasÈ Germany may have
been symborized by destruction of the Berrin warI.
'

Prigogine and. stengers argue that ord.er and
organization can actually arise out of disord.er and chaos
through a.process of self-organizatíon. To understand this
concept requires a d.ifferentiatíon among systems that are in
"equilibriumtt, systems that are rrnear-eguílibrium" and. systems

that are "far-from-equilibriuml'.
For, example, from the
perspective of the infl-uence of environmental_ stímul_i on a
societar system, a population in which birth and. death rates
were relatívely egual wourd be in a state of ,,equi1ibrium,,
(see Figure 2).
Blrlh
roto.

D.ollt:
rotr

ltttt

11111
Figure 2 - Equilíbrium State
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If the birth rate were to increase slight1y, and the death
rate remained the same, the population could be said to be in
a "near-equiLibri-um" state (see Figure 3).

?åi!
\=

Deo'ïh

lllll
11111

igrure 3 - Near-Eguilibrium State
However, if the birthrate should increase substantialry,

and,

the death rate remained the same or decreased, the population
is pushed into a "far-from-eguilibrium" state and nonlinear
reLationships prevail.
rn this state, systems do strange

things. They become inordinately sensitive to stimul-i. smaLl
inputs yield huge, startli-ng results. A "bifurcation poj-nt,,
may be reached and a new "dj.ssipative structure" may form (see
Figrure 4) .
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Figure 4 - Far-from-EqiLibrium State
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Prigogine and stengers suggest that these conditions of
relative equilibríum may apply to bot.h organic and inorganic

systems (excluding some physical, closed syst.ems). For
example, mixing two chemical- sol-utions wil-l produce a new
soluti-on with a new molecular structure from which the initial
component sorutions cannot be extracted.. The actual_ mixing
process--the introduction of external stimuli--prod.uces a
trfar-from-equilibrium'r condition which reaches
a
bifurcat.j-on

point when the two solutions assimilate t.o produce a
solution.

new

This theory seems to apply to organic systems as welI.
In one recent study, described by Toffler in the r¡Foreu¡ord.rl
to the Prigogine and stengers publícati_on, ants were divided
into two categories: (1) hard workers, and (2) inact.ive or
ul-azyil ants. one might conceivably attribute
such traits to
genetíc predi-sposition. However, the study found that if the
system were shattered by separating the two groups from each
other, each i-n turn developed its own subgroups of workers

and idlers.
A significant percentage of the razy ants
suddenly turned into hard workers.
rf one accepts the theory of equilibrium states, there
may be significant. imprications for the study of individual,
collective, and syst.em behaviour. Human beings are unique
among species

in their ability to think and conceptua1ize¡
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therefore, human beings do not react exclusively to external_
stimuli. They react to internal stimuli such as attitudes,
values, beliefs, drives, needs (Masl0w, Lg54) etc. as well-.
organizations may be similarly affected by internar and.
external- environmental forces that foster change.s
The Prigogine and steng:ers moder provides a view of the
change process at a macro leveI. A model that is somewhat

consistent with the prigogine and stengers model and which can
be applied at an organizational l-evel is that proposed by
Lewin (1-951-) . while the prigogine and stengers model_ focuses
on unpranned change and forces acting upon eguilibrium states,

the Lewi-n model- focuses on planned. organizational_ change and
the drivj-ng or restraining forces which affect the stat.us quo
or organizational- equilibrium.
planned change refers to
is deliberately shaped by organizat.ional members
as opposed to change which is fortui_t.ous or accid.ental_.
change which

The Lewin Devel_opment Model
The Lewin model

is

three-step model whích describes the
progressive development that occurs as part of a planned
change process (Lewin, 1-951-) .
According to this model,
a

planned change occurs through
transformíng, and refreezing.

stages

of

unfreezing,

Unfreezing is a preparatory action which weakens existing
attitudes, values, and behaviours to prepare people to change
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the status quo. New and different experiences or information
are used to challenge routi-ne perceptions. Transformíng is
the step duríng which change actualry occurs. organizational
begin to internal-ize the value of proposed changes and
to adopt new at.titudes and behaviours at work. Refreezing
focuses on institutionar-ízing the change initiated during the
transforming stage. During this stage, ne\^/ atti-tudes, values,
and behaviours are integrated into everyday organizational
processes and procedures. For example, leaders become l_ess
members

directi-ve as subordinates assume newly deveroped decisionmaking roles. Reward systems change to reinforce cooperat.ion
rather than competition. Managers meet regularly with
subordinates to facilitate improved communication.
The status quo defined by Lewin can be considered.
equivalent to the equilibrium state defíned by prigogine and
stengers. The differences are primarily matters of micro
(Lewin, t-951) or macro (prigogine and stengers rg}4) scal_e.
,
To move from this equilibrium, which requires overcomi_ng the
pressures of both individuar resistance and group conformit.y,

unfreezing is necessary. However, there are both driving
forces, which direct behaviour away from the status euo, and
restrainíng forces, which hinder movement from the existing
equilibrium toward the new, desired position.
Therefore, to accomplish unfreezing one must either
increase driving forces, decrease restraining forces, oï
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combine the two. Driving forces might i-nctude, for
example,
global competition, technor-ogical developments and automati-on,

political and social- deveropments, and a sense of crisis
in
the organization. Restraining forces might incrude, for
example, bureaucratic inertia, employee fears and insecurities
about change and the subsequent resistance that evolves,
social disruption caused by breaking up work groups, economic
considerations and fear that income lever may be ad.versely
affected, new work habits or sacrifices that are required,
threats to attitudes and beliefs, potential loss of status or
rank, ineffective communication about i_ntended change,
inability
to see the larger-sca1e influences on the
organízation, rational- opposition in that t.he perceived
benefits do not offset. the costs, and ineffective leadership
and inappropriate management behaviour, among others.
setting organizationar- change in motion requires
identifying and overcoming sources of resistance and
strengthening sources of support. A diagnostic technique
developed by Lewin, which he describes as force field
analysis, depicts the array of forces for and against a
particular change in a graphic form. Two lines are drawn, one
representing the organizationrs present situation, status
QUo,
or equilibrium, and the other representing the organization,s

desired change or new position. Forces that support change
are shown as arrows pushing i-n the direction of desired
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change. Forces resisting change are drawn as arrows pushing
in the opposite dírection. 'The length of the arrow indicates
the perceived strength of the force re'at,íve to Lhe other
forces in the forcefield.. rn situations where the length of
the arrovrs are clearly unequal, there is a state of
disequilibrium to which prigogine and stengers refer (see
r,'r-gure 5 )

.
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Figure 5 - Forcefiel_d.Analysis
From .Robbins, S.p. (t-991). Organizational
Behavior,
Sth ed. Englewood Cliff;ñPrentice-HaI]

Although there are no fail-safe measures to overcome
resistance at an individ.ual, group or org'anizational level in
a potential change, situation, there are six potential options
idenËified. by Kotter and
Schlesinger (L979) which are
freguently used

l-.

.
This involves
disseminatíng information about the need.
and.
rationale for a prospective change tt ro..rgr,
discussions, group meetin-gs, and writtãn *.*oã - o,
reports. This approach is best used. where there is
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2.

3.

a l-ack of information or inaccurate information and
analysis. once persuaded through education, people
will- often help with the implementation of .c-han-ge,
but this process takes time.
Participation and involvement. This i-nvolves
including those to be affected by the change in it;
design and implementation. This process is -useful in
situations where the initiators ão not have arI the
information they need. to design the change and others
have considerable power to resist.
Facilítation and suppprt. This involves providing
jo! training and emotional support through meetingã
and counselling sessions for employees ãffected Ëy
the. change. This method is useful--when people
resi-sti-ng change because of problems witlr pèrsonal
"rä
adjustment.

Bargaining and negotiat,ion. This involves working
with resistant employees or groups t.hrough bargainin]
and trade-offs to provide them with iãcentives tõ
change their mínds. This technique is sometimes used
if an individual or group (e.g. a union) with the
povter to block a chang,e is likely to l_ose out if the
change takes p1ace. Negotiation can be a relat,ívely
easy way to accommodate change, but it can also bé
cost.1y.

Hidden persuasion. This i-nvol-ves using covert efforts
and supplying information on a sel-ective basis t.o get
people to support desired changes. It can be a qulck
_and inexpensive way to faciritate change, but ii can
l-ead t,o future problems if people feel manipulated. or
co-opted.

. This involves using
power and t,hreats. of negative consequences to changã
the minds of resistant individuals. rt tends Lo Ë"
used when speed is essent j-al_ and when those
initiating change have considerable power. However,
it can be risky if it leaves people angry. (pp. L022a)

.

potential options are tool-s of what is known as
an organizational development (OD) process. When set in
motion by oD processes, planned. organízational change is
A1l- these
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guided by values such as those identified by French (1969),
although this set of values and this approach to oD
are only
one of many- These var-ues direct the way oD infr_uences
relations amon' people and. groups, refr-ect dynamic, organic

types of organizations and includ.e recognition
of the
following:
. From this
value grows a srrong
st
concern with enhancing the
l:r::''11 _tî"Igqmenr and sarisfaction "J "iîïL=*#;;
a sel-f-furfilring prophecy. The berief that one can
grow and develop ín personal_
and organizationai
competence tends_ to produce conditions
èonducive to
such growth
and development.

2.

e_r_Efectively. This

be more worthwhile and organizJ effort more
effective if--people openly .;p;;;;
feelings and
sentíments. However, äperr.rers may be
hazardous
without employee protectiän
from
po="i_ur"
retribution
by_.superiors. -Further, groups in confl_ict are
unlikely to be able to comrñuniðate with each other
without a neutral part-y or procedure.
Therefore,
openness in the_
i-s
unlikely
to
devel0p
.workplãce
without f irsr eliminùing rhe ;¿õ;.r;:, ef f ecrs
of
hierarchj_caI and politicaÍ barrierã
3.

org'anizations get
Po*9
action of
=o@.
imolementing changJ that
caréfur-'design, controls,
and other necessaiy er-ements of oD reséarch tend to
be_ignored. Howevèr, research
into the nature and
effecti-veness of change processes
in organizations is i-nãiJpensable. and int.erventions

. Humanizing

a

"öã,5;=å;
*"31 reduc ins:
r;ì";
i
r,J
S::
:
_
9I,i.;i;;i
managfers. The goal of
is to íncreáse everyoners
power. by encouragingOD
the Aevefopment of both
recnnl-caJ_ and
technical
and human
humãn rel_ations competence in all
employees. (pp. 49-50) .

^:::
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Conclusions

organizations are open sociar systems which are
infl-uenced by the environment and by changes inside the
organization. The rapid and unpredictable change which
characterizes society today, including the forces of increased
global competition described briefly at the beginning of this

chapter, have made it important for canad.ian industry,
government, and educational instítutions to adapt to Lhe
requirements of a more uncertain and complex worr-d.
rn simplistic terms, organizational change can be planned
or unplanned. rf either external or internal influences on
the organization become too strong, the organization can l_ose
"equilibriumrr and unplanned change may occur. However, if
infl-uences on t.he organization are anticipated and addressed.,
planned change can occur theoretically through a process of
preparati-on for the change, transformation of attitudes and
behavíours, and institutionalization of new val_ues, attitudes
and behaviours. This requires communication with and
education, participation and involvement of the organlzation,s
employees through an organizational development process.
However, even when planning is conducted and plans are put i_n
place, chang'e seldom occurs in the \^iays the plans have

forecast. vüithin most organj-zationsr particularly Ín the
public sector, change involves a combination of planning and
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strategic improvisation (Behn,

1988)

.

Fina1ly, planned organízational_ chang,e is a rational
paradigm which may seem unreal_istic in todayrs
worl-d gj-ven the
assumptions it makes about the ability of individual_s
and
organizations to under.stand the environment and to respond
appropriately (Kie1, t9g4; Mintzb€ïg, 1,994) . The rational
paradigm assumes that individual_s and org.anizations
urtimately
control their own responses to circumstances rather than
being
control_led by theír environment..
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Organization Behaviour
organizational processes such as communicatíon, decisionmaking, performance evaluation, organlzationar sociarization,

and career development give rife to the organization.
Conversely, the manner in which organizational members
communicate, make decisions, evaluate employee performance,
socialize new organizationar members, and develop employee
careers are i-nfluenced by the organizatíon. Thus
I a
hierarchical, mechanistic type of organization with high
complexity, formarization, and centrar-ization wilr tend to
l-ead to and be influenced by bureaucratic processes whi_ch
are
part of the organizational- culture.
The organizational
culture tends to influence the organization's c1i_mate, which
Morgan (1986) suggests is a subset of the larger social
culture. Fairholm (tggL) refers to cl-imate as
. ..a group memberrs
about t.he organizational
-pe_rceptions
environment. rt incr-udes
issues of individuãi-"ïto.roily,
the degree of structure imposed. on the position, the
reward orientation present in the organizati_on, -Jrr" l_eveI
of consideration, warmth and. support prererr!, and. the
expected interpersonal trust. (p: - ß) .

operationally, climate comprises several dimensions which can
inc]ude task structure, degree of decísion centrar_ization,
levels of interpersonal trust, modes of communication and
feedback, problem-solving processes and problem resol_ution
systems - rt measures the fit between the prevailing culture
and the individual_ values of the employees (Fairholm, 1994).
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Bureaucracy

The word 'bureaucracyrr as a descriptor of culture,
climate, structurer processes, and behaviour is an
emotionally-laden Lerm which has come to connote red tape,
inefficiency' and incompetence. However, in its original
conception by Max weber, a German sociologist. and political
scientist, it was determined to be a reasonable organi_zational
model. rn the earry 1900s, weber began to recognize t.he
increasing role of government in administration and regulation
and considered the organizationar- structures of that t.ime to
be inappropriat.e to accommodate soci-al and political_ probrems.

rn weberrs perception, a bureaucratic structure wourd: (a)
maj-ntain equal t.reat,ment for clíentele; (b) process clientele
quickly; and (c) increase rationar- decision-making by
minimizing the personal ínfl-uences and biases of individual
employees (Weber, translation, Lg6g, pp g73 _ g7g)

.

V'Ieber felt

that this type of organizational design should
have several we11-defined characteristics (Gerth and Mil-ls,
1946, pp a96 - j_98) .
l-.

. The goals of the
organization are divided into functionãl specialtiåà.
rndividuals. become experts in their own functionar_
argSg- Appointments to posítions are on the
basis of
ability, not loyalty.

2.

Officials of a
bureaucracy are arranged in a hierarchical
order,
with each level being control-Ied by the next higher

.

level.
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. The
duties of eachr orEl-cl_a.r
otf1èiaf are
are clearly
cleañ
spelled
out,
and
lines of authority and accountabilitvty are
are r-:l
ear ,rnh
c1ear.
Job
";;
3:::l:t:i:=- derineate ","n--"fr-iJårîït" """rïi*"ïå
";;ä:
authority within those limits.

Systems are
developed to assure consistency of .d.ecisíon:*ãri"õ.
officials
are. guided by äxplicit
rul_es and
procedures. Decisions
måde by fir;L categori-zing
"re rhe
the case, then by applying
rule.

"þpiãpri"tu
Impersonalíty pf relati-ons.
is
attained throu_gh speciarization of Impersonality
ii,"ãLi""
and
r.he
creati-on of rures ãnd procedures. e*þrtãri-" i= pl";;ã
upon logical rather thãn emotionar .ärr"ia.rations.
Promotions based on qualifications assure that. offices
(job positions) are always filled wíth qualified
people.
7.

8.

ÇentralÍzation of authoríty. with specialization of
labour, . problems of cooiãïnati_on rrË increased. By
centralizíng
authority in the ,ppu,
l-evelä,
--'-'coordination problems are minimÍzed.
written records. To preserve and maintain uniformity
of action, bureaucraèies
files of
previous decisions. This maintain
"a.q""t"
assures equ"f
treatment
of
clients, since officials can refer tä precedent cases
and make consistent d.ecisions.

rationale for the establishment of bureaucracy, which
was partly to ensure uniformity and consistency ín deci-sion_
making, is well--founded. However, the generally rigid ru]es,
policies, and procedures which have evolved have tended to
foster some behaviours perceived as less-than-desirabre
The

(March and Simon, l_95g; Blau and Scott, Igg2;
Rog,ers , 1_973).
Some examples are:

1. Rigidity

of behavíour.

Because of the need for
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contro] within rarge organizati-ons and the consequent
yse of gieneral, _ i.mpersãnaI rures, the- ¡enaviouï -oi
-itãiãl
bureaucratic officials
m?y ¡ecome quite
=particurãiiy
Behaviour often becomes ru,l.e-orienlãd.,
if a decision is ch,allenged by
cusromer.
In the extreme, enforcemènt of "the
"ii;;trule or
may
become
more important than serving the client.
2. rmpersonaliL.y

of treatment. since bureaucratic rules
procedures
alg purposely ae=ig"ea to be
?nd
impersonal to províde .q""r treatment
clients,
this behaviour is osten-sibIy p"rilirr". ior rrri,
same
impersonality, _ however, can cause client.s to feel
are not being treated
!h"y
indiviåuars or are
being treated with less thanasmi-nimãr
courtesy and
thís can cause them to resent the organization.

3.

_lg+rn

suþqoal-s.

Because the
orgarrrzation
rganizati
is divided into functional_ uníts and
mq1!er1 or' tr* -õ,n**J"l'iåï'#;
i::î:"":"Pïl_'-r¡rbegin to idenrifv with rhe goals of rhu-;;l;;i. "'åð
!h"
.expense oi the larger organization. As
functionalization
becomes rrijrrry al-rËiåp"a, members
are unabl-e to see, or donðt
how their

""r.,'
ro rhe
tåt"r system.
_funcfion relares
ro
become
rrr.-Ji*or,;íi;;ä,
111î:.,leading
_
-r.ends dj_ssatisfactiãn.
-!19atm9nt
again
to client

fîí:::"l3:

Minimum agceptable behavior. one of the unantici-pated
undesirable consequences of managi-ng an organization
impersonal rurès is that
!v
members to
focus on the minimum standardit-of inäuãås
behaviour.
trVeberi-an context,.,. this might not pose a problemrn Lhe
since

advancement is theoreti"ãrty
¡""=i" of merit
and technical qualifications;on'trre
however,
if other
criteria for promotion such as seniority or patronage
are.interjected, the motivation to p"iiår* above the
minimum

leve1 may be af fect.ed.

.
Undue rel_iance on
making performance goars cr-ear and measurabr_e
can
create misl-eading impressions about organizational-ãi
subunit effectivenèss. For .*"*frl.,
the
unemployment rnsurance commi ssion pro"är""s aifgreat.er
number of clients and distribut,es'a
volume of
payments from o_ne period. to another higler
it
could
be said
that tþ". performance of that oig"ni-""tion
had
improved if - number of clients and volirme of payments
vrere the performance measures. However, - it the
governmentts goal is to reduce unemplolrment ,rra
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degSeSsg payments to unemployed. clients,
the
activities of .thu unempl0yment
rnsurance commission
-themay be detracting from

overall

goa1.

þerg". Bureaucracj-es can be slow to
;;
coordinate d"l1lg change processes; (b)irîËrã"iË
the
fri-ghiy
structured environment þervades the'system and it ís
difficult to design neio
policies ;;d' pr"ced.ures to
accommodate new environments; and -(c) ã"]=tf"õ
patterns of behaviour become internalized becausã
they are rewarded..
.

Over t.i-me,
employees
loyees can
can _become
be
experts in highly specializeå
areas to the detriment of theír inã1viauar overall
development and motivation may decrease because
of
thg-confining nature of the job. ó"rrãr"p*enr-mãy
suf fer because of
_the emproyees i inability to broad.en
their experiential_
base.
B.

i¡[y. The need for control
and
d predictabil
predictability contributes
avoidance of
responsibilíty. There is safetyto inan rule-oriented
deci-sions, especially if the dåcision-makers face
controversy or potential confrontation
cÌients
within the bureaucratic sphere of with
authority.
- to attack tend
Bureaucrats who are vurnerabre
to seek
refuge in the rules.

A negative manifestation of most public sector
bureaucracies is the proliferation
of 'red taperr.
Kaufman (a977 ) suggests that the term evolved from the
ribbon
once used to tie up legal documents in England. He says
the common law gives great
to precedent,
every judíciar decision musr haveweight
beõn
pru"ãã"a
by å
rough search of the records for guidance åna auttrority.
such a system presumes that t""orä" of every tiãnsaction
are punctiliously filed and cross-fiIed.
we'máy- srr*ire,
therefore, gt
regíons of clerks and rawyers spent a
good dear of "!their time tying and untying- t.he ii¡¡orr_
bound folders (p. t_)
Because

.
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Kaufman also suggests that one personrs red tape may
be
another person's procedurar safeg,uard,- therefore, red tape

is
partly a matter of perception. vühat members of the public
seem to object to with public sector bureaucratic red
tape,
then, is based partly on their perception of the constraints
that bureaucracy imposes upon their particular cj-rcumstances
at a particular time as ind.ividuals, and partly on their
general perception of the overall conduct of the bureaucracy.
This perception is substantially af fected by the med.i-a
(Kernaghan and. Siegel

,

1-9gJ_)

and the political

process.

of the factors that contribute to red tape are (a)
apparently irrel-evant reguratory requirements. Not al_l_
requirements specífically pertain to al_l segments of the
general population, but the democrati_c principle of equal
treatment frequentry requj-res that all segmenLs compry with
the requirements of l-aws that are intended to regulate a
specj-fic few. For exampre, tax r-aws may be created to plug
tax loopholes that have been manipulated by onry some
organizations or ind.ividuals; (b) duplicative
and
contradictory requirement.s. These exist. where comparable
some

agencies at different leveIs of government may exist for the
same purpose and where fuIfi11Íng the requirement of one piece

of legisration may conflict with or contradict the intent. of
another. For example, the Freed.om of rnformation Act may
conf lict
with the right to privacy; or the Freed.om of
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rnformation act with the Natíonal Defence Act whích prohibits

the release of information t.hat might potentially damage
national security; and' (c) inertia.
once requirements and.
practices are instituted they frequently tend to remain in
force long after the conditions that required their creation
have ceased to exist.

c1early, the consequences of the proliferation of
bureaucratic red tape are serj-ous. There are rimits to
administrative growth in the public sector. ïn a simplified
wãy, the growth process in g'overnment is often portrayed as
being driven by the fol_lowing dynamic:
(1) while the_ object of politics may be arguably somewhat
Machiavellian in nature, to obtåin and mainÉain power
(christie qnd Geis, 1-g7o), the obj..t of gorr"rrr*"it is
to
govern, which it does by passing"lawsr.
(2) whether these raws are passed to support re-election,
or
for politicar expediency, or for thä great.er good of the
citizenry, each r-aw rdquires administration. The more
encompassing _the 1aw, and the larger its ,""p",
the
greater lhu degree of administration required änd. the
greater the number of administrators who mïst administer
the l_aw.
(3) hence, the more laws that are made, the larger the public
services tend to grow at all IeveIs.
(4) i-f the pubric services are not permitted to grow, when
.
the need for more administratiðn
been ãreated by
additional laws, the l-evel of servicehas
to
the public tends
to be adversely affected. service deterior"Ë.r.
5) if the level- of service to the g,eneral public is
adversely affected., public d.issatisfãction
to be
expressed at the po1ls at election time in teïas
subsequent
elect.ions.
(6) if tlr" general public is prepared to accept decreased
service from_the public sector, reductions ii trre public
service are likely to be accepted.
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The most. ef f ective sor-ution to restraint of the
bureaucracy in government may not be found in the reduction of
the pubric services, but in a focus on introducing structural
innovations, improving manageri-a] competence, and fostering
transformatíonaI leadershj-p ability from top management on
down. Schwartz and Davj_s (f gee ) say
Recent research...aimed at understanding the behavíour
of ...managers suggests that the primaiy i"ri"Lrr." on
their behaviour is top_ managemenC behaviour whj-ch, in
turn, ref lects their [t_oq rnanagement ' sl philååophies,
management _and styles of leadership. The
ähoices- ttopj
manag'ers make reflect their view of real_Íty-_the vatue-s,
bel_iefs and norms that served them and the 't"rgãrrirationl
well during thei-r own rise to power.
Tt is those choices
that continually reaffirm the [organization]
and reinforce the expected bJhaviour sl cul_ture
the
organization (p.
79)

.

".ior=

Bureaucracies refr-ect a highly-structured way of
conducting operations, developed by top management over tÍme,
and possess val-ues, rites, rituars, and an organizationar_
network which may endeavour to resist change. A popular
descriptor for this organizational envíronment, and the basis
of a perspective in viewj-ng organizational change whi_ch was
particularly popurar in the l-9g0s, is called organizational or
corporate culture.
Orqanizational_ Culture

Studies of organizational culture (Deal and Kennedy,
L982; Pascale and Athos , L981-; Ouchi , 1_9gl; peters and
Waterman, L9B2¡ Scheín, 1985,. Frost, Moore, Louis, Lundberg
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and Martin' i-985) have recognized the importance of
this
dimension of organizational 1ife. Schein (rgeS) proposes
a
top-down perspective that cul-tures are created by
readers in
the organization, and that perhaps the only thing of
real
importance that readers do is to create, manag.e, and
sometimes
destroy culture.
However, the word culture has numerous meanings and
connotations- some of the more common ones identified by
Schein (t_985) are

(1) observed behavioural regurarities when people
interact, such as th9 tãnguage usea and the rituars
around deference and deméanóur
(Cofiman,rgsg; Van
Maanen, 1,979)

.

(2) The norms that evolve in working groups, such
the
particular norm of ,ra fair dú,, work for aasfair
day's pay" (Homans, l_950) .
(3) The domínant varues espoused by an organi-zation,
such as rtproduct guality-" or "prícê feaaerÉr:ipì (Dealand Kennedy, L9B2).
(4) The philosophy that guides an organizationrs poricy
toward emproyees and,/or customers, such as
"totar_
quality management'r (Ouchi,
19gt_) .
(5 ) The rur-es of the game
for getting
in the
organízati-ons, 'rthe ropes' a nêrcomer along
must
learn
to
become an accepted memËer (Schein , L96g, lgTB; Van
Maanen, 1_976, LgTg; Ritti and Funthouser, tgáLl
(6) The feeling or climate that is conveyed in
an
organization by the physi-cal
and
the
way
in
.layout
which members of trre organization
¡_nte-iàct
with
customers, other outsiders, or with one another.
(Tagiuri and l_,itwin, 1969)
.

.

Schein (1985) suggests further that culture reflects the
basic beliefs and assumptions that are shared by members of an
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organization and which can be found only where there
is
definable group with a significant history (pp. 6_7).

a

organizations evorve from smar_r- groups, but they
deverop
dynamics that go beyond those of smarl groups.
soci-ar_

movements, new religions, and politicar_ groups
are begun by
l-eaders who selr new visions and new solutions
to problems(e.g

The Reform party).
similarly, private sector firms are
created by entrepreneurs who have a vision of creating
a new
product. or service in the marketplace with
the right group of
people. As organizations begin to groÌ^/ and
evolve more
structure and control are needed.. Rores and responsibirities
require clearer definítion.
peopre demand consistency and
uníform treatment. This sows the seeds of bureaucracy.
rnstitutions of higher education are as much affected
by
bureaucratic evolution and subsequent constraints as
any other
organization- organizations such as Red River community
college for example, are government-funded and government_
controlled vocational and. trad.es training institutions
that
have evolved as a response to identified agricurtural,
wartime, busíness, industry and labour market needs
over time.
As i-s often the case with many other government
organízations, those community colleges that are situated
directly under provincíal government departments possess
many
of the characteristics and manifestations of a bureaucracy
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(G1enn, r-985). The colleges are subject to many external

policies' procedures, directives, rules, regulations, and
financial- constraints that tend to inhibit their effective and
efficient
operation.
The organizationar- culture and
management processes of government-control_led community
co1leges, therefore, tend to be bureaucratic as a consequence
of historical influence.
These colleges \^/ere created as a result of government
policy, are control-led by government policy and the need for

direct accountability, and tend. to refl-ect a bureaucratic mind
set. Barker (1989) suggests that mind set may reflect the
nature of the paradigm under which specific organízations
function. He defines paradigm as ',...a set of rules and
regulations that: (1) defÍnes bound.aries; and (2) tells [one]
what to do to be successful withín those boundaries. success
is measured by the problems [one] solve [s] using these rul-es
and regulations" (p. 14).
Histori-cal]y, public sector organizations, and governmentcontroll-ed vocational training institutions, have tended to
operate in certain bureaucratic ways which reflect a
particular paradigm. However, grobalization and l_abour market
demands now requj-re these

organizations and. institutions t.o
respond more quickly to changes than they have in the past
(cErc, success in t.he I¡'Iorks, L9g9,. Economic council, i_990) .
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change can be a difficur-t experience which tends to
generate resistance amongf those who feel threatened (Lewin,
1'947). part of this resistance can be based upon what
Barker

calls "paradigm paralysj-s". organizations become unable
or
unwilling to consider other options or alternative ways
of
doing things because the present way seems to accommodate
the
organization's needs--at reast for the present. However,
new
global and educationar realit.ies require new rul-es and
a new
perspective.

schein (i-995) writes that the functi_on of culture in the
life of an organization changes as the organization mat,ures.
when an organizational group first forms, its culture
tends to
create a predl-ctable envi-ronment and provides meaning,
identity and a communi-cation system. Generations rater, the
culture may be so embedded and traditional that it serves onry
to reinforce the oIder, more conservative elements in the
group.

The kind of change that can occur depends on both the
degree to which the org'anization is unfrozen and ready
for
change (Lewin, rg47) and on the devel0pmental stage of
the

organization- The forces that can unfreeze a given culture
are also 1ike1y to be different at dífferent stages of
organizat.ional development, and certain mechani-sms of chang,e
will have particular rer-evance at certaín stages of
development.
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Not all organizations for-row the same d.evelopmentar_ path;
therefore, organizational- decline is not inevitabre. Further,
although 'tlife cycle" theories of organization t.end to creat,e

over-simplif ied analyses of events j-n an orgranj_zationrs
evol-ution, the schein model- offers a reasonabl_e overview.
schein (1985) suggests that in the formative stages, the
organizational culture tends to be a positive growth force,
which needs to be elaborated, developed, and articur_ated..
rn
organJ-zatíonal midlife, the culture becomes dj-verse.
rdentifying and deciding what erements need change or
preservation becomes one of the more difficul_t issues
the

l-eadership and managrement face at that time. rn the maturity
and decrine situation, the culture often becomes increasingry

dysfunctional- and must change in some areas; this creates more
drastic problems for the leadership and management. Appendix
D shows the stages.

while

two American community corlege educators
(aaton,1,9g4; Martin, 19g5) make a point about
the American
communi-ty college system when they suggest that community
colleges may,in fact, have reached a mid-Iife crisis, the
canadian communi-t.y college system is identif ied. more
appropriatery perhaps as in the ratter part of the successi-on
stage and leading into a mid-l_ife crisis, based on schein,s
model. The canadian community college system evolved
approximately fifty

years l-ater than the American community
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college system and is funded somewhat di_fferentry.
consequently, considerations such as d.eteriorating college
infrastruct.ures, faculty knowredge and skir_rs in specialized
and evolving subject areas, and funding deficiencies are
noh/
becoming serious matters of concern (Dennison and Galragher,
1,986; Dennison, t-995 ) .

Although infrastructure deterioration and funding
deficiencies are relative concepts and may be largely matters
of perceptJ_on, peters and l¡taterman (A9g2) suggest that
employee perceptions about how

their organization operates are
more important than what the official_ documents communicate.
For example, the mission statement for an organization may
indicate that the organization subscribes to val-ues such as
excellence, quality, integrÍty, communication, respect,
participation, personal growth and ínnovation. But, if the
organizational members do not believe that the organization,
its leaders, and its managers actually manifest those varues
in any significant way, the mission statement has rittle or no
credibility.
The credibility issue reflects the extent to which the
org'anizational- values, belief s, and proposÍtions have been
communicated to the organization members, are believed,
and
are supported- For example, where mistrust is evídent between
management and empl0yees,

the situation tends to refl_ect a
negat.ive organizational- climate. rf the mistrust or l-ack of
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faith in management ability has been manifested over time,
that is, the organízation members have become accustomed to
perceivíng the organization's management as untrustworthy or
as incapable, the attitude of the organization's members
becomes part of the organizationrs curture.
Thus, many
organization members will tend to respond predictably and.
negatÍvely to change initíati-ves f rom management,. rn
situations where an adversarial- or antagonist,ic relationship
has been created., such as that whích might evol_ve between
the col-lective bargaining agent for the non_
management organizatíon members, polarities are created and
become sol-idified over time at the opposite extremes. This
tends to inhibit the cooperative rel_ationships that are
essential to the accompll-shment of the organization's goals.
However, conflict may not necessarily be destructi-ve of trust
if disagreements are channelled. in a positive direction and
disputes are resolved in an ethicat manner. (Tjosvold, 1,gg1_,
pp 3-4).
management and

There are two perspectives on an organízation's culture:
one view is that culture is something that organizations have;

the other view is that culture is what defines organizations.
Proponent,s of the former depict cultures as tangible things
that are consciously created and handed down by upper
management to passive and uninformed organization members.
Conrad (1990) says

organízations _are composed of active, thinking human
beings. . . .people sometimes interpret, their organiãaLion's
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culture as offensive and. manipulatíve (regard.less of how
it) , sometimes desiie crranges that
are very different from those
envisioned by mañageriat
t'change agents,' often resist even
positivó chãnges in
their organization,s culture, and genåralIy makà
iculture
management' or "planned cultural change'i exceptionally
dif f icult (p. l_s )
manag:ement_in_terprets

.

!ùilkins (1989) suggests this means that successfur cur_t.ure
change depends on understanding how all_ employees perceive and

respond to their organlzationrs curture and to efforts to
change it.

Another view of organizationar- cultures is that
organizations are cultures, not that they have cul_tures. This
perspective sees organtzational curtures as intangible, shared
meanings that people assign to their surroundings (Frost and.
others, 1985). Conrad (1990) suggests that cultures are
communication creations. They are developed. and sustained by

all employees, not just management. The organi-zation's
employees develop distinctive ways of perceiving and
communicating about the events around them. By acting and
communicating ín appropriate and pred.ictable ways, they make
other organization members feel comfortable. Communication
also fil1s the need for social ties.
Cul_t.ures are

also historical (Schein, 19g5) . They develop
over time, and the legacy of past events, people, and. patterns
of communicating continue to be acted out in the ways in which
peopre respond to the organization. The expectatíon that a
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culture will- continue to exist in the way it has in the past
influences the ways Ín which peopre interact and communicate
with each ot.her (palmer , 1,969) . Further, rituals and
rituarized communication often continue to exist long after
the functionar basis has dÍsappeared. The sol_e reason for
rituals, then, becomes one of maintaining the organization's
culture.
Participating in the ritual-s symbolizes oners
membership in and commi-tment to the curture.
Thus, in a
sense, rituals encompass the history of an organization and
refl-ect the constraints that its history imposes (Dandridge,
1-985

)

.

6

A major el-ement in organizationar change, therefore, is an
effective communication system and processes that seek to

create a positive org,anizational climate, to develop or
sustain a trusting, receptive, dynamic organizational
culture,and to incorporate these into the leadership and
management

planning pract.ices of the organization.
Syetem Characteristics

The community college system has an overall culture
characterized. by certain values, some of which are shared with
other institutions of higher learni-ng. These values incrude:
respect for free inquiry; integrity in the search for truth;
order; civilíty in human exchanges; respect for the rights of
others; decency and faír play; sociar tolerance and moral
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relativism. But there are other erements in the communíty
college system culture and institutional- sub-cultures that are
distinctive about this type of educational institut.ion, at
least ín theory- These er-ements i-nclude: plurarism and.
diversity about racial and ethnic differences, or soci_a1
class, or religious orientationi responsiveness to individual
and communíty wants, needs, and soci-etar- cur-ture; and
commitment to equality of opportunity and accessibility
(Gallagher, L990; Dennison, L995) .1

conversely, the emphasis on practical aspects of learning,

which tend to characterlze communíty colIeges, frequently
resul-ts in what is percei-ved as an authoritarian style, ,o_
nonsense utilitarian rearning, and a t)¡pe of teaching approach
that favours regimentation. Many community college students
seem Lo hawe impatience with deferred gratification,
a
preference for immediate results, a short attention span for
the theoretical or acad.emic, and a certain anti_intel-]ectualism (Eaton, tgg4-; Martin, 19g5) .
undoubtedfy, there is a gap between the rhetoric that
colleges espouse, aspire to refr-ect in their activj-ties, an¿
actually accomplish. Further, it is widely perceived that a
bureaucratic curture exists in many g.overnment-controll_ed
community college systems, although

there is a limited amount,
of systematic, empiricar data to confirm this perception.
(Youdell, L9B9; Glenn, i-9g5) . Anecdotal evidence provided by
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practitioners, however, describes bureaucratic features
which
complicate and perhaps frustrate the achievement
of the
educational mission. For exampre, bureaucratic managerial
decisions affect: acguisition of current technology,
equipment, and software,' access to educati-onal conferences,
seminars, and workshops which are crucial to maintaining
the
currency and relevance of instructor knowledge; the quantity

and quality

of library

materials,. support. syst.ems to
accommodate changing demographics and a multicultural
student
body; t.he construction and renovation of need.ed facilities;
and the extent to which organizational human resources
are
developed and utilized..
Glenn (1985) suggests that the majority of government
official-s and college managers she interviewed bel-ieved
the
Manitoba community college governance system was
too
bureaucratic and that it
suffocated individuality.
rnterviewees expressed. concern about over-governance,
the

proliferation of admínistrative positions, and the
long overdue need. for reorganization, particularry at
Red
Ríver Community College.
tremendous

Recent initiatives

at Red River community college to
introduce the concept of total quarity management are
a
response to a perceived need for change in the way
in which
that organization has operated previousry. Addition?1r_y, the
wi-thdrawal of f inanci-ar- support for many of the corregie,s
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certificate

courses by canada Employment and rmmigration,
reduced funding to both colleges and universities as a
result

of constrained transfer payment.s from t.he f ederar_ government.,
and increased funding for private sector training through the
canadian 'Jobs strategy (c.rs) have had a major influence
on the
need for change in the entire Manitoba communíty college
system in the future (Glenn, j_9g5,. youdell, j-9g9)

.

consequently, through legislative ínitíatives, policy
interventions and resource alr-ocation decisions, the
Governments of

significant,

canada and Manitoba have had the most
direct influences on the Manitoba community

coI1eges.

shared values and vision are reflected in an
organization's philosophy which provides guidance, direction,
and focus for the organization. The organization,s philosophy
is usually manifestly expressed in its missi-on statement which
states what the organization purports to be or stri_ves to be.
The mission st.atement, then, refrects the overarl strategic
objectives for the organízation as a whol-e in philosophical
terms. However, an appropriate cul-ture, climate and
l-eader/manager behaviours are what tends to enabre the
strategic objectives to be accomplished.
Accordingfy, Likert (1969) and Taylor and Bowers (1972)
identify organizational cl_imate and leadership and supervisory
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behaviour as causal variables in organizations.
Causal_
variables are those factors that influence the development
of
an organization and its results or accomplishments (e.g.
style and strategies, organizatíonal_ structure and
objectives, technology and others). These are reratively
independent variables that can be changed by the organization
and its managrement, not variables that may be beyond
the
management

organizati-on's direct purview such as funding. However,
even
causal variables can be affected by other variabr_es
because

they are interdependent. Therefore, they are not completely
independent and may show the effects as welr as be
the causes
of other aspects of the system.
.
Taylor and Bowers (L972)
suggest that organizational cl_imate can be understood
and
measured on the basis of three essential premises.
First, groups, rather than isolated individuals, form the
basic building br-ocks of organizations. -ËË-."îa, those
_
groups are inrerr-inked
r"""Jiå"år and
'th. rheir
hierarchical ties. Third, bt
iunctioning
patterns
prevai-1ing outside a- given group, primarilv--Ërr"ãu
it, af f ect. correspondi-ng run-ctioïäI- patterns within above
that
group. This i-mpact is transmitted t.o. a group through
perceptions and inf ormation sharinj. . . (p . 6-2)-.-'Taylor and Bowers consider measures of organizational cr_imate
to be such things as: technological readiness (e.g. the
organizationts adaptabilit.y to improved work methods) human
;
resources primacy (e.g. the extent to which the organization
has a genuine interest in the wel-fare and happiness of
those
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there and the extent to which emproyees feer vatued);
communication flow (e.g. the organization,s receptiveness
to
ideas and suggestions),. motívational_ conditions (e.g. how the

who work

organization resolves disagreements and creates an environment

that encourages employees to work hard); and decision-making
practices (e.g. the extent to which the organization includes
employees in the process or the level at which decisions
tend

to be made).
Hunt (1"99a) suggests that while organizational- climate

was

a research focus primarily during the 1_g6os and. rg7os,
(Hellrieger and slocum, 1,g74; schneider, 1-975,. payne and pugh,
1-9'16), the study of organízational culture is more a
phenomenon of the i-9BOs. Hunt also suggests that
those who

treat climate and culture as synonr¡mous (Gord.on, 19g5;
Lippitt, Langseth and Mossop, l_985) are misguid.ed. Schneider
and Rentsch (19s9) consider climate to be the messagie
organizational members receive from organizational- routines
and the reward system. They define culture as the values and
norms underlying the organizational routines, in addition
to
the shared assumptions reflected in the norms and values.
Fairholm (t9s+, p. 43) provides further clarification on the
differences - He writes that crimate is a measure of whether

people's expectations are being met, not of what the
expectations are.
climate is transitory, tactical and
manageable, whereas the overalr curture is longer term and
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strategic. crimate is a function of how individuars perceive
the organization today, in the context of the cul_ture.
cul-ture refers to the generar underlying values, histori_caI
context, and philosophy as we1l as the immediate cr_imate
concerns.

.

Yukl

(

j_98 9 )

esti-mates there are more than 1o,oo0 leadership studies;
therefore, the opinions and observations about leadership are
both extensive and varied. Fteishman (;-g73) defines j_t as ,,an
attempt at influencing the activities of followers through the
communicatíon process and toward the attainment of some goal

or goals" (p. 3) which is the definition that is being used
for the purposes of thÍs stud.y. supervision generally refers
to the first level of management above operative employees.
The functions of supervision are the same as for al_I levels
of manager: planning, organizing, motivati-ng, staffing and
controlling.
However, at a supervi-sory l-eve1, management,
generally involves more d.irect control-ling and less planning
and organizing than at middle or upper manag.ement ]eveIs
(Mahoney, lTerdee, and Carrol_l; L965)

.

Bowers (1972) suggests that the foundation of the
organj-zation is the group, which consists of the supervisor
and those subordinates immediately responsible to him or her.
All groups are characteri-zed by the same basic processes that.
make them function werl- or poorly; however, groups aL the top
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of the organizatíonaI pyramid have a greater influence
on the
conditions within which groups nearer its base must
work than
the latter have upon the former. upper management, groups,
for
example, detail policies, objectives and procedures
which
significantly affect the productivity, attitudes,
and daily
work lives of groups at the base of the pyramid.
The manner in which a group supervisor acts
toward
subordinates estabr-íshes subordinate behaviours
toward one
another and toward their performance on the job.
The
connection between supervisors and. subordinates
in groups
creates a system of management. A system of management
that
is harsh, autocratic, fearful of acting improperly,
unwilling
to share information, and unabre to maintain any real
control
over that which affects it can be perceived as having
a
negative organízational climate. Another system
that is
characterized by feelings of loyalty, a sense of invor_vement
and commitment to the organízation and its objectives,
and

a

willingness to share information and expertise to
ensure
things go well can be percei-ved. as having a positi_ve
org'anizational cli-mate. The system which seems to functÍon
best is particípative, information-sharing, group-based,
cooperative, and possesses the concomitant leadership
this
environment implies (Likert , i.g61-; Guest, Hersey
and

Blanchard,

1,977)

.

For purposes of this study, leadership and supervisory
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strategies, skil-l-s, behavíour, and other causal variabr_es
affect the human resources or intervening variables in an
organization.
Likert (]-969) suggests that intervening
variables are largely produced by the causal variabl-es and
represent t.he current condition of the internar state of
the
organj-zation. They are reflected in royarty, commitment to
objecti-ves, motivatíon, problem-solving, decision-making,
organizational climate, and capacity for effective
interaction.
output or end-result variables are the dependent variables
that reflect the achievements of the organization. These are
generally expressed as employee levels of satisfaction

and

productivity or performance effectiveness.
Conclusions

organizationar member behaviour in pubric sector
organizations is frequently described as bureaucratic, whích
may carry with it negative connotations of red tape,
inefficiency, managerial incompetence, excessive expendi_tures,
and a lack of leadership.
To a large extent, the often complex and formalized rules,
policies, and procedures that have evolved may have fostered

some l-ess-than-desirable manifestations such as: rigid or
minímum acceptabl-e behaviour; impersonal treatment; resistance

to change,' narrow experientíaI d.evelopment,. and avoidance of
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responsibility.
Possible approaches to improving efficiency and
effectiveness in public sector organizatíons, t.herefore, may
include: (a) improving managerial compet,ence wÍth human
resources through managería1 training; and (b) fostering
leadership ability to infl-uence those human resources toward
more desirable behaviours, from top managemenL on down.
However, it should also be noted that if t,he reward. structure
in t.he organizati-on reinforces rigidity and formalization,
training al-one is unlikely to create behaviourar_ change.
A major component in improving management skirrs and
leadership ability in org,anj_zations may revol_ve around
changing the organization's mind. set or organizational cul-ture

which can include the history, philosophy, values, beliefs,
assumptions, norms, ruIes, rites, rituals, and the feelings
about the organization that are conveyed. organízations that
have evolved historicalty from a bureaucratic environment,
therefore, tend to continue to be bureaucratic in their system
characteristics, structure and processes, unless leadership,
structural and culturar- changes are íntroduced.
Chanqe CataLvsts

There are many potential variables involved. in the process
of organizational change, only three of which are emphasized

in any dept,h in this study. However, it is crear that if
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change is to be controlled, and if it is assumed
that
controlled change ís more desirable than uncontrolr_ed
change,
then change must be initiated, at some point by
change
,

catalysts or change agents. The und.erlying assumption
of the
study i-s that one of the primary change catalysts
in the
transformation of an organization is readershíp. Leadership,
in turn, faciritates essential management development
within
an organization by recognizing and addressing the need
t.o
i-mprove management skirls to accommodate organizational
transformation. The primary medium through which this
change
is accomplished is strategic organi-zational communication.
rt is important to cr-arify that r_eadership and management.
are not perceived to be polarities on opposite end.s
of a
spectrum in t.his dissertatíon. Leadership and managemenL
are
blended activities which some contemporary authors
have
endeavoured to di-fferentiate to crarify their perceptions
of
the respect.ive roles of leadership and management i-n
the
organization. r-,eadership and management are noL pure black
and
white rol-es, activities,
or issues. Arr persons with
leadership abilities possess management skills and. abilities
to varying degrees. similarly, persons with management skills
possess at least some r-eadership abilities as werr_.
The discussion on leadership following endeavours to
recognize that if ít is important for an organization
to move
l_n a particular direction, it takes some vision
and awareness
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to recognize the organization's need, to initiate the
transformation process, and to communicate the vision to those
responsl-b]e for implementing the vision.
rmplementing the
vision may require devising new structures, processes,
behaviours, and communications to aIl invorved i_n the
implementation.
The visioning and implementing of the vi_sion contain both
leadership and management aspects, but they are not. excl_usive

activit.ies, nor does the dissertation suggest that readership
occurs only at the top of an organization. Leadership occurs
at all l-evels of an organization both formally and informally
because there are individual-s practicing leadership throughout
the organizatíon. However, this does not mean that, leadership
is readily apparent throughout the organization, particularly
where one would expect it such as at seni-or managerial levels.
some managers are foll-owers. They can manage someone elsers

vision, but they have little vision of their own about
the organj-zation should, could or must go.

where

The contrast between leadership and management that
appears ín contemporary l-iterature is problematic. rt does not
suggest that leadership and management. are mutually exclusive
activities, nor that it is easy t.o rational_ize the leadership
and management contrast. However, it does impry that the
contrast is worthy of study because numerous contemporary
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authors have suggested that it is possible to discern a
difference between those roles and activities performed by
persons demonstrating leadership abilities and by those
persons performing management skil_Is.

Bass (]-gez) suggests that although leadership has been
studied by behavioural scientists for decades, it is stilr not
understood particularly welI. After thousands of studies,
(Yuk], L989) there is still a lack of consensus among expert,s
about what leadership ís and how it should be analysed.
Therefore, the primary purpose of this sect.ion ís not to
present a detailed analysis of the literature about
Ieadership, but rather to present a perspective on the
importance of leadership to organizations. This perspective
will help establish a context for the remaind.er of the stud.y.
Leadership consists of ,,an attempt at influencing the
activities of foll-owers through the communication process an¿
toward the attainment of some goal or goals'r (Fleishman, ]-973,
p. 3). communication is certaínly a critical element in the
management process as wel-1; however, leadership is

not

necessarily synon)¡mous with management. zal3znlk (19g6) and.
Bennis (tgegar l-989b) among others (Manz and sims , r9B9 ¡
Nanus, 1989; L992; Heider, 1-996; Hickman, 1990; Sayles, ]-gg3),

argue that leaders and managers often demonstrate different
kinds of behaviour, although readers may possess managerial
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skil-l-s and manag'ers may possess leadership abilities.
However, most authors suggest that both task-cent.ered
and
employee-centered readership and manag,ement is needed
for the
optimal effectiveness and efficiency of an organi_zation.
One popular

author, Warren Bennis (19g9a) suggests that
the essential difference bet.ween leaders and managers is that
leaders master the context, while managers surrender to
it.
Bennis contrasts other dif ferences as wer-r-. He says
The manager administers; the reader innovates. The
is a copy; the leader is an origin"r. inã ï"r"g",
maintains; the reader develops.
rr." manag.er focuses on
systems and. structure; the Ieãder focuses
on people. The
manager relies on control,. the r_ead.er inspii"=-l-i..,1"ì.
The
manager has a short-range view; the 1eåder has a
10ng_
rangfe perspectj-ve. The manager asks how and when;
the
leader asks what _and why: Tte qrrrrgËi ¡r"" [an] eye always
-eyã-on
on the bottom 1ine; the leader"has lani
the
horizon- The manag'er initiate",
trrå
r""áË,
áilginates.
The managler accepts the st_atus guo; the leader .rrãir.rrg.,
it - The manager is the crassic' gó"ã- soldier; the r-eader
is his lherlown person. Tlq *"ti--g"r
dogs things right;
the leader does Che right rhing fpl-Zsl.'
manager

are numerous schoor-s of thought about leadership
theory.
Briefly, trait theori_es, for example, which were
popular until
about j_950, involved a search for
characteristics that would differentiate readers from non_
leaders (Stogdill, tg4-}¡ 1,974) . Behavioural- theories, such as
those derived f rom the ohio state unj-versi_ty leadership
studies and University of Michigan studies, proposed that
specific behaviours differentiate l_eaders from non_readers
(Stogdill and Coons, 1951-). The Ohio State university
There

studies
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in the l-ate 1940s identified behavioural dimensions which were
called initiating structure and consideration. ïnit.iating
structure refers to the extent to which a r_eader is ]ikely to
define and structure his or her ror-e and those of subordinates
to attain goaIs. consideration describes the extent to which
a leader shows concern for subordinate comfort, staLus, wellbeing, and satisfaction. A leader high in consideration, for
example, tends to herp subordinates with personal problems,
is
friendly and approachabr-e, and treats ar_l subordinates as
equals.

university of Michigan studies on leadership, conducted
about the same time as the ohio state stud.ies, labelled
these
dimensions as prod.uction (or task) oriented and employee
oriented respecti-veIy. Task-oriented l_eaders tend to emphasize
accomplishing the technicar or task aspects of the job;
employee-oriented leaders emphasize interpersonal- relations
and acceptance of ind.ividual differences among. organizational
members.

Other theories identify styles of behaviour along a
cont.inuum. For example, the autocratic - democrat ic - laissez
faire contínuum d.escribes how a leader makes decj_sions, tells
his or her subordinates, and. expects them to carry out the
decision' McGregor (1960) suggests that the style a reader
chooses is based on that person's assumption about people
in
the workplace. He proposes two distinct views: theory x
leaders tend to assume employees dislike work, are lazy,
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disl-ike responsibility, and must be coerced to perform; theory
Y leaders tend to assume that employees like work, are
creative, seek responsibility, and can exerci_se self _
direction.
a leader views subordinates can potentially have a
substantial J-mpact on employee motivation, productivity, and
satisfaction.
Leaders with a theory x orientati-on, for
How

example, assume that l-ower-order needs identified by
Maslow
(tgS+) , such as physiological or safety
needs,

are what
dominate individuar-s. Leaders with a theory y orientation
assume that higher-order needs such as social or
belonging,
self -esteem, and. ser-f -actuar-ization dominate individuals.
The vroom-yetton-rTago moder (vroom and yetton , L9.13;
Vroom and,fago, l_9gg) is a decision_focused theory
of
leadership that suggests there are five different decision
styles or ways leaders can make decisions from autocratic, to
consurtative, to group-focused.. path-Goal theory suggest.s
that the primary activity of a lead.er should be to make
desirable and achievable rewards avairable to organization
members as a resul-t of attaining org.anizational_ goals
and to
clarify the kinds of behaviour that must be performed to earn
those rewards (House and Mitchell , Lg74).

The leadership orientation or style can affect group
performance. Fiedler (ag67), in fact, proposes that effective
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group performance depends upon the proper match
between the
leader's style of i-nteracting with subordinates and the degree
to which the situation gives control and influence to
the

leader. Hersey and Blanchard (tgl2) have proposed a theory
that sugg'ests successful- leadership ís achieved by selecting
the right leadership style for the maturity lever
of

individual_ subordi_nates

.

Final1y, attribution theory suggests that leadership is
merely an attribution that people make about other individuals
(l'icrlroy, 1-992) - Research suggests that peopre characte
ríze
lead.ers with attributes such as intelligence, outgoing
personality,
strong verbal skiIls,
aggressiveness,
understanding, and industriousness (Lord, DeVader, and
A1liger, 1986). simi-1ar1y, a leader high on initiating
st,ructure (task orient.ation) and considerat j_on (employee
ori-entation) are consistent with studies of what makes a good.
leader (powell and Butterfield, 19g4). Regardless of the
situation, this "high-hig¡" style tends to be perceived. as
best' Therefore, to possess both leadership abirit.y and
managerial skill are the optimal quarities for managers in
both the private and public sectors.
An extension of attribution theory is that forl_owers

make

attríbutions of heroic or extraordinary leadership abilities
when they observe certain behaviours (conger and Kanungo,
1988). Robert House (tgZl) identified three personal
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characteristlcs

of these so-car-red charismatic r_eaders:
extremely high confidence, dominance, and strong convictions
in their belíefs. Bennis (1989b) suggests four additional
competencies of this tlpe of leader: a compelling vision
or
sense of purpose; an ability to communicate that vision in
clear terms with which for-I0wers can readily identify; a
demonstrated consistency and focus in pursuit of the visi-on,.
and the capacity to know and to capitalize on their oh/n
strengths.

Burns (tgZA) and Bass (fggS) suggest there are two types
of leaders:
transactional leaders and transformational
leaders. Transactional leaders focus on clarifying role and
task requirement,s by guidíng f ollowers toward establ_ished
goals. They offer rewards for compliance. Transactional
lead'ers are' therefore, perhaps more appropriately perceived

as task-oriented
Transformationar- leaders, although not always person_
oriented, tend to be concerned. with the developmental needs of

individual followers, tend to change folr_owersr a$/areness by
helping them to rook at old probrems in new h/ays, and can
excite' arouse, and inspire fol-lowers to exert extra effort to
achieve group goaIs. Kouzes and posner (]-gAZ) add that
successful leaders: challenge the process, inspire a shared
vision, enable others to act, model the way, and encourage the
heart. Further, based on surveys of thousand.s of private and.
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public sector employees, Kouzes and Posner conclude that above
all else people look to leaders for honesty and integrity. An
important consideration about transformational leadership is
t.hat it seems to elevate the motivation of leaders and
followers to a higher lever, that is, the mutual pursuit of a
goal rather than simply an exchang'e relationship.
Tichy and Devanna (fgee) suggest that transformational
leadership ís about change, innovation, and entrepreneurship.
They say

his brand of lead.ership is a behavioral process
capable of being learned and. managed. Itts a leadership
process that is systematic, consisting of purposeful and
orgianized search for changes, systematic analysis, and the
capacity to move resources from areas of lesser to greater
productivity (p. viii) .
, . . [T]

Tichy and Devanna al-so suggest there are three stages
(or"acts'r) in organizational transformation: (a) recognizing
the need for revitalization; (b) creating a new vision; and
(c) institutionalizing change. Further, they suggest this
organi-zational transformat.ion can be accomplished by leaders,
at all levels of the organization, who share a number of
common attributes that differentiate them from transactional
managers. Transformational leaders: (a) identify themselves
as change agents; (b) are courageous individuals,. (c) believe
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in people; (d) are driven by a set of core values and
exhibited behaviour; (e) are life_long ]earners; (f) have the
ability to deal with complexity, ambiguity, and. uncert,ainty;
and (g) are visionaries.
This vis j-onary quality,
ín particular,
enables
transformational l-eaders to transl-ate organj_zational_ vi-sions,
dreams, and images so that other people can share them.
However, translating the visions into reality also requires
implementing the practical aspects of management including
planning, controrling, motivating, and organizing. lvhen
exj-sting management skilIs in an organization are insufficient.
or inappropriate to enabre the accomplishment of the
organization's goal or goals, eit.her management replacement or
management development or both are required to facilitate
the
change process.
Manaqement Develooment

The word 'visi-on' continues to appear in much of the
l-iterature
about Ìeadership, in
particular
about
transformational leadership. A clari_fication of the word as
it relates to the lead.ership aspect of planning may herp to
dif f erentíate between leadership and management. I¡{ebst.errs
(]-966) describes vision as ,'...a ment.al_ image, especiarly
an
imaginative contemplation; the ability to perceive or foresee
something, as through mentar- acuteness or keen foresight;
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force or power of the imagination,r (p.

163j_)

.

Two key words in the d.efinítion are imagination and
foresight, which are essential- element.s in envisioníng where
the organization wanLs or needs to go to accompr_ish its goars.
Leaders with vision are able to look into the future to

see

what the organization wil-l be l-ike, how it might be
structured, and what the organizational culture wil_l express.
However, to have vision is not sufficient to ensure
success in organizations. This vision has to be transl_ated

into practical real-ities. planning is not just a matter of
conceptual vj-sion, it is arso a matter of utilizing logistical
skills to accomprish t.he vision. Both leaders and. managers
plan, but l-eaders tend to provide the vision whil-e managers
util-ize skills to transl-ate the leader's visÍon i-nto reality.
Leadership focus is on inspiring members of the
organizatíon by sharing the vision; management mobil-izes
organization members to accomplish the work. Leadership is
concerned with strategy--what the organization aspires to be
or where it wants to go and why; management is concerned with

tactics or operations--what has to be done for the
organization to achieve its goals, \arhen, and how to utilíze
the organization's resources to the best advantage of the
orgranization in achieving the goals. Leadership formulates;
management implements. Mil1er (1999) says
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Leaders must recognize that manag.ement in the information
era is more a gubjective art thãn an objectivu- Àãi""...
Ih. job of l-eaders is to sense when the Éi*" tor an-iau"

has come--ro grasp ir, shape_ir, give ir
depend not on a single ]ãader, Éut on a=uáiirvl.l.w"
network
of
leaders. lrle need to decentralize l-eadership
in-trre
information era within the context
a shared vision...
the _leader captures a shared visionofthat
al_l puopiã--."r,
see because all know that it is right and need"
t" tãpp"r,
(p.
se¡ )

.

rt has often been said that if leadership is an arL,
management is a skil1. Both can be learned, although
t.he art
of leadership is clearly the more difficult of the two.
Mintzberg (tgzz, pp - 1'77-g6) suggest.s there are severar_
areas in which managers can concentrate attention to improve
ef fecti-veness: (a) sharing information; (b) dearing consciously
with superficiality. Some issues require concentration and
depth of understanding while other issues require marginal
involvement and can usually be delegated; (c) sharing the job.
Sharing the job rel_ieves the burden of work on one person,
permits individuals to specialize in cerLain ror-es, and
enables other organization members to accompli-sh personal
growth and acquire managerial experience; (d) making the most

of obligations- Manageriar obligations, frequently bramed as
the cause of managerial failure, shourd be viewed. as
opportunities to access and to extract information and to
infl-uence subordinates; (e) freeing self from obligations. A
manager must create free time to devote attention to those

issues that should. be attended to; (f) emphasizing the role
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that fits the situation. A managerrs job is dynamic and
requires continual adjustment to the needs of the momenL.
Managers ín government, for example, ffiây have to spend
additional time in liaison or spokesperson rol_es to satisfy
outside pressure groups, (g) see j-ng the detail_s in a
comprehensive picture. Managers must be able to step back and
see the detail-s as part of broad, conceptual models; and (h)
dearing with a growing coalition. organizations exist because
influencers create ít and others support it. Managers must
constantly juggle and balance to keep this coalition of
influencers and supporters together.
Each of these areas require a specific set of skills
associated with the job of managíng, such as negot.iation,

dÍsturbance handling, confrict resoluLion, delegation,
communication, coordination, and so on. Therefore, to improve
managerial ef f ectiveness, managiers must acquire those skill_s
t.hey do not have and improve those skill-s they do have. Thís
acquisition and improvement seems to be best accomplished
through a combj-nation of formalized management training, and
development through experience.

Mintzberg (tgzZ, pp. 187-93) al-so suggests eight sets of
managerial skills that shoul-d be included in management
training and development such as: (a) peer skills;
(b)
leadership skil-]s;
(c) conf lict-resolutíon
skills; (d)
j-nformation-processing skills;

(e) decision-making skills;

(f

)
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(g) entrepreneuri_a1 skills; and
(h) introspection skilIs.
Many of these skills can be
acquired through a carefull-y-planned on-the-job and formal
course training and development process in both the private
and public sector.
resource

- a1 l-ocat.

ion skiLls;

Siegel (tggt) suggest further that three
main approaches to t.he training and development process for
managers in the public sector are ', (1) formal classroom
training within government; (2) formal- classroom training by
universit.íes, colleges, or consulting firms; and (3) on_the_
job training and experiencer' (p. 520) . Although it is
generally recognized that the public sector needs to d.o
internal- trainj-ng, elected of f íciars are not always
sympathetic to the need. The benefits are not immediately
recognl-zable or the poritical reward may not be immediately
apparent. Further, not all senior appointed officials within
the public sector are convinced of the necessity of training.
Fina1]y, financial resources tend t.o be limited and formal
training programs are costly in situations in which
Kernagrhan and

performance improvement by managers is not always easiry
demonstrated.

For the reasons just indicated, much of the training in
the public sector tends to be on-the-job. However, there are
some inherent problems with this type of training and.
development. Firstly, on-the-job training in the public sector
tends to be position-specific or task specific. Trainees may
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l-earn one position or task extremely welI, but because of the

high specialization associated with complex, hierarchical
organízations, there tends to be limited. or no exposure to
other positj-ons or tasks. Therefore, trainees tend to deverop
a somewhat narrow perspective of operations, and may become
insular within theÍr org'ani-zational sub-units.
secondly, om-the-job t.raining provides r-itt1e or no
exposure to al-ternat,ive vrays of accomplishing tasks or goals.
status quo operational methods tend. to be sustained in some
cases after the situation has changed, but the situation now
demands more responsive approaches. when

flexible approaches
to changed situations are not forthcoming, organizational
atrophy tends to occur. The organization continues to use a
particular response to a sítuatíon after the situation has
changed (Kuhn, 1-g7o; Barker, rgïg; Northcroft and Neale,
1_9e0

)

.

Thirdly, on-the-job training tend.s to be provid.ed by
organízation managfers or members who have a vested ínt.erest in
maintaining the status quo. These trainers tend to perpetuate
the styre and practices that have enabled them to advance
previously in the organization and have enabled them to be
successful in the past. Accordingly, Monson and Downs (1965)
suggest that lower and middle manag.ers
. . .wil-1 normally tend. to be risk-avoiders in making
decísions. A certain degree of advancement can be obtaineã
by merely surwivin_g, dolng daily tasks, and not committíng
any outstanding blunders. This tendency, plus the desirã
of...management to initiate those ideas which reflect the
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preconceived notions of. their superiors, may produce
excessive lack of crearivi_ty anã-innovatio;.i.î;.

nÐ

an
.

sathe (1985) suggests that organizations tend to hire
and to
soci-alize members who 'f it inr with their cur_ture .
Thus

employees who deviate from the accepted norms
and behavíour
tend to be removed. from or encouraged to r_eave
the

organization.

sathe describes those persons who hord and
conform to cul-turar- values as
"good sor_diers,,-_they share the
values of the organization and act in culturally-expected
\^tays . Theref ore, one can surmise
that deviation f rom the
expected norm wour-d tend to have serious ramifications
for
employee career enhancement and advancement.
Perceptions of and support for the need for manag,ers
to
acquire management skill-s must come at least partly from
top
management of f iciars in al_l_ types of org.anizations.
This does
not abrogate the responsibility of individuar managers
and

aspiring managers to take charge of t.heir own training
and
development- However, for an organization to be optimally
effective, employee and. managerial traini_ng should comprement
organizational goa1s. Therefore, planning for
and

communication about management training and development
are
signJ-ficant organizational processes.

Strategic organizational communi_cation is not the only
organizational process that contributes to organizational
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development and change, but it is, arguably, one of the
most

i-mportant processes.

other interdependent organizational

processes such as deci-sion-making, performance eval_uation
and

management, organizati-onal socialÍzation,
and career
development not only flow from it, they depend on it.
Kotter
and schlesinger (tglg) suggest the most employee-oriented
approaches to accomplishing organlzational change are
through
education, communicatíon, participation, and invor_vement.
However, communication in any org'anization is also affected
by

the organization's cur-ture and. clímate, among. other things,
and is strongly linked to them. Accordingly, if an
organization desires to improve communications, which can
potentially
also resur-t in improved efficiency and
effectiveness, aspects such as organizational cul_ture and
cli-mate need to be addressed.
Conrad (fggO) says
. a aempJoyees must understand the relationship bet.ween
effective
communi-cation and the successful opáiation of
organizations. since communication
infl-uences' the way an
organization operates and is simultaneously
influãnced by
key fearures of rhe organization, neithei ;;;;i="tions
organizational communication
lor
isol-ation from one another (p. 5) can be undärstood in
.

structurally complex an organization is, in terms
of both horizontal and. verticar differenti_ation, the great.er
are the potentiar barriers to effective communication. Non_
structural features of an organization can arso present,
obstacl-es to effective communication. There are arways
The more

communication imperfections in organizations so that the best
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result to be expected is t.he mínimization of problems.
Garnett (tggz) suggests other factors which may inhibit
the free fl-ow of communication incrude the sensitivity
of the
informat.ion involved and the existence of occupationar
and.
other types of subcultures within the organization which
may
entail- different languages and different perspectives.
Monson and Downs (1965) suggest

that large organizations
tend to develop bureaucratic structures to cope
with
administrative problems. However, such structures inevit.ably
introduce certain confr-icts of interest between persons
in
different positions within them. These confl-icts arise
because the goals

of middle and. lower management are different
from those of top management (Zussman and ,Jabes, i-9g9)
and
this tends to decrease the effectiveness of communication
within the organization.
one of the centrar hlpotheses postulated by Monson and
Downs (1965), and supported by Block (]-gglr) is
that many
,
individuals in org'anizations tend to act in t.heir own setf_
interest, that is, they seek to maximize their own l_ifet.ime
incomes by pursuing certain approaches or polici-es.
These
incomes include both monetary erements such as sararies
and
bonuses, and non-monetary elements such as leisure, prestige,
power, position, and so on.

pursuit of self-interest by individuals has important
repercussíons for both communications and relationships
amongt
The
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in both private and public sector organizations.
For example, it may not always be in the best interest of
middre and lower managers to carry out the orders communicated
to them by the organizatíonar- readers because the basic
probrem each manager faces is the need to please superíors
to
obtai-n advances in either monetary or non-monetary income.
Thus, middle and lower-r-evel managers wirr tend to pursue
policies that create the most favourable impression upon their
superiors regardress of how well or how poorly these meet the
manag'ement

objectj-ves of the organization. The longer-term effects of
such policies may serve to reduce the efficiency of t.he
organization.

Other possible actions managers may take that inhibit
communications are (a) screening information; and (b) only
partially fulfílIing orders given to them.
at every level of an organization t,end to'screenrr
information in theír possession to ensure perceptions of them
are enhanced or at least remain intact. There is arways a
considerabl-e element of judgement in information flowing
through the organization. Therefore, individuals tend to
screen out factors unfavourable to them before they pass data
upward' Also, to prease superiors, they may tend to pass
along only information that verifies the desires or beliefs of
superiors or which proves that the superiors' decisions were
wise- The cumulative effect of this screening process
represents a substantial- communication barrier.
Managers
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Monson and Downs (1965) estimate that in a five-tier
organization, assuming some suppression of information at
each
level-, upper management may be receiving only about two-thirds

of the applicable informatíon.
This may cause upper
management to be systematically misinformed
because vital
facts may not be conveyed., and. this, in Lurn, affects
perception of or the apparent quality and varidity
of uppermanagement dec j-s j_on_making.

Another possibre action that individuar_s at every revel
sometimes take is to carry out only part of t.he
orders

to them. since individuals, incr_uding manag.ers,
tend to pursue their own interests, they may be reructant
to
carry out orders that reduce theír incomer power, prestige,
position, or opportunities for advancement. This reflects
in
the vigour with which they pursue orders short of outright
insubordination. This might manifest. itself in such activities
as shelving reports and recommendations, endless committee
meetings, improper f o1low-up proced.ures and so on. The
communicated

cumul-ative effect of failing to carry out orders can be great
if there are many tiers in an organization.
Further,

allowance must be made for incompetence, inertia, misunderstanding, and inefficiency on the part of those required to
ca*y out the orders. consequently, no large organization

actually carries out the policies established by its
leadership in precisely the manner envisioned by the
leadership. Further, these inefficiencies are inherent in a1r_
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large organJ-zations.
Although much of the communicatíons about an
organization's routine daily operations are carried out. among
the various levels of manag,ement in an organizatj_on, it. is the
responsibility of the organízationrs l_eadership to convey the
vision of the organization to t.he various level_s of management
and to the rank and fire. simply having a vi_sion for the
organization is not enough. rt must be communicated repeatedly
and often to those both inside and outside the organization.
within the organization such leadership communications
devices as communiques, distribution of meeting minutes,
periodic forums for discussion, regular memoranda from the cgo
to all- staf f , electroni-c mair, meeti-ngs with individual
departments, visits
to operational areas, committee
participation, seminars, workshops and conferences, etc. are
common. outsíde the organization, the organization,s
leadership must convey a positive image to the business and

índustrial communities. This may be accomplished with skilr in
public relations through participation in or on community
groups, chambers of commerce, corporate boards, task forces,
conferences, program advisory committees, through interviews
with the media, and through partnerships and collaborations

with ot.her organizations to accomplish goals.
Leadership communication must be a source of motivation to
all- organizational stakeholders to ensure that the
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implementati-on of the organizational vision does not
falter.

rt

is ongoing, continual, and pervasive throughout the

organization.
Conclusions

An essentiar- planned change catalyst in the desired
transformation of an organizaL.ion is leadership. There are
many definitions of leadership, but t.he one that.
best. supports
the perspective adopted in this study ís ,,an attempt at
infruencing the activities
of forlowers through the
communication process and toward the attainment of some
goal

or goarsr'.
This definition emphasizes aspects of
transformational leadership rather than transactional_
leadership, which seems to focus on managing rewards for
compliance.

several authors argue that there are differences between
leaders and managers in organizations, although it is
desirabre for organízations to have employees who possess
characteristics of both. rn simple terms, the desirabr_e
leaders alluded to in this study--transformationar_ read.ers-inspire, motívate, influence, seek the deveropment of
f ol-lowers and have the vi-sion to íntroduce
essentiar_
organizational change- Good managers, while they may
demonstrate leadership ability during the management process,
generally are perceived to possess the skills necessary to
implement a leadership vísion moreso than the ability to
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create the vision i-tsel_f

.

Managers can improve

their effectiveness by concentrating
attention on such things as: sharing information; delegating
tasks; adopting the proper role to fit a dynamic situation;
comprehending details; and managing time, circumstances,
and
obligations welr-. This requires management training
and.
development in peer, leadership, confl_íct_resolution,
i-nformation-processi-ng, decision-making, resource
-al]ocat ion,
entrepreneurship, and introspection skills.

strategic organizationar- communication may be one of the
most important processes in organizational development
and
change, because communication processes affect
the
organizationts behaviour, culture, climate, leadership,
planning, and exercise of managerial skirl among other
things.
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Strateqic planníng
rf public sector organizati-ons are to adapt to present
and future internal and external environmental- difficul-ti-es,
a strong emphasis on a strat.egic management process and on
strategic planning may be necessary. Although organizational
leaders and managers should be guid.ing and modifying
organizations over time as environments change, many may be
unwilling or unabre to focus systematically on changre.
Frequently, the organizational l-eadership and management is
so
immersed in present day operations and results that
making
changes to goals, strategies, and organizatíonar_ systems

usually only occur as reactions to crises rather than
consídered adaptations to anticipated crisis.

as

one school of thought about strategic management and
planning suggests that. these l-atter circumstances are better
suited t.o strategic improvisation rather than strategi-c
planning as a more prevalent approach (Mintzberg, t9g4).
!{aterman (1992) argues that ,' [t] he confounding probrem is
that
we need strategy, but we expect too much from itr,, and
further

that : 'r [t] he best strategy is a process, not a pran, (p.
1-l-1-) . lrihile there is certainry need for
the resourcefulness
implied by strategic improvisation within organízations, the
word improvisation, ât its root, is reactive and means ,,[to

bel unprepared; to make, provide or do with the materials at
hand, usually to furfil an unforeseen and immediate need,,
(Webster'

s,

1,966

,

p . 732)

.
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This dissertation proposes a rationalistic model for
strategíc planning, but current circumstances such as
increasingly complex and unpredictable external and j-nternal
environments, funding constraints, the need to market
organj-zational services better, etc. are testing the
rationalistic approach. Thomas (1'9g6) suggests that ,,when
fundamental organizational changes are involved, the process

is usually more uncertain, risky, difficult,
protracted,
discontinuous and confrict-ridden than the popular models
suggest" (p.11). Bryson and Roering (rgee) write that the
deliberate attempt to produce change is probably the greatest
strength and weakness of strategic planning as a process.
changes in organi-zati-ons normally occur through a disjointed
incremental-ism or muddling through (euinn, 19BO) which Behn
(1988) describes as ilmanagement by groping a1ong,,. Therefore,
normal- expectations have to be that most efforts to produce

fundamental decisions and actions in government through
strategic planning will fail (Bryson and Roering, p. 965).
The unpredictability of most contemporary public sector

organizationar envi-ronments may require a fundamental_
rethinking of the conceptuar model_s upon which public sector
bureaucracies have been established. (osborne and Gaebler,
l-993; Barzel.ay, ]-992) . Thomas (L996) identifies influences on
public sector environments which complicate the public sect,or
planning process more than private sector environments such as
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the political

process, a g,reater diversity of externalpressures and demands, more external sources of
authority and
influence, requirements for scrutiny, accountabirity
and
political support for actions, the monopoly and mandatory
nature of most prog'rams and financing arrangements and
the
ambiguity about how successfully programs are working (p.
a2) . Thomas (1996) suggests further that it may
be d.esirabr_e
to combine improvisation with planning, but the challenge
is
to determine the appropriate type of planning
or
improvisational- activity upon which an organization shourd
rely under dj_f ferent organizational circumstances (p. 1,4) .
Ad
hocracy, strategic improvisation, and management by groping
along seem to best describe the most effective contemporary
approaches to publíc sector organizational management.
Accord'ingly, Thomas concludes that more ti-me should be
spent
on problem identification, defining strategic issues and
the

promotion of continuous learning (p. 24).
However, it is important to recognize that there may
be

opportunities to use both the planning and J-mprovisational
approaches in public sector organizations, depending upon
the
circumstances. Therefore, strategic planning as a lead.ership
and management toor shour-d not be cast aside as totally
inef f ecti-ve - The turburence of public sector externar_ and
ínternar environments may preclude completely accurate and
effective planning at macro Ievers,. however, it may stilr be
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extremery useful to establish pJ-anning approaches,
particularly where there have been erements within a
department designated as speciar operating Ag,encies (soA),

strategic Business units (sBU), or board.-governed institutions
such as Red River Community College.
Therefore, for purposes of this study, strategic pranníng
is defined as the process of determining the major objectives
of an organízation and defining the strategies t.hat wilr
govern the acquisition and utilization of resources to achieve
those objectives (steiner, !969, p. 34; Goodstein, pfieffer,

and Nolan, 1985; Melcher and Kerzner, 19Bg). The term
resources refers to budgets, facilities, materials, and human
resources as welr-. Accordingly, the st.rategic planning
process should be initially
a sequential one in which the
organizational- vision, mission, goars and assumptions are
formul-ated at the top and planning data are then provided.
concurrently from all levels of the organization. The process
includes: a stakeholder analysis;
strategic issue
identification;
a careful- analysis of both internar and
external environments; a review of major resources, including
human resources; and the formulation of goals followed
by
strat.egy development and possible st,ructure and systems
changes required by the strategy (Bryson, 19BB; Kotler and
Murphy, 1931). Further, context Ís also a real and
significant factor in strategic planning.
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Context Concepts
organi-zations with large numbers of employees find it
necessary to describe their organization and structure
to help
employees understand their place in it..
consequently,

organizational charts, descriptions, policies, rur_es and
procedures are devised to indicate to employees where
they
"fit in'r and what the organization is alr about. rt is not.
uncommon f or a manager, having' provid.ed this materi-aI,
to
indicate that the organizatíon is in fact not organized
'rquite' this wâY, or that the organizati-onal chart is dated,
or that some of the policies and procedures are not actually
in operation. This manager is displaying the
'manifest,l
organization, that is, the organization as formally described
and displayed (,Iacques, 1,g76¡ L9g9)
.

This manager may then proceed to describe the
organízation as s/he believes it to be. This can be labelled
the assumed" organization, that is, the organi-zat.ion as it is
assumed to be by the person concerned. However, systematic
analysis of the organization may reveal somet.hing else again,
which can be identified as t.he 'extant', organizaLíon, that is,
the organi-zation as truly revealed by exploration and
analysis. Sometimes this extant organízation does not fulfil
its purpose well; the work may have changed but the system has
not adapted. The identified adaptation deficiency suggest.s
what the organization needs to become--the requi_site
rf
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situation- -rather than what it manifestly says or thinks
it is
(Brown, 1,97L) .

The significance of these concepts to readers and
manag'ers of organizations is that: (a) what
they say the
organizations arei (b) what they think they are,. (c) what
they
really are; and (d) what they need to become to satisfy
t.he
manifest purposes are often different.
Further, context
Ímplies that planning approaches need to take into account
the
functions of t.he organization, the type of environment
it
faces, its i-nt.ernal structure of formal authori_ty and informal
power, and its capability to eng,age in planning.
The imprications of these concept.s for strategic pranning
for organizational change in educatíonal ínstitutions (Kotr-er
and Murphy, i_9gl-; FulIan, 1_9g2; Kanter, 1983; Sibley,
L9B6¡

ZoLto and C1ark, 1996; Morgan, i.gg)) are that

(1) change is continual, therefore, effect.ive
strategic
planning must be fr-exibr-e and.' adaptabre enough
to
accommodate change. This means that trrä prãn"i"g-pr"cess
needs to be conrinuar- and musr be ãapaur*e ;i -;ãrË"nding
to contingency situations when change occurs rapidly;
(2) effective strategic planning must recognize
and
accommodate both externar ãnd internai--- fã.to=r,
particularly when introducing innovati-on
resj_stance to change;
"r¿ orr.rcoming
(3 ) signif icant
. c_hanges Ín external f actors such as
recession, inflation,
tax increases, trade- agreãments,
etc. and internar f actors
r= *ãrrJõ.*"rrt,
=rr.it uníon
organi-zation restructuring,, ph_i_1osophy,
o,
resistance, etc. can raãiðaIIy áirect the ã"pfrort
state
of
equilibrium in any organization,
""á
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(4) !h" impact of 'rd.isequilíbrium'r, particularly the adverse
impact, c?n be significantly negäted by an äffective and
controlled strateglc pranning prbcess. Thus, the objects
of planning may be to maintain equilibrium, not the
status euo, and to estabr-ish an internal locus of
organi-zational control. This l-atter circumstance can be
establish:* through transformational_ leadership and
forward-thinking, ot proactive, management.
rrLocus

of control" is important in understanding whether the
organization t.akes charge of its operations and future-internal locus of control--or permits itself only to react to
outside events and circumstances--external locus of control.
rn the former circumstance, organizational- readers anticipate
their environments--they are proactive.
rn the latter
circumstance, organizational- readers simply respond to their
environments--they are reactive.
Lonq-Range Planning

As t.he terms are frequently confused or are taken t.o be
synon)¡mous, some dif f erentiation is al-so required between
long-range planning and strategic planning. rn basic terms,

strategic prannj-ng focuses on what the organization wants to
be; long-range planning focuses on how the organization wilr
get there. These are related, but separate, functions.
However, since what an organization aspires to be sets
direction, strategic goals must be formulated. prior to longrange planning and the day-to-day decision-making or
operations that follow from such planning (Tregoe and
Zimmerman, 1980).
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Long-range or operati-onal planning is inadequate for
strategy formulation.
rt is comparabre to choosing an
excellent course of action to treat an incorrectly-identified

problem. Tregoe and Zimmerman (1980; pp. 23 _ 27)) suggest
that there are several reasons for this:
(1) Long-range plans tend to be based on projections
of
current operatíons into the future. Environmental
scans tend to be used chiefly to determine how
expansive or how cautious the oiganization
be about projecting its .rr.r.rri operations. nåe¿s to
(2) Y"*y managers are forced to buiId their future
the
foundation of- the projecti-ons rather than on aon
crear
definirion of whac thLy wanr their
ro
be. using tlriq approach-, the plans
"rgå"ir;tIorr=make
org,anizatíons
determine their direction, r"t¡rÀ, than a crear sense
of direction determining their plans
(3) lorg-range plans tend to be buirt from the
l-evels: projections from various parts ofrowest
the
organization are consolidated and, i"'lãiãr, become
the recommended pran. By the time these
and detailga plans reach-the top of the accumur_ated
"=g""i;"tion,
ro
ínj
ecr
rru-Jr,
i""ishr .
:l::î,^+?
11.!i_u
,opporrunity
I'rexr--or-r-r-ty
a.s gone.
Top management becomes toõtea
into allocating resources on the basis of these
plans.
..

(4)

rrong-range plans inv_ariarcly tend. to be overly
optimistic. This results tro'm the
desire at various
l-evels of _ the. organization to rrdo
better. in the
future. oístinctions between weaker
and strong.er
areas of . the _ _organizati-on become blurred,
affects the efficient alrocation of resourceswhich
on a
strategic basis.
These projections become the
prevaj-ling corporate wisdom,-".rá any changes io them
by top. manag'ement tend to be seen as arbitrary and
capricious to the rest of the organization(5) Lgrg-range plans tend to be infr-exible. lrlithout
clear strategic framework to define what ana
organj-zation wants to be, 10ng-range planning tends
to buird a compos..Le picturã ¡v þöiectingevery
detail- forward. The Jhe"r size of most of these
planning documents generally means that modification
of, long-range planã usualiy only occurs in crisis
sl-E.uatrl_ons.
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(6)

Long-range planning generally ends up being quite
short -Tange . Managers tend. to pro j ect t.he f
year in detail; tñis becomes
the basis for 'rst
the
budget, subject to resource ar-locations.
subsequent
years receive a less thorough analysis

rn contrast with long-range planning, strategic planning
is'the
process of formulating and implementing decisions
about an org'anization's fut.ure direction,, (Melcher
and
Kerzner, r-999, p. 1-) . Goodstein, pfeif f er and Nor-an (r_gg5)
descri-be it as 'r - . . the process by which an organization
envisions i-ts future and develops the necessary procedures
and
operations to achieve that future,, (p. 2). peter Drucker
(a974) adds other dimensions. He defines
strat,egic planning
AS

' . . the continuous process of making entrepreneuriar_
(risk-taking) d.eci-s-io_ns systematicalry and
with the
greatest knowledge of their
futurity;'
the

efforts needed to carry out
"iõ""i-rl"g and
dec-'sions;
measuring the results of these these
decisionÉ--"nJ""a the
expectations through organized, systematic
fe"edback (p.
1_2s)

.

Melcher and Kerzner (19gg) suggest that strategic
planning consists of two processes: formurating strategy
and
implementing strategy. These processes can also include
the
measurement and feedback elements

indicated by Drucker. The
formulation process invol-ves deciding where the organization
wants to go, what decisions must be made, and when they
must,
be made to get there. The process is initiated at the
top
level of the organization, wj-th subsequent i_nput from other
l-evel-s, and includes (a) scanning t.he external- environment
for

1,02

changing condi-tions; (b) interpreting the changing environment
from an opportunities and threats perspective; (c) analysing

the organizat.ionrs resource base for strengths and weaknesses,.
(d) defining the mission of the organization by
matching
environmental opportunities and threats with resources
strengths and weaknesses; and (e) setting goals for pursuing
the missíon based on top management varues and sense of
responsibility.
The implementation process translates the formul_ated pran

into polJ-cies and procedures for achieving the overalrdecision and invor-ves arl revels of management in moving the
organization toward i-ts mission. rmplementation i_ncl_udes (a)
translating the mi-ssion into specific, measurable objectives;
(b) acquiring needed resourcesi (c) allocating resources
t.o
required activities based. on priorities;
(d) directing
required activities; (e) using contrors to ensure activities
achieve objectives; and (f) creating and changing activities
as necessary based on the measurement of results obtained

through feedback.
A helpful way to consíder strategy is through a military

analogy. Although t.he concept of military strategy has
existed for centuries, applying the concepts of st,rategy and
tactics to the relationships between an organization and its
envi-ronment is relatively new. Figure 6 irlustrates.
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Formulation

(Strategic Factors)
Corporate envj-ronment
Corporate resources
STRATEGY
Corporate val_ues/culture
Corporate responsibil_ities
Leadership vision

fmplementation

(Tactical Factors)
Organizational structure
Information systems
Reward systems
Resource al_location
Managerj-al skills

Figure 6 - FormuratÍon and rmplementation of strategy
source: Adapted from N.A. Berg-. (1984) . e"rrÀi"iï"rrJò"*"rru.
Homewood, Ill:
Irwin, p. 30.
Strategic planníng ModelA key feature mentioned in prior d.iscussion on
"equilibrium states't theory (prigogine and Stengers , !gg4) ,
suggests that one of the objects of strategic pranning is to
mai-ntain organízati-onar equiribrium. This implies that any
useful strategic planning model must be flexibre enough to
adapt to continuous change, that is, the organization must be

able to maintain equilibrium whatever the circumstances. A
strategic pranni-ng model that fails to sol_icit feedback and to
ensure revision as required is a sterile model that addresses

the issues as they were only at, a particular time under
specific ci-rcumstances. As change is continual, these
specific circumstances usually do not remain the same.
Goodstein, pfieffer and Nolan (1985) recognize that
strategic planning is a reiterative process. once a st.rategic
planning cycle is completed, the task of management is to
ensure íts implementat.ion and then plan when to begin the next

planning cycle.

organizations must always be in

t.he
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simultaneous processes of planning and of implementing plans.
The Goodstein-pf ief f er-No1an mod.e1 appears to have

applicability

to both private sector and public sector
organj-zations (Appendix E i]Iustrates)
A brief explanation
follows.
.

Planninq to plan
The trpreworkrr of planning involves numerous activities
including obtaining commitment to the process, i-nvolving

relevant persons, cl_arifying time frames, and. identifying
applicable data. It is critical-ly important not to rush into
a process wi-thout clarifying expectations. These expectations
must be resolved before the decision to pran can be made or
substantial resistance can result.
The key people in the organlzati-on, especiarly t.he chief
Executive officer (cEo) or equivar-ent, must see the planning

process as important and be willing to visibly invest tÍme and
effort into the process. once cEo commitment is obtained, the
plannj-ng rrteam' must be ident.ified. Top management.
should

subsequentry be invol-ved on a continual- basis, but input and

reactions must be soricited. from a broadly representative
group in the organization. A planning group should normally
consist of 10 Lo 1-2 members, although the organization,s size,
structure, history, and existing power groups wilr affect that.
decision. 'rstaff rr persons should serve as a resource to the
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planning group to conduct research, generate data, and
develop

alternate

v/ays

to j_ntegrate and to

implement

the act.ion steps.

ïn a reasonabr-e working modeI, the overalr_ pranning
process can vary from six to ei-ghteen months, with
the
planning group meeting about every six weeks for two
or three
days each time depending on how the organi-zation is

structured, what size it is, and how geographically dispersed
it is (pfieffer and others, Lggg) . The planning site is best
located away from the interruptions of d.aily work.
The Values Arrdi t

A values audit is an examination of the var-ues of the
members of the planning team, the current values
of the
organization, the organization's philosophy of operations, the
assumptions that the organization normally uses in its
operations, the organizatíon's culture, and. the values of the
stakeholders in the organizati_onrs future. The audit moves
from an individuar focus to a broader examination of t.he
organization and how it works as a social system.
Rokeach (L973) defines a var-ue as ,ran enduring belief

that a specific mode of cond.uct or end-state of existence is
personally or socially preferabl_e to an opposite or converse
mode of conduct or end.- state of existence' (p . 5
)
.

Consequently, an individual for

whom

excitement j_s important

will envision a different organizational future than will

a
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person for

security has a high personal varue. As these
differences have cl-ear implications for the organization,s
future, design, decision-making processes, and all other work
of the management and planning teams, they must be resol_ved
early in the process.
whom

organizat.ions al-so have val-ues which must be explored.

and

identified as part of the strategic pranning process. An
organization's values are organized and codified into its
philosophy of operations, which may or may not be stated
explicitly, and members are judged on their conformance to
this philosophy. For example, in the public sector, t.ypical
assumptions are "if we do not spend alr of this year,s budget,

it will- be cut next time'and. "you have to go a10ng t.o get
a1ong.

tr

The planning team members' values, the organizationrs

values, its philosophy of operations, and its operating
assumptions all combine to produce the organization's culture
(Deal and Kennedy, 1,982) . Deal_ and Kennedy suggest that
culture may be embodied in the physical structure, the
'war
stories" about the good or bad o1d days, the organj-zational
heros and villains, the rites and. rituals of the organization,
and the symbols the organization uses to portray ítse1f to the
public.
An audit of organizational- values also requires a
stakeholder analysis. These are individuals, groups, and.
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organizations who may affect or may be affected by the
organízation's strategic p1an.
rn a public sector
organization, stakehol-ders wirl typicalry include employees
and managers, suppliers, other government departments and
other governments, erected officiar-s, unions, and members of
varied communities such as interest g,roups and the general
public, who are the primary customers or crients, and who
believe they have a stake in the organization.
audit is the most important and most difficult
part of the plannj_ng process. It requires an in_depth
analysis of t.he most fundamental beliefs that underl-ie
org'anizational l_ife and organi-zational_ decision-making .
The values

Mission Formulation
Mi-ssion formulation invorves developing a cl_ear statement

about what 'rbusiness' the organization is in- -a concise
decl-aration of the purpose or function the organization is
attempting to fulfil in socj_ety or the economy.
rn formurating its mission, an organization must answer
three questions:
(1) what function d.oes the organization perform?
(2) for whom does the organization perform this function?
(3) how does the organizatíon ful_fil the function?
Most organizations answer the 'rwhat'r question by identifying
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goods or services produced (e.g. the soap business; the oil
busi-ness) .
However, Levitt (tglZ) suggests such myopia

prevents organizat.ions both from seeing new opportunities and

from anticipating threats and challenges. successful
organizations Lry to identify value-satisfying goods and
services that meet the needs of the public and include these
in their mission formulations.
The mission formutat.ion requires a cl_ear ident.ificat.ion
of the potentiar consumer base which may be segmented, for

exampler geographically, financially, ethnically and so on.
However, fro organizatíon, no matLer how Iarge, can meet all

the needs of all possibre consumers alr the time.
Achieving the rrho\^¡rr of a mission statement can invol_ve a
marketJ-ng strategy which identifies and priorizes the

org'anization's driving forces. For example, the organizati_on
in this case study, RRCC, is a labour market_driven
organízation which needs to survey potential customers
continually to discover unfilled needs for technical,
vocational, and general educationar services. once these are
identified, the organization ideally develops services to fill
these needs.e

strategic business model_ling is the process by which the
organization defines success in the context of the business or
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businesses it

wants to be in, how that success wilr be
measured, and what wil-I be done to achieve it, consistent
with
the establ-ished mission statement (Goodstein, pfieffer,
and
j_985;
No1an,
19gB )
.

The model comprises two parts:

(1) the strategic profile or quantified objective.
This
.
should identify the business-tr.á-ãrganization
wants
to
be
Ín three-.to-five years, irrct.rdi;b th_e quantitatively
specific indicators of success. ciearry, this requires
some managerial vision.
rn the publiô'=".toi, it is
conceivabre rhar rhe roles of some åup"it*";¡;;-;g"ncies,
and crow_n corporations may differ or be changed through
acts of legisration or societal needs auring ¿i;; period.
For example, contrary to business
models, "the- pt"rr" for
a pubric ag'ency may bè intended to reduce
demands for its
services, not to iñcrease them. rn most instances
in the
public sector, planning is not a toor t"
õãi"-cãmpetitive
advantag'e in the markãtplace becauãe most public bodies
are monopoly suppl'ers. However,
emergi_"g-t;;;digms oi
government_ _emphasJ-ze competition
more than the
traditi-onar- bureaucr?t1" päraaig;. Despite
arr_ this,
-stirr-tìtety
achievement of specified .
wirl
ue
measured ín quantity
"úectivÉs
and./or
quality
'serviäes,
and
services, relevance of
"i-ì""¿"
and
leve]s of
expendJ_ture.
(2) statements of how the quantified objectives
be
achieved, _in specific segnnents. This mãy includewirr
a
model
of the future organiåti-on, a statement about the
organizational risk_taking 'involved,
and how
--."irrother
critical
areas of orgarrlrationar activity
be
managed. pqecific products, services, and markets should
also be identifieã.
The 'how,r consideration wourd
incl-ude the identification of
-r"rior*
which
organizational _objectives could be met, p";il-;;
a
cost/-benefit
analysis of each, and selection of particurar strategies
that woul-d most likery achieve' the org".ri="tíonrs
obj ectives.
several considerations are criticar to the success of this
stage: (a) the modelling must be cong.ruent with and buird on
the stated values and mission of the organization,. (b) it must
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be done in the context of proactive thinking and environmental

analysis.

This means scanning for impacts on the
organj-zati-on, anti-cipating significant aspects of the
future,
conceptualízing a desired end state( i.e. vision), and working
proactively to make the desired end state occur; and (c)
it
must involve an emphasis on creativi_ty and the generation
of

innovative al-ternatives for the organization to consider.
success in this stage is most likely to be at.tained. when
there
is maximum creative input from all rever_s of the organization
and from all employees in the org'anízation within realistic
boundaries. rt is not rearistic to have all employees
participate in ar-r the planning and decision-making in
the
organj-zation all- of the time, but participati_on fosters
commitment (t,ikert , ]-96L) .
Performance Audit
The performance

audit examines the recent performance of
the organization on the basis of generally measurabr_e
performance criteria. rn the case of RRcc, for example,
performance criteria might include: the number of grad.uates,.
the degree to which ]abour market needs are met in any
speci-fic occupational area; the quality of graduates based. on
their comparative employability versus other similar
j-nst j-tutions ; the cost -per-graduate
data or a cost -benef it
analysis; labour market demand projections; demographic equity
including equal employment opportunity, affirmative action,

1t_l_

educational access in rurar, remote, or i-solated areas, and

so

on.

Although there is some danger of i_nformation overload,

generally any data that can help the org.anization better
understand its present capabilitíes for doing its work is data
that shoul-d be incrud.ed in the perf ormance audit. Thus,
organízationar internal factors such as: rife cycles of
existing programs (i.e. some occupations become obsolete which
elimj-nates the need for training); employee productivity;
faculty effectiveness as instructors, program designers and
program managers; empl0yee turnover; facilities,
including
their capacíty and condition,. and management capability become

highly relevant and influential- in the strategic planning
process.

candor, openness, and nondefensiveness are essential
during this phase. Defensiveness reads to finger-pointing,
avoiding bl-ame and other trust-destroying behaviours.
Therefore, performance measurement instruments must be both
quantitatively and qualitatively objective as possibre.
Gap

as

Analysis

The gap analysis determines whether or not a gap exists
between the strategic business moder- and the organizationrs

current performance and wirl also determine the extent of t.he
gap. This requires developing creative strategies to close
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the gap and conceivably reworking the moder until the gap
between the profire and the organization's capacity
to achieve
it is reduced to manageable size. This may require several_
reworks until- all- the gaps are closed.

For example, among other factors, the analysis may
suggest that: (a) the organizational_ mission statement
has to
be revised; (b) the organizationar structure has to
be changed
(e. g. decentrali_zation versus centralization)
; and,/or (c)
performance expectations have to be realigned
more exactly
with real resources available.

Planning "gaps' are signifícantly affected. by improperly
aligned performance expectations. For example, Hayes (r-9g5)
suggests that planners may be approaching the planning
process

backwards. The traditional

planning process refrects an
'tends-ways-means' model : (a) establish organizational
strategic objectives (ends); (b) given these objectives,
develop tactics (ways) for attaining them; then (c)
marshar_
the resources (means) necessary to i-mplement the strategy.
However, âs any experienced milit.ary strategist knows,
the
means, in fact, determine the tact.ics avail_able to
achieve the
strategy. Therefore, the available resources are a significant
factor in determini-ng the usefulness and success of any

strategic plan.
Recognizing the ímplications of this are important.
rt
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does little
good in any organization to create grandiose
strategic plans which require significant resources to
accomplish them if the resources are simpry not available.
Hayes suggests that i-t makes more sense to plan incrementarly

i-n smal-1 steps than to attempt to make quantum leaps in
development.

Contingencv planning
The strategic planning team needs to identify the major

opportunities and threats facing the organization and to
establish what, if anything, can be done about impending
events which may affect it. This suggests that key indicators
of opportunities, threats, or likely events must be ident.ified
to indicate whether or not these opportunities, threats or
events are likely to become realities.
Índicators for the coI]ege, for example, might
be: changes of g'overnment, with a possibl_e concomitant change
in philosophy; constrained transfer payments from the federal_
some key

government,' reduced monetary Ínputs through various plans of
Employment and rmmigrati-on canada; a stronger focus on

private-sector Canadian ,fobs Strategy (C.lS) training with a
reduced institutional
access to CJS funds; changes in
legislation to move the study group organization from a nonautonomous

,

government - control Ied

institution to a semiautonomous, board-governed institution; changes in the labour
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market, demographj_cs, and leveIs of immigration, etc.
The planning team must identify interdependent factors

that are most likely to affect the organrzati_on through a
process of necessarily l-imited environmental- scanning and
develop the best possible alternatíve plans based. on
inevitable vari-ations in these f actors. conting.ency pranning
provides the organization with al-ternative strategies that
can
be used with a variety of scenarios. The downside of
contingency planning is that there can be various scenarios
and it takes considerabl-e work to generate contingency plans
to address the possíble scenarios. The amount of effort and
resources devoted to contíngency planning will_ itself be
contingent on the perceived predictabilíty of the environment
and an assessment of whether events are amenabl-e to analysis

and control- by the organization. However, an optimistic
viewpoint is that the accurate anticipati_on of the impact of
changing rrenvironmentar factorsrr on the overarl_ strategic plan
can mitigate potential d.j_saster.

The planning then needs to be applied to the functional

units of the organization, which requires the formation of new
planning teams for each functional unit, such as: operations,
administratíon, finance, human resources, etc. planning teams
do not necessarily comprise representatives specifically from
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one area only, such as human resources, but may incr_ud.e
an
amalgam of interests from various areas of the organization,
which may be directly or indirectly affected, in a Task
Force

or matríx management format to promote multi-directional_
communication. Regardless, functional- plan narratives shou]d
be developed as a basis for budgeting. For example, in a
human resources p]an, current and future needs for
staffing on
the upper and middle managerial, supervisory, operational
support, and cl-erical administrative l_evels shoul_d be
developed for at least the period covered by the plan.
This
plan woul-d consider potential reti-rements, employee turnover,
staffing requirements, recruitment, training programs, and
costs, among other aspects.
Each functional plan must be consistent with what the
organizationa1 leaders have determined the organízation should

be.

rnconsistencies must be addressed and the l-ever_ of
acceptance of the overall plan determined among the various
functional units. The planning team identifies conflicts and
how to resolve them. This integration must occur before
the
normal- budgetary cycle, with the understandíng that
constrained resources at a strategic level wirr affect
operatíons at the unit 1eveI.
Implementation
Many

strategic plans literally

die at the implementation
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phase and are consequently never implemented or
are onry
marginally implemented. careful attention to doing what has
been planned is critical, and thÍs is the essence of
any

planned change. Managers and other members must be
taught to
use or be reinforced for using the strategic plan in everyday

decisions on the job. proposed sor-utions t.o probrems shour_d
be consistently congruent with the organizationrs strategic
pIan.

A commitment to folrow the strategíc pran and to utiríze
it on a daily basi-s must be made, and musL be seen to be made,
by top management in the organization if its implementation
is
to work. This means that werr before the strategic planning
process is implemented, a concerted effort must be

made by

to explain how planning works, how people are
intimately and integrally involved with it, and what the
benefits of planning are to the organizat.ion and its members.
rnitiall-y this means taking t.he time to overcome resistance to
change and to calm any fears that might aríse.
management

Further, once a strategic plan has been implemented it
must be recognized that constant feedback and revision are
necessary' At any gÍven point, for example, a contingency
plan may become the major focus of strategic planning in the
organization, perhaps because of unanticipated changes in
resource availability,
g,overnment legislation or market
forces. subsequent,ry, other contingency prans may have to be
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developed for what has become a 'new' situation and the plan,
in effect., becomes almost a 1iving document.
Planning, by definition,

is proactive. It, requires not
only visionary leaders, and highly competent skilled managers,
but a constant process of environmental scanning.
Environmental Scanning

organízations need to be a\^rare of what is occurring in
their environments that might affect them. This i-s especially
true durj-ng the planning process. Four of the overlapping
environments that need to be monitored are: the macro or
global environment; the ind.ustry environment; the competitive
environment; and the organizat.ion's internal environmenL,
including how it is affected by the perceíved external,
changing, political situation.

This scanning process id.entif ies a varl_ety of both
internal and external factors whích should be considered. in
the strategic planning process.
Thus, for example,
significant considerations in the macro-environmental scanning
process include social factors such as demographics;
technological factors such as computer usage; economic factors
such as unemployment rates; and political factors such as
governmental legislation and regulation.
rndustry factors, assuming that the public service can

be
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perceived as an [serviceJ industry, refer to such
t.hings as
how the industry is structured and how structured
it is, the
manner in which and degree to which it is financed,
the extent
of governmental control or presence, the typical prod.ucts
or
services it provides; and the ty¡ricaI marketing- strategies
it
utilizes. This l-atter factor applies particularry in the
case
of some crown corporations or arms-length agencies that market
products or services.
The competitive-environment scan íncludes consideration
of competitor profiles, which for government organízations
may

be private sector organizations that deliver the same
or
comparable services, market-segmentation pat.terns,
research
and development and so on.

Internal- org.anizational- factors
refer to such consideratíons as the structure of
the
organization (e.g. whether it is centralized, decentrali_zed,
tal-l or flat,) its history; its culturei its manageriar style;
and its distj_nctive strengths and. weaknesses.

Predicting the impact of these facLors on the
organization over time is essential to the strategíc planning
process and a part of the process that is ongoi_ng.
sammon (rgae) suggests that thís scanning,
process can be
likened to gatheri-ng 'rlousiness intelligencerr on competitors.
He says

Every business
org'anization
collect.s
information about competitors fromroutinely
publishèd and field

t1,g

sources, from external and internal contacts, and from
staff and line functions. But more often than not, these
useful- nuggets of competitor data are neither mined nor
managed. consequently, their potential value to the
companyrs strategic planning process is not realized. The
result ís that managementsr understanding of competitors
continues to be casual, cursory, and frequentiy wrong
(p. 43) .

writes that information is data that has been
selectively collected, integrated., and organízed for specific
analytical purposes. rntelligence is the end. prod.uct of that.
analysis. rt is also an organizationar process by which raw
data j-s converted into focused intelligence that adds value to
managementsr tactical- moves, operational plans, and strategic
sammon

decisions.

The imprications this intelligence process has for
environmental scanning in any organization is significant. rt
suggests that environmental scanning must be a continuous
process, data must be analysed, the interdependence of the
data recognized, and the impact of the data, both real and
potential, on strategic pranning appreciated. rt suggests
that there should be individuals trained in analysing and
gathering data that has or may have an impact on the
accomplishment of the strategic plan. rf the data-gathering
and analysis are accurate, it may also suggest the timely
adoption of a contingency plan previously developed.
negative aspects of environmental scanning are that
it presumes the availability of information and downplays the
Two
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importance of subjective perceptions of the external_
environment. Further, few organizations have their own
formal, intelligence-gathering systems employed on a fulltime basis to access a continuous flow of information on
changíng envj_ronmental conditions.

Royce (1986) suggests that the three major problems in
strategíc planning are: (a) difficulty in converting the large
amounts of information about the organizational environment

into

usable assumptions and strategic issues. This
demonstrates the need for expertise i-n environment,al_ scanning,
information-gathering, and intelligence analysis; (b) failure
to generate strategic al-ternatives, so that top manag.ement has
a true choice among courses of action; and(c) difficulty in
actually getting plans implemented, once decisions are made.
Melcher and Kerzner (fgAg, pp. 13 _j_4) ) suggest that
there are several- pit.falJ-s which must be carefully avoid.ed if
the strategic planníng process is to be effective: (a) fail_ure

to reexamine- strategic planning is a dynamic, continual
process. The system must be structured for continuous
feedback and cont.rol; (b) extrapolation of present performance
into the future. Extrapolation assumes the future wil_1 be
l-ike the past. strategic planning anticipates changes and
simul-ates what the effects of these changes will be; (c) over-
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optimism and/or complacency. overoptimism occurs when the
organj-zation overestimates the variables over which it
has

control-. complacency sets in when ef forts d.o not transl_ate
into immedi-ate results; (d) success blindness. fn periods of
phenomenal growth it

is easy to believe that success will
continue. strat.egic planning is hard work that requires
knowledge, skirI, and discipline and is an ongoing process
that is intended to stabil-ize growth and development over good
times and bad; and (e) overresponsiveness to trends. Too many
changes in too short a time cause an organization to
overextend its capabilities.
strategic planning is the
careful selection of which trends to fo]low or to ignore.

Steiner and others (tOeZ, p. i_95) described several major
pitfalls in corporate strategic planning and indicated that

the most reported pitfalls \^/ere (a) top management becomes so
engrossed in current problems that it spend.s i-nsufficient
time
on planning and the process becomes discredited among other
manag'ers and staff ; (b) rewards tend to be based soIely
on
short-range performance measures which fails to encourage
to do good plannJ_ng; (c) due to either overoptimism
or overcautiousness, plans are unrealistic. Further, planners
do not reali-ze the scope and depth of strategi_c issues and the
impact these issues have on their organízations (e.g. foreign
wars, periodic oil crises, consumer movements, changing sociar
values, etc). Therefore plans must be flexible; (d) major
managers
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operating units fail to deverop planning capabilities.
Top
managiement is both unprepared and untrained
to take a broader
view; (e) there are over-expectations from formar_ planning.
Not al-1 eventuar-ities can be forecast nor ar_r_ surprises
eliminated; (f) top management consistently rejects the formal
planning mechanism by making intuitive decisions that
conf]ict
with the formar- plans. Many executives are frequently

unwilling to accept the rigour and discipline invol-ved
in
formal- planning; (g) there is a fairure to mesh properly
the
process of strategic management and planning, from
the highest

levels through to budgeting, tacticar planning, and. complete
ímplementation; and (h) there is a fairure to keep
the
planning system simple, flexible and in a cost/benefit
balance.

Rule (1-987, pp. 33 - 36) ) suggests other specific
barriers that coul-d be added to those previously identified.
such as (a) the organizational conflict between rine
managers
and staff planners because of the 'rivory tower' image staff
planners may have; (b) r-ack of quality data. Much of
the mass
of information received is of rittre measurable value; (c) too
many overly complex, stifling,
excessJ_veIy long, detailed
planning documents; and (d) Iack of commitment by middle
management, if

middl-e management perceives a lack of
commitment to the process by top management or if planning
i_s
perceJ-ved as a make-work exercise.
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Most of these problems, pitfalls

and barri-ers are g.eneric

to strategic planning; that is, they apply to planning in both
the private and public sectors. public secLor planning,
however, has additionar- factors which impinge upon it and
which tend to make the process somewhat more difficult and
perhaps less precise than in many prívate sector
organizations.

Mintzberg and ,Jorgensen (Igg7 ) suggest that ,,polisy,,
means to the public sector what "strategy" means to the
private sector, or what Plumptre (fggg) describes as a
'rmajor
policy development initiative. r' Mintzberg and ,Jorgensen write

that ours is a society of organizations and that government is
less an integrated legisrative process than a collection of
loosely-coupled organízatj-ons in which administratíve process
plays a central role. To understand how governments make

policy one needs to understand. policy-making in the
organizational setting.
rn both the public and private
sectors analytical, explicit, formal, rational moders have
long exj-sted for planning but there may be doubts about their
validity (Mintzberg, 1-g94)
.

rn canada, at, the fed.eral- government l-eveI, for example,
various attempts to systematize government planning began with
the adoption in the late i-960s of a system of program pranning
and budgeting (ppes), fol-lowed by a cabinet planning system,
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a cabinet Evaluation system, and a Treasury Board planning
system (French, i-9Bo) . Many staff planning units ü/ere created.
as part of ppBS, after which a modified set of program
planning procedures known as a policy and expend.iture
manag,ement.

system

(PEMS) was

introduced.

Although plumptre wri-tes from a mostry federal government

perspective, his definition of a planning system includes
procedures for
formulating plans and designating
accountabilities, formats for recordíng plans and submitting
budgets, and a calendar of events indicating the sequence of
activities and roles of key participant,s such as the
departmental manag'ement committee, the planning office, if
there is one, the financiar- officials, and principal line
managers: The essence of plumpt.re's definition is that there

are both planning and contror processes and. mechani_sms to
ensure that. managers may be held accountable (pp. 2St'53).
Further, planning in most large organizat.ions does not.
occur simultaneously at al-I levels at the same time each year.
Planning goes on at different levels in different spheres of
the organization all the time. rdeally, most of these plans
will be connected to each other, even though they may be at
different stages of evolution.
Plumptre suggest.s (p. 270) that, the principal vehicle for

integrating and coordinating plans is the organization itself.
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Different initiatives are coordinated and i_ntegrated through
the everyday running of the organizatíon during such
operations as: top manag'ement committee meetings, subordinate
coordinating committees and task forces, standards and policy
implementation, decisions communication to employees,
the
repartiti-on of responsibilities,
formal decision_making
processes and the activities of informal networks
that
complement the formal org.anization structure.
However, operationar planning and contror_ systems cannoL

be used ef f ectively as a strategic planni-ng vehicr-e. The
overall planning and control must be determined. at the top of
the organization, which ín itsel-f contributes to the problem
of implementing strategic plans. Firstry, strategic planning
presumes that both leadership vision and management
skilrs
exist in the organi-zation. rf they do not exist in adequate
measure, most strategic plans are Iikely to fail.
secondry,

there are several- additional- relevant factors and constraints
which can affect implementation of strategic plans in
organizations that are under public sector jurisd.iction.
. Major policy development
initiatives or strategies originate from the erect.ed officials
of a duly-constituted, legitimate government which, in the
canadian parliamentary system, has t.he 1ega1 right to govern
for fíve years. Thus, theoreticalry, plans cannot extend
beyond the five years because an ideologically-different
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government may take office after the five years and
cause the
strategic direction of g'overnment and government, org.anizations

to take a totally different course. The poritical decision to
move the colleg'e to a board g'overnance situation, for
example,
has ramifications for the way in which the college conducts
business.

. A legitimate majority
government has a much stronger política] mand.ate
from the
electorate than a regitímate minority government. Thus, a
majority government can implement, strategic initíatives which
may be irreversible in five years, whereas a minority
government is largely dependent upon its ability to
reach
acceptable compromises and to persuade the opposition party or
parties to support or endorse new strategic initiatives.

.
The Minister of a
government department. may be abl_e to introduce strategic
planning initiatives within his or her own department with
the
support of cabinet colleagiues and provid.ed party discipline is
maintaíned' However, the extent to which the departmental
plans are initiated depends on the persuasiveness or infl_uence
of the Minister, resource alrocations, poritical trade-offs
and so on. rf a Minister has limited influence, few poricy
initiatives of any consequence are 1íkely to be implemented.
strategic initiatives

To implement
in government organízations requires
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knowledge of the prevaíling conditions and support of public
sector officials.
The amount of information and degree of

cooperati-on received may well depend on the relationship
between a Minister and his or her public sector subordinates.

Further, the more complex a poricy is, the more difficurt it
will be to implement; the more complex the orgranizationar_
structure, the more likery it is that accurate information
will not be conveyed upward. and downward (Monsen and
Downs,L965)

.

fn summary, the large sj_ze and complexity of many
government organízations fosters the d.evelopment of
bureaucratic structures, processes, behaviours, curture and
climate which are difficult t.o manage. These and other
constraints increase the difficulty l_eaders and managers have
i-n accomplishing the strategic plans to which the organization
is committed.

There are actions which may mitigate or ar-leviate many of

the constraints experienced by managers in g.overnment
bureaucratic organizations, but the task of implementing the
sol-utions seems almost overwhelming.

rt is important, for managers to recogni-ze t,hat it is
necessary to adopt a different approach to planni_ng than has
customarily been taken. strategic planning must be flexible
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and adaptable to change and the needs of the twenty_first
century' consequently, a nineteenth-century bureaucratic
paradigm may not work well i-n a twenty-first
century worr_d.

Therefore, a different moder- and style of managi_ng is
required from what presently seems to exist in most public
sector organizations. As one possíb]e model_, Barzelay (Lgg2)
proposes artcustomer service'r paradigm as a
cand.idate to
replace the bureaucrati-c paradigm. customer service
as a
focus is incorporated into the vision and mission stat.ements
of many contemporary private sect,or organlzations. The
object
of strategi-c planning in these organizations is continuous
improvement in delivery of services with the expectation
that

ímproved services wilr

attract new customers and retain
existing ones. The customer service paradigm is consistent
with the quality management phílosophy adopted by the corlege
in 1-990-91.
Strategic planning in public sector organizations is
affected by both internal and external constraints. Although
it may be difficult to anticipate all the externar vari-ables
which wourd or cour-d inf r-uence strategic planning in
the
public sector, ít is not impossible to recognize that
t.hese
variables have an influence on each other. Thus, strategic
planni-ng for a state of equilibri_um recog,nizes the
infruence
and interdependence of major planning factors on each
other.
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of the major factors which have a substantial impact
on the colleges are under the purview of government. and these
factors must be demonsLrably control-Ied in the i_nterests of
the public. For example, at a macro-economic leveI, a policy
of raísing interest rates may drive the dollar down, encouragfe
foreign investment, and increase trade. However, if it also
Many

discourages borrowing, contributes to business faj_lure, puts

people out of work, creates a greater strain on the
unemployment insurance and welfare systems, causes less money
to be in circulation, generates less tax revenue, permits
fewer government expenditures on necessary programs, and
increases the national debt then it must be demonstrated that
the policy has worked.
Many of the perceÍved internal variables that affect

strategic planning in the public sector could be addressed by
measures similar to those announced by the federal government
on L2 December 1,989. pubric service 2o0o is an initiative to
renew the public service of canada. rts objective is to
enable the federal public service to provide the best possible
customer service to canadíans in the twenty-first century.
The recommendations provided by this report have rerevance to
provincial and municipal ]evels of pubric service as welI. A

trsynopsis of the Report of the service to the pubric
Task
Forcerr is contaj-ned at Appendix F.10

Briefly, the report overview was that t.here needs to

be
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(a) a top management commitment toward a maj or, long-t.erm
shif t ín culture and val-ues that supports innovat.ion and
leadership; (b) a greater consultation with clients--the
public--and a shaping of policy and service to client needs;
(c) improved management of public service employees íncluding
selection criteria, organizational delayering, and rewards,
recognj-t j_on, and training;
(d) testing of systems and
procedures for relevance, rel-entl-ess simplif ication, and.
a
focus on "cl-ient-centrednessil,. (e) a slrong management,
commitment to the use of technol0gy, restructuring, efficiency
and effectiveness; and (f) external- monitoríng of cl-ient
servi-ce, a decreased monitoring of compliance and conformity,
and the establishment of field l-eveI intelrigence systems to
improve servj_ces (Canad.a, public Service 2OOO, L4 August
]_e90).

one of the key considerations in beginning to resorve
these kinds of issues and in facilitating change--in corporat,e
culture, employee attitudes, managerial style, and lever_s of
success in plan implementation--is leadership facilitated
through the communication process (F]eíshman, lg73) . Schwartz
and Davis (1986) write
changing a culture is a complex, long-term undertaking
that involves coordinated
by top readership t.o
change their own behaviour "iforÉs
and the
ãend to
their subordinates and others in the"1grr"i=-¡h;y
organizatiãn.
such
changes must be reinforced by shiftÉ in -*"rråg"*urrt
processes' information and reward systems, ."pãrting
relationships and people's skil]s.
Major'chaËges in
managiement personnel, including adding óutsiders as a
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source of new skill_s and
often necessary. Massive
required (p. 99) .

ne\^¡ cultural patterns, are
management education may be

Thain and Goldthorpe (fggO) studied 27 successfulcanadian business 'rturnaround.srr and concluded. that the single
most frequent action taken in the successful- turnarounds.was
to replace top management (p. 59). The internal causes of
initial decline included bad management, l-ack of critical
information, high costs, inadequate contrors, i-neffective
financial polj-cies, etc. The most successful recovery actions
for these decli-nes was to shake up management, improve the
organizat,ion, improve information f1ows, reduce costs, improve
control-s, i_mprove operations, etc.

Thain and Goldthorpe ar-so suggest that pranning must
switch to focused, systematic, and effective treatment of the
issues i-nvolved. Top management must ensure that problems are
recognized, diagnosed and analysed; solutions are planned;
decisions are made,' and., most importantly, that change agendas
concentrate on immediate and effective remedial action.
Conclusions

Pressures and demands from external_ and internal
environments, political processes, continual change, financing
arrangements, the need for accountability, scrutiny, and.
political support, the mandatory nature of some programs and
numerous other factors contribute to the growing perception
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that ad hocracy, strategic improvisation, and 'managrement by
groping along" may be more useful- contemporary public sector
leadership and management tools than formalised. strategic
planning. However, as some of the weaknesses of strategic
planning have to do with failures of vision, formul_ation and
implementation, it suggrests that a mixture of strategic
improvisation and strategic planning may also be an effective
approach depending on the context, ci-rcumstances, and manner
in which they are employed.

Although strategic planning has suffered through periods

of unpopularity, thís

is largely due to the misuse and
mÍsunderstanding of what strategic planning is intended to
accomplish. what have been particularly misunderstood. and.
misused are the techniques, organizational processes, and
behaviours that organizations have employed or have not
employed in attempting to implement strategic planning.
was and

There are differences between long-range planning and
strategic planning: the former tends to be concerned with how

plans are to be accomplished through organizational
operations; the latter tends to be concerned with what the
organization is trying to accomplish through organizational
leadership. confusing the former with the latter can
contribute to planning myopia.
Arthough several- planníng models exist that coul_d be
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reasonably appried to public sector organizationar- change,
the
Goodstein-pfieffer-Nol-an model provides a reasonabre approach
because the model- is f r-exibre and can accommod.ate change.
The

moder (a) promotes ongoÍng environmentar scanning; (b)
suggests gap analysis to attempt to adjust the differences
between the plan and. reality;
(c) requires contingency
planning to accommodate the possibirities of change; and (d)
stresses the reiterati-ve nature of the strategic pranni-ng
process.
some of the major constraints to effective strategic

planning include: (a) the sheer mass of information and
the
need to convert it to useful data; (b) insufficient
strategic
al-ternatives; and (c) actual plan imprementati-on. some of
these constraints are aggravated. by a r_ack of commiLment to
planning by top management, a focus on short-term goals,
unrealistic expectations aggravated by a fail_ure to integ,rate
resource all0cations with strategic goals t ã. rack of
leadership vision, insufficient management skir-l, and, in
the

case of public sector organizations, a confli_ct between
politicar imperatives and bureaucratic implementation.
of the measures which could mitigate some of these
constraints, based on t.he findings of ps 2ooo, i_nclude: top
some

management commitment

to a culture and values change that
supports innovation and leadership; greater accommod.ation of
cl-ients; improved management; and a focus on relevance,
simplificatj-on, technology use and restructuring.

.ç^
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Chapter

Summary

There are severar themes developed in this chapter
which
demonstrate the interrerationshíp of leadership,

strategic

planning, and. culture/crimate in organizations and
ilrumj-nate
the importance of organizational_ communication.

organízations are open sociar- systems which
are
influenced by the environment and by chang,es both outside
and
inside the organization. However, the environment
and the
ínternal changes tend to accentuate the need for organi-zations
to become more adaptable and frexibr_e in an uncertain
and
increasíngly complex world.
organizationar change can be strategicalry planned
or not
planned at ar-r. rt i-s more useful and ef fective
for r_eaders
and managers in organizati-ons to attempt to pran

for

change

proactively and to endeavour to control an organizationrs
evol-ution than not to plan. unplanned change forces
an
organi-zation to respond reactivery and. creates a situation
in
which the circumstances effectively contror_ the organization.
The ultimate object of planning may be to establish
bal_ance or
equilibrium in the organization, whether it is in a state
of
g'rowth, stasis , or decl_ine.
strategically

pranning for change in bureaucratic
organi-zations is arguably more difficult than planning
for
change in more organic organizations, particuÌarly
when an
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ímportant component in making bureaucratic organizations l-ess
bureaucratic also revolves around. influencing change in an

organization's culture.
The culturar change process is
lengthy, particularly if it perceived to be something the
organj-zation is, rather than something it has. However, the
change process can be accomprished conceivably by
strategically planning the manipulation of causal variables
such as organizationar climate and leadership or managerial
behaviour.
An essential component in planned organizati_onar change

is transformat.Íonal readership, which focuses on strategic
organizational communication to inspi_re, motivate, influence,
develop followers, and create the necessary vision to
introduce and plan for organizational chang,e. Based upon the
dístinction establíshed earl-ier between transformational- and
transactional leaders, it
has been suggested that
transformationa] leaders are more 1ikeIy to create the
condi-tions necessary for successfur organÌ_zational- change than
are transactional- Ieaders.

Adhocracy, strategic improvisation and 'rmanagement by
groping a10ng" may be more appropriate lead.ership and

tools for accommodating organizational_ change i_n a
continually-changing environment.
However, although
strategic planning has suffered through periods of
unpopularity, it may be largely due to the misuse and
management
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misunderstanding of what strategic pranning is intended
to
accomplish. some of the mÍsunderstanding occurs because
of

confusi-on between the respective roles of tactics
and
strategy. confusing the former with the ratter can contribute
to planning myopia.
whatever the model utir-ized, there are numerous
constraints which complicate the process of strategic
planning, some of which are unique to public
sector
bureaucratic cultures. However, some of the measures proposed
ps
in
20oo could potentially
mitigate
those
constraints.

of the benefits of strategíc planning, âs suggested
by waterman (L992), reside in the process, and may be
as
ímportant as the plan itself.
The benefits incr_ude: improved
communication, better problem identification, establishment
of
priorities,
d.evelopment of individual and org,anizational
capabilities, a greater sense of commitment, and so on.
Many

chapter rrr provides a case study profile of and.
describes the organizational life at Red. River community
college.
This community college, and its predecessor
institutes, has been under the jurisd.iction of the provincial
Department of Educati-on in the provínce of Manitoba
al-most

since its creation. This college converted to a boardgoverned institution on April 1-, Lgg3.
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CASE STTTDY PROFTI,E OF RRCC

Introduction
The stated phirosophy and. objectives of techni_car_ and
vocational education have changed gradualry over the years.

However, in practice, the cultures of the successive
institutes or corlege organízations delivering the programs
seem to have undergone limited change untir recently.
This
appearance of organizational stability may reflect the
difference between the manifest situation and the ext.ant

sÍtuation. rn other words, how the org.ani-zation describes
itself in formar- documents may not correspond with the
organizational realities revealed through systematic analysis.
The organizationar- curture of RRcc is a prod.uct of a
variety of factors and processes: the historícaI evolution of
RRcc and its predecessor organizations, acts of legislation

and federal-provincial agreements, influences or pressures
from the environment, in which the college has developed, and
the leadership approaches for-lowed by successive college
admini-strati_ons

.

Orqanizational profile
From its somewhat humbre beginnings in a facirit.y on
Henry Avenue in 1-938, Red River community college has become
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one of the largest community colleges in T¡restern canada.
since its formation, the college has been variously known as
the Mani-toba Technical rnstitute (until Lg63) , the Manitoba
Institute of Technology (1963 _ 68), the Manitoba fnstj-tute of
Technology and Manitoba Institute of Applied Arts (rgee _ 69),
and since 1969 as Red River Community Co11ege.

River Community College (RRCC) is presently []_9931 a
post-secondary, public sector, educational institution
Red

committed to the derivery of applied educatíon and training in
numerous occupational fields which are directry relevant to
the workplace and has been rel-atively successful_ at it. For

example, a graduate follow-up survey conducted. during i-990_91

on ]-989 graduates shows the results of the college's
commitment to a quality ed.ucation (RRcc; March 1_0, 1-992):
r
of the r,26s students who participated in the
survey, BS.9Z were employed, g.5Z wefe unemployed,
and 5.6? were not seeking employment.
r
survey respondents indicated high satisfaction with
the programs in which they hadþarticipateã--92.22
were very satisfied or satisfied; az.+z wourd
recommend their program to others.
r
rhere was a high correlation between the
respondentsr chosen traj-ning fierd. and the use of
their.training on-the-job¡ ae.g? were
in a
training-related field and 84.4? were working
using
skilIs
obtained through their training.
I
The survey indicated that 82.32 of the employed
respondents were working full__time (39.5 hours per
week) ; 1_7 .7? were working part_time (f e. O frãrrrc p",
week)

r

.

The survey also showed that onry 29 of the 7.,26s
respondents chose to leave rvtanitõba to find
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emplolrment. Over g7Z of RRCC graduates were
in the area in which they resided prior to

employed

their training.
RRcc currentr-y offers a furl rang.e of over 65 postsecondary diploma and certificate programs to approximately
6,500 fu]I-time students in the fierds of business,
technology, trades and apprenticeship, health sci_ences, family
and applied sciences, and applied arts. To help provide

opportunities for increased avail_ability and rife-Iong
learning, part-time courses are offered annually to more than
20 000 registrants in Vüinnipeg and f i_ve regional
centres:
'
Pembina vaIley, portage La prairie, selkirk, steinbach
and
Riverton (RRCC Overview, September, 1,994) .
Most of the college occupational programming and services

are provided at the college's main, L.2 million square foot,
!ûinnipeg campus by approximately 750 staff members. The
annual budget varies slightly each year, but tends to be
increased incrementally unless the province i-ntroduces
restrai-nt. The current annual budget is approximately $40.6
million (RRCC Budget , t9g2-93) .tt
Tab1e
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Revenue and Expenditure Budget Summaries (19g9-93)

Revenue

Expenditure
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Table l- shows revenue and expendíture budget summaries for
RRcc over four years. The provincial government provides
the d.ifference between the annual expenditures and the total
of al-I other sources of income for the corlege. Financi_al
restraint had existed from the earry go's and was imposed in
1,99]--92.

Historical

Backqround

Although there had been vocational_ training in Manitoba
at the McDonald Training school in l_9oi_, ârr organized

industrial- Arts program at Kelvin and st. ,Johnrs Technical
schools ín 1-9]-2, and the Henry Avenue Training centre and war
Emergency Training cl-asses in l-939, most of these, with the
exception of the latter classes, were for high school yout,h.
with the onset of v'Iorld war rf , however, military personnel_
needed to be trained first for wartime positions, and then for
positions in the postwar worl-d once the war was over.
Military personner receíved specífic technícaI training
initially at the Mid-vüest rraining centre on Ellíce Avenue,
and later ln ]-942 on the top three floors of the former Ford.
Motor company plant which is the present-day Department of
Education Building. when veteran trainj_ng expired in rg4g,
the changeover to public vocational education was not
difficul-t.
A1l- vocational- training for out-of -school_ youths
and adults became centred in this building which was named the
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Manitoba Technical Institute.

The extent of vocational education offered at this
facility in L94B was impressive and included thirty-four
courses, most of them trades courses i-n such areas as
metalwork, construction, erectrical_ and automotive. However,
there were also courses in commercial education and in skilI
areas such as drafting, cabÍnet-making and shoe repair.
The Department of Education took over the previous
vocational- qtaff of four supervisors and thirty-seven
instructors who had províded training for veterans. vüith an
initial enrollment of seventy students, a staff of fourty-one
was a bit excessive, but student numbers gradualry J-ncreased
to a peak of about 400 in 1_g4g (the projector year_end Review,
1-971-72)

.

The shortage of skíl-Is needed for a post_\^/ar economy that
was growing quickly 1ed to a shift from an academic towards a

more vocationally-oriented educational approach at the
secondary l-evel and in institutes such as the Manitoba
Technical- rnstitute. subsequent reduced immigration of highlyskill-ed European J-mmigrants in the mid-to-late l_950s resulted
in vacancies in technical jobs that stil_1 needed to be
performed- The rol-e of the then Manitoba Technical Institute
\^Ias to meet, in part, the technical training requirements of

Manitoba. The instit.ute, subsequently renamed the Mani_toba
rnstitute of Technology in Lg63 and relocated to the
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Brooklands area, was to provide traíning that woul_d
equip
individual-s with marketable skiIIs to enable them t.o
compete
effectively for jobs in Manitoba (Colleges and Universities

Affairs, J,972, p. 5)

.

This training philosophy continued through the 1960s.
But by the end of that decade, a philosophicar- shift
seemed. to
have taken place.
The aspirations of stud.ents, âs
i-ndividuals, began to become important arong with the
need.s of
the l-abour market . Though satisfying soc j-ety, s needs
for
trained, skill-ed persons remaj_ned. i_mportant, the idea
of
offering programs for people of different attitudes, interests
and achievements played an increased role.

the vocational- centres in Manitoba became community
colleges ín 1-969, the emphasis on individuar_s was evident
in
a statement made in a Department of Education burletin:
üihen

The purpose of the commutity
meet specific
educational needs of a raigecolrege is oft.o the
="du"tmothers coirmunity
high school graduates, young peoprã,
and iàthur",
mature workers,
trãi_nees,
;ätrrt"" in
-pre_apþrenticevarious groups-who mai-ue temporari-ry ,rá"*püy;ä.
community college witt próvide opportunities The
enrol-ment-il many personal improvement subjects suchfor
as
public affairs, philosophy, rá.r."Ëiorr, and. crafts which
wi]l heJ-p .maturê_ p"opie- to unaerstana themserves and
others better and thiough which trr"y may r_ive fulr_er
lives in various forms of self _"*prË="1on io.p-"rtment of
Educatj_on Bulletin, February , l-giOf
Despite the welr--intentíoned st.atements e>çressed in this
bulletin, the subsequent
Education in Manitoba (1972) felt that community colleges
in
'.
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Manitoba were still very much trade or vocati_onar schools,
because they responded. onry partly to specific r-ocal
needs.
They offered a relatively

narrow range of choi_ces and arrreried heavily on the demands mad.e by canada Emprolzment and
rmmigration in determining what courses would be offered
and
to how many students. The Task Force report observed that.:
The colleges came in_to
j_n part at least, âs a
þeing,
means of obtaining fed.eral
tuñds for
rf they
remain nothing much but a collection education.
of
Manpower courses
as we have heard them_described, they wifi,
be
f alring f ar short of rheir poteltiar.- we ¡ãri_årr"
""Afy,they
could be, exciting,
imaginatine, innovative ed.ucational
ínstitutio,r:. but -ónIy i? the powei
make decisions of
real significance is put inlo thetohands
of iacurty,
students, and community (fast Force Report, ]-9.12,
pp. 39
_40)

.

of the tremendous influence of federal government
aid to the province through capital grants, and of the
influence over course offerings and prog,ram development herd.
by the canada Employment and rmmigratíon commi-ssion (cErc)
through its operating support grants, t.he Task Force
Because

that t.he government of Manitoba reduce the rore of
community colleges in providing CElc_sponsored prog,rams.
recommended

However, the extant situation is that Manitoba is an
economically-challenged province which cannot afford to
sustain large numbers of vocational_ courses excl_usively with
its own resources. consequently, the Task Force recommendation

not acted upon- Further, there was no evidence to suggest.
at that time that the steady source of revenue from the

was
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federal government would not contj-nue to be forthcoming
which
perpetuated the reliance of the college on this
source of
revenue wel-l into the i_990s. Glenn (tOeS, p. l-50
) says
:

Most of those [of f icials]
that. . . there is too much federar intervi-ewed
þvernment invor_vement
'nd.icated
in the community corleges ;i M"-"itoba.
Given
as an
example h/as the federar- government's decision to
no
longer fund_ .(purchase seals) in nine courses at the
colleges. This meant that
short notice, the
colreges--lacking funrr,c_ to on verythose
prågrã*=
that.
had always beeñ highly sub's'iãized
"rrppoiiuy
trrËfederal
purchases--were forced'tó arop tr.Ë"ã prog.rams from
curricul-um. rn addítion to t-rte problem created. intheir
the
area of . course planning, the- thirty-"i;h;faculty
involved in those ãourses were no longer required. only
the announcement of federar
retrain or
redeploy those instructors alreviated
"Árii"rr." tneto
proulem.
By the mid-BOs it became evident that it \^ras no longer
possible to sustain programs which were entirely dependent
on

federal funds - A brief discussion of some of the rer-evant
legislation whi-ch has infruenced the direction of the college
follows

-

provinciar statutes affect, both directly and
indirectly, the provisíon of adult occupational training in
Manitoba. A comprehensive survey of the training acts and.
agreements in which the province of Manitoba has participated
with the federal government is beyond the scope of the present,
study. rnstead, a serecti-ve approach has been followed with
attention being paid only to those acts and agreements having
a major impact on the colrege. Even this rimited analysis
Numerous
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reveal-s the f act that the college is enmeshed in
l-aws and

regulations' rt al-so indicates the institutionrs dependence
on federal resources. This dependence has cont.ributed
significantly to the internar- management style and. the
curture
of the College.
The Technical Education Act of

1_91,9

defined the training

responsibilities of the province and of the dominion.
rt
stipulated that the Dominion would share up t.o 50?
of the
provincial expenditures for technicar_ education,
although
there were certai-n exclusion categories. At the first
annuar_
conference on Technical Education on october 25, Lg2o
the
federar Minister of Labour made a policy statement that
the
provincial- authorities had ful_l- jurisdiction
in matt.ers of
education and should regard the federal Department of
Labour
as an agency to help them carry out their work
more

efficientry and in a more uniform or standard way. However,
although the federar government had no legal aut.hority
to
direct the provinces to offer a particurar type of program,
it
control-l-ed the channelling of money to support. vocational
education through the various existing provincial
organizations. Therefore, financi-al support could be withheld
íf a program did not meet the condi-tions set forth in the
federal--provínciaI agreement (young and Machinski Lg64).
,
The delicate matter of provincial autonomy in education
and the necessity for some kind of federal control over
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expenditures presenLed a seríous probl-em in the administration
of the act- The Lg2s report of the federar Department
of
Labour contained the following:
Educationar- development is a_ provinciar responsibility,
and, although thõ nationar'-l*portance of the work
justifies and even necessitates iåã"."r assisianãe,
g.reat
care has been taken to avoid
irrg
,hi;h
;lgÏ.t
give
the impressi-on of f ederal i;¿";f:;encè
"nyit
or
contror_.
.
grants provided under the Technicar Bducat,iån Act . The
were
set aside. for the- purpose_
prom_ot,-ng -"rr+
of
-new
specific t]æes of
educational
-or"t ,"?f "nã-ã.rreloping
unless
,'expånáiture
careful supervision is maintain"a
trre
this money, it has become evident thar, i; Ãàãy--J"rur, of
it
will- be used to support work which does not come within
the provisions of Èhe Act (toombs, J_g66, p. 90) .
The resul_t was that, âs Glendenning (1968) noted
in his

examination of annual reports by individuar_ provinces
for
projects undertaken with the aid of federar_
financial

assistance, programs

and. courses provided

from L92o-1930 depended

during the period
to a large extent on the availability

of federal funds. T¡ühen federar- funds were exhausted,
were usually curtailed.

programs

The Unemployment and Agricultural Assistance Act (j-937)
provided $1,ooo,ooo for the traíning of unemployed
canadians

from eight.een to thirty years of age who were registered
wíth
the Employment service of canada and who were in needy
circumstances. Manitoba used some of its allotment to offer

training and apprenti-ceship courses combining formal training
with on-the-job instruction.
fn l*g3g, classes were
established in Manitoba and five other provinces to train
wireless operators, aero-engine fitters, mechanicar- transport
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workers, air frame mechanícs and erectricians for the RCAF.
The RCAF provided t.he equipment and prepared the outrine
of
instruction to be followed. The ]-937 Act and. 1939 cr_asses
estabrished formal techníca1 traini_ng and the resurting
"institute' became the forerunner to what is now the college.
These classes later became part of the war Emergency Training
Program (clendenning, i-968). Therefore, historically, the
i-nstructional style, operationar- approach, and organi_zational
culture of the college has evolved from a warti_me military
bureaucracy.
Duríng the late r-950s, when there was a st,rong demand for
traíned personnel, the federar- government began to support

provincial programs of technícal and vocational- training
financially and to provide traíning facirit.ies.
changing
technologíes, the growth of the canadian economy, an increased
number of secondary school drop-outs wíthout sal_eable skilIs,
and a reduced number of skilled European immigrants fostered

this

demand.

An important and forceful piece of legislation that
resulted, the Technical and vocational Training Assistance Act
(a960)

, grouped together all federal-provincial activities in
the field of vocational education. under the legislation, the
Apprenticeship Training Agreements were entered into with the
provi-nces.

During the first

two years of operation, the federal
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government contributed over ç243, oo0, ooo toward
vocational
education i-n canada (Glendenningr, 1-g6B) . The effects
of the

legislation were felt throughout the country. rn his
report.
on Manitoba vocati_onal_ educatíon, Bock (l-gZO) observed:
rt is not clear what provincial raws, if âfly, have been
enacted in response to the Technical
and vocational
Training Act of 1960.. The- provittcË has constructed
post-secondary vocational trai_ning centres since t.hree
7_96r,
which have subsequent_ly ae-vei-opea into - -ão**rrnity
colleges...Th. scopè of vocationar education in the
province is
coñsiderably b;- federar_
legislati-on. . . Both the
"ii""t"a
insj
itutiorré,
and many
.trairring
students, depend upon this
prog"r"* for a r;;g; Lhare of
their financial suþport.
The Adult Occupatíonal Training Act

of l*}TO (subsequently
the National Trainíng Act of 1,9g2) stressed the development
of
post-high schoor- tral-ning or retraining programs.
rt ar_so
provided for those unemproyed and out. of schoor
for a year to
receive basic trai-ning arl-owances. Agreements negotiated
under the Act were: (a) purchase of training services
from
public institutions under provincial jurisdiction;
(b)
purchase of apprentice training; (c) phase_out
training for
trainees still on course under the Technical and vocational
Training Agreement; (d) research projects; (e) contracts
wit.h
an employer for training employees (subsequently Canadian
.fobs
strat.egy (c'JS) ); and (f ) phase-out of capitar assistance.
The Federal-provinciar Fiscal Arrangements Agreement
and
programs
Established
Financing Act (1977), commonly known as
the EPF, is historically perhaps one of the most significant

acts to have an impact upon post-secondary education revenues
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in the provinces. under the original- L967 Fiscal Arrang.ements
Agreement the three establ-ished programs--hospital insurance,
Medicare, and post-secondary ed.ucation--\^/ere 503 cost-shared
programs. t'

The cost-sharing formur-a buir-t in certain inequities
among the economi-ca1ry-sound and economically-challenged
provinces. poorer provinces found it difficult to generate

their o!ì¡n funds to take advantage of f ederal_ aid. Richer
provinces claimed the conditíonal nature of the cost-sharing
distorted provincíal expenditure preferences. However, the
conditional nature of these contributions by the federal
g'overnment enabl-ed ít to exert influence on programs which

were under provinci-ar jurisdicti-on. consequentry, it was
recognized by both levers of government that significant
changes hrere needed i-n any subsequent ag.reement (courchene,
1,977, pp. 335-6) .

The 1-977 agreement \^ras a complex arrangement,. several
determinants \^7ere involved in the formula calcul_ation. The

major concern of provincial officials was whether federal
contributions woul-d fal-1 short of previous revels because: (a)
differing fiscal strengths of the various provinces would
result in pronounced dífferences in the provision of public
services. Poorer provinces coul-d enjoy an average bundle of
servi-ces only by accepting an above-average tax burden; and
(b) provincial expenditure functions expand faster than
revenues. Further, as the funds provid.ed by the fed.eral
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government under

this ag,reement were unconditional_, the amount
of funds provided by the provincial government for postsecondary education \^/as dependent on provincial polítical
prioritíes.
The community colleges in Manitoba have experienced a
reduction in funding over the years in federal support. The
consequent effects on provincíaI policy have resulted in the
curtailment of programs and in the reduction or redeplolrment

of staff in the college area in particular. Thus, the issues
of federal-provincial fiscal agreements and transfer payments
have had and will- continue to have immediate and ronger-term
effects on post- secondary education in Manitoba.
The Canadian .ïobs Strategy (C,lS) is a program whj-ch

was

introduced by the federar government in j_985. Basicarly, the
program derives from the former canada Manpower rndustrial

Training Program (cMrrp) which came under the auspices of the
Adult occupational Training Act and the subsequent National_
Training Act. The purpose of the program is primarily to
foster more private sector training and to reduce dependence
on pubric sector institutionar training. Two resul-ts of cJs
have been reduced direct purchases of traíning for cErcsponsored students from the colleges and reduced access by the

colleges to indi-rect funds avail-abl-e f or
training to the private sector.
Additional

historical

evidence

market

involving

-driven

the

15r_

implementation of ot,her vocationally-oriented acts coul_d. be
provided, but the preceding descrj-ptions should be sufficient

to document the increasing reliance and dependence of
Manitoba's community coJ-leges on fed.eral government f inancialsupport. consequentry, the reduction of trainj_ng revenues over

the past several years, combined with the federal government
movement toward private sector c,JS training has had. a
significant impact on the co]lege, both operationally and
strategically.13 capital projects, such as a much-needed
library expansion, have been delayed. The organization has
been forced t.o examine all of its programmíng and to d.elete
those progframs that were deemed to be not cost-effective based
on enrollment demand, job placement demand, cost per graduate,

attrítion rate, etc. As an example, a program evaluation j_n
1991' resulted in the deletion of j-0 programs, the reduction of
1-0 programs, and the consequent layoff of 92 employees.
Recent Devel_opments and fssues

recently established a new mj-ssion stat,ement with
strategic and operational objectives that support the economic
renewal and socíal development of the province of Manitoba and
the internatíonal competitiveness of Manitoba business and
industry.
RRcc

The college mission statement f rom i_9Bg - 9l_ varies
somewhat from the newer 1,991, mission statement which reflects
the philosophy of a new cEo in the organization. The l_9g8-91
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mission statement says:
The mission of Red RÍver community corlege is to provide
educational and training opportunities Lo meet the
economic and social- needs of Manitobans and their
communities. The college is committed. to innovative
prog'ram development in keeping with changing market needs
and the challenges of the 2ts1 centuiy lnnCC Mission
Statement, j_9BB-91) .
However, the scope of the 1-99L mission statement is much
broader and focuses additionally on some areas not mentioned.

in the 1988-9i- st.atement.
The mission

of Red Ríver community college is to provide
high quality educati-onar- and tralning õpportunities to
assist with the economic, cul-turaI-,- and social
development of Manitoba within the cont.ext. of a global

marketplace

(nnCC

Mission Statement, j-99j-) .

The emphasis on high quality suggests either a need to

establish new standards or to maintain the existing
standards, if the existing standards are considered t,o be of
high quality. This could result in more rigourous entrance
requirements for students, more rigourous course requirement.s,
and the need for improved faculty credentials, etc. The 19Bg91' statement emphasízes meeting,

or satisfying, need.s. This
is commendable, but perhaps overly ambitious. The 1,ggj_
statement more appropriately emphasizes assistinq with
developmenL, which is more realistic.
The 1,99L statement arso adds the culturar factor which
recoginizes the role of the college not only in accommodating

multiculturalism in the communj-ty, but in accommodating the
anti-cipated infrux of third-world ímmigration as a result of
federal government ímmigration policy. This will_ reflect in
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additional- opportunities and demand.s for increased. training,
particularly in the English as a second. Language (ESL) area.
Fina11y, the L991, statement extends the potentiar target
market beyond rt...Manitobans and. their communities...', to a

globaI marketprace. This suggests that, in theory at least,
international- students attending RRcc coul-d conceivably be
trained for potential employment not just in canada, or North
America, or any industrial-ized nation, but anlnnrhere in the
world. Further, it suggests that ind.ustries within the
province and the country must have skilled employees to meet
rising global competition. ln
The strategic planning process at RRCC, another major
development, began with a review of the former mission
statement and with a process of setting objectives in whích
college members were given the opportunity to participate.

led to a new mission statement (see Appendix G) and
seven strategic objectives. rt was decided that the strategic
plannl-ng document (a) would be fíve or six pages only; (b)
would be designed in a present,ation format suitable for the
general public,. and (c) would also serve as a guide for the
The review

subsequent development of more detailed departmental- and
divisíonal action plans.
Two major

initiatives

resulting from the strategic plan
objectives which respond directly to the cultural and. social
factors identified in the ]-99]- mission statement are
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particularly worthy of note. A two-year Task Force study on
RRCC

programs and support services recommended over 7O actions

for institutional change to address directly the projected
requirements of the Manitoba l-abour force. Labour force
market analysis predicts that one-quarter of aIl entrants to
the work force in Manitoba by the year 2o0o will be of
aboriginal descent. Accordingly, the college has created a
position to be manag'ed by a Dean of aboriginal ancestry to
bring together those programs and services that wourd creaLe
permanent institutional change and strengthen the commitment
to economic expansion and renewal_.
A second major Task Force study on economic sustainabre
development will move the colrege into a stronger position to
support this strategic provincial government directive through
increased corporate participation, enhanced curricula, and new
courses.

A thírd major development was the introduction of total
quality management (TQM) concepts at the college in September,

l99l by the cEo and senior management t.eam. As a consequence,
various program curricula are being enhanced to produce
graduates who can promote quality production methods and
services to help increase their employersr competitiveness.
RRcc is arso an active partner with Total- euality Manitoba
rnc., winnipeg 2000, and others to promote Manitoba as an area
of quality. urtimately, RRcc intends to provide TeM training
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through its Market Driven Training Centre.ls
The Total euality Management (TeM) philosophy has been
implemented in several areas of the college in both academic

and administrative elements. A cross-coIIege TeM euality
council meets on a bi-weekly basis to discuss issues,
proposals and projects. Three sample projects include: (a)
the establishment of an ergonomics work improvement team
(w. r.T. )to improve workplace working condíti-ons; (b) the
establ-ishment of a day program/continuing education program
w.r.T. to reduce credit transfer obstacres and create a
rrseamless boundaryt' between the two; and (c)the establishment
of a student information system (SIS) W.I.T. to improve an
increasingry obsolescent system. Additionally, a classroom
assessment technique w.r.T. exists to improve and to help

standardize high quality delivery in the cl_assroom.
Economic renewal is

also being supported by the
introduction of co-operative education into new and existing
diploma programs to íncrease program rerevance and to
strengthen the training partnership with business and
industry. Further, to address the competitiveness training
needs of leading edge organizations, RRcc has introduced or
plans to introduce part-time diploma rever programs in
rnformation systems Technology, Geographic rnformation
systems, Technology Management, and Biomedical- Engineering
Technology.
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A final recent major deveropment for the college is based
on a provinciar act of legisl-ation--Bi1I 49: The coll-eges and
consequential Amendments Act--whích provides for the transfer

of Red River community college from the Department of
Education t,o a semi-autonomous Board of Governors. This
legíslation is [was] effective on l- April 1993, and the
college mission statement, strategic plan, and introduction of
TQM are integral to it.
The legisration created a new
environment which permitted a greater freedom for the colleges
to operate, but demanded more accountability and
responsibility for revenue generation from the colreges.
External Pressures for

Change

of the external pressures for change which will or
may affect the college are discussed in partners for skirl
Many

Committee (Ski1ls Trainíng Advisory Committee, ,Ju1y, l-990)

.

This document acknowledges that rta skirled, adaptive, and
productive l-abour force is essential to Manitoba's ability to
compete during this period of rapid market and technological
change. . .'r (p. l-) .
Manitoba's labour market is changing: (a) "baby boomersrl
are entering middle age; (b) population growth has slowed,
which increases the importance of immigration and the need to

encourage under-represented groups such as minorities,
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handicapped and females; (c) an aging workforce means that

retraining and upgrading will become increasingly necessary to
ensure a supply of skilled labour; (d) there continues to be
a shift from goods-producing to service industries; (e) the
shift from a resource-based to an informatj-on-based economy,
together with the expanded use of technology in the workplace,
is altering the composition of skills in demand.,. (f) the
requirement for a higher level of education and skills is
rising; and (g) there is a growing concern over the mismatch
between labour supply and demand which has been accentuated by
the skills gap (Manitoba, P.A.C.E., Labour Market outlook for

Manitoba: 1990 - 2000).
The Partners report says:

not possess the basic education required
as a prerequisite to learningi new skills. As such, it Ís
ímperative that government address the basic education
issue for both youth and adults in a comprehensive and
coordinated fashion. Due to increasing gIobal

Many workers do

competition, it is becoming more important that the gap
between labour supply and demand be narroweã
significantly. This can be accomplished by expanding
training efforts, and improving basic education, Iaboui
market planning, and training quality (p. j_3) .
The report al-so notes that f ederal expenditures j-n
Manitoba on training and other programs have declined. by 26%
over the five year period from 1985 - 90, from 986.7 milrion
to $64.2 million respectively. Additionally, provincial
expenditures during the same period decrined by L7z from
$1-1-3.8 million to $93.8 million in 1990 (p. 22) . Furrher,
there stilr seems to be no joint labour force strategy and
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littl-e coordinatíon between the levels of government to ensure
that prÍorities, policies and expenditures are rational-ized.
Conclusions
Red River Community College is a large, public sector,

post-secondary, vocationally-oriented educational institutj-on

created primarily to accommodate labour market needs in
Manitoba. It has evol-ved historically primarily from a
wartíme traíning facitity and has perpetuated a somewhat
bureaucratic operational style as a resul-t. subsequent
information will demonstrate the predominance of bureaucratic
features in the operation of the colIege.
acts of federal legislation over the decades
have substant,ially inf l-uenced the direct.ion and extent of
post-secondary vocational education in the provínce. As an
economícally-challenged province, Manítoba has part.icularly
rel-ied on federal funds to underwrite the costs of building
vocational- training facil-ities and of sponsoring vocational
training through Canada Employment and Immigration Commission
programs. Two acts or agireements of particular significance
which have affected post-secondary vocational education
fund.ing are the Established Programs Financing Act and the
Numerous

Canadian,fobs Strategy.

Restraints on funding and other exLernal pressures have
necessitated innovative approaches to program delivery by many
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community colleges over the past several years and have
resul-ted in a new mission statement, a new strategic plan, and

a more quality-oriented philosophy for

RRCC.
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Study Group Organízatíonal- tife
A brief qualitative description of organizational l-ife in

the study group complements the organizat,ional profile and
historical data provided previously. Specifically, t.his
section dj-scusses key factors such as the college
organizational structure, organj-zationa] processes such as
dec is ion-makingi, communícat ions, organizational- social ization,
performance evaluation, career planníng, strategic planning,
budgeting and evaluatíon, and other infl-uences such as
organizational- leadership, and organizational cul-t,ure.
Organizational Structure

As a post-secondary educational institution presently
situated under a department of the provincial government, the
college possesses many of the structural and operational
characteristics of a bureaucratic organization particularly in
the degree to which it appears to be complex, formalized, and
centrali zed.16
within the organization have tended to
be organized based on the tasks they perform. Thus, for
example, those programs which have traditionally provided one
year of training or less in technical_ or industrialoccupatíons and have resulted in a certificate for graduates
have been grouped in the trades or industríaI academic area of
the college. Frequently, the institutional training has
Academic programs

t6L

permitted

graduates to obtain a subsequent
apprenticeshj-p pracement with an employer which lead.s to
certification by the provincial authorit,y after a specified
period of service and experience in the trade.
these

Those programs which have traditionally

provided two
years of training in technical- occupatíons and have resulted
in a diploma for graduates have been grouped in the technology
academic area of the colIege. Many of the graduates of the
technicar diploma programs have received designation as
certified engineering technologists (C.E.T. ) after having
gained two years of experience with an employer in t,heir areas
of technical specialization. some of these graduates have
also utilized academic credíts obtained from the technical
diploma to contínue on with a university prog.ram in
engineering or science.
There are approximately 65
certificate and diploma programs provided by the organizaLion
in total-, not only in the technical- areas, but in the Business
and Applied Art.s, Health, Family and Applied Sciences,
Developmental Education, and continuing Education areas as
welI.
Until 1991,, the trades and technology academic areas of
the college represented two components of the academic
division, which was one of four major divisions--academic,
administrative, student services, and external and corporate
af f airs.
However, in April L99L, a ne\^r organlzational

,.. -;,:."!:;
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structure \^/as introduced by a ne\^/ cEo 'to more effectively
meet the challenges facing RRcc over the next few yearsrl
(Know1es, letter, AprJ-I !6, L99l) .
The new organízationar structure (a) reduced the number

of vice-Presidents from four to two--the vice-presidency of
student services was reduced to a Deanship reporting to t,he
vice-President of Administration; the vice-presidency of
External and corporate Affairs was reduced to a Deanship
incorporating a Marketing centre and Developmental Education;
(b) reduced the number of academic Deanships to five by
combining trades and technology under one Dean of Trades and
Technology and by combining the extension division with
regional centres under one Dean of continuing Education and
Regional Centres; and (c) el_iminated 92 employees by
completely deleting l-0 academic programs and reducing 1o
others.
The five-tier

organization which resulted included the
President; two vice-Presidents (Academic; Administration and.
student Affairs); five academic Deanships and a Director of
Program and Staff Development in the academic division and one
Dean, Lwo Dj-rectors, and seven Managers in the administrat,ive
division; approximately 34 academic department heads and
coordinators of 65 academic programs or courses (91 manag:ers
throughout the organization in total) and then the remainíng
faculty, support staff, and clerical personnel.
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The April 1'99L restructuring eliminated the Deanship of
Trades which resul-ted in the release of this Dean who was the

most senior in length of service to the organization.

The

amalgamation of Trades and Technology under one Deanship also

this dívision the largest (163 faculty members), most
diverse, and presumably most difficult to manage of all the
academic Deanships. fn May 199L, the vice-president,
Administration and student services was released, and not
replaced, which caused a further restructuring on the
administrative side.
made

The consequences of these restructurings and the
commitment by the President to create a new Deanship of
Aboriginar Education and rnstj-tuti-onal Diversity prompted the
President and vice-President, Academic t,o propose a more
extensive reorganization in 1992 (Nicholls, memo, August L4,
1992). However, the reinstatement of the former Dean of
Trades based upon a successful unjust dismissar suit creat.ed
an obstacle to the proposed reorganization. rnstead., the
dismissal of the vice-President, Academic in December !992 was
fo]lowed immediately by a resLructuring which recreated two
Deanships in t.he former Trades and Technology Division. This
interim reorganization was to be in effect until- the college
achieved board governance at which t.ime it was anticipated
there would be further change (Knowles, letter, December g,
L992)

.
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coordination among work units and groups in the corlege
can be difficult,; this is at least partly attributable to
several restructuríngs which occurred during ]-99L - 93.
However, in general, the college accomplishes its coordination
through mutual adjustment, dírect supervision, and
standardi-zation. Mutual adjustment refers to the face-to-face
exchange of informatíon about how a job should be done and who
shoul-d do it.
Direct supervision j_s a situation in which one
person takes responsibility for the work of a group of others.
standardization provides employees with standards and
procedures which guide the performance of their tasks.
The span of control for supervisors of employees in the
college is sel-dom fewer than five and occasionally as many as
30 employees. sometimes this affects the qualÍty and quantity

of mutual adjustment and direct supervision within work
groups. 'Job descriptions, therefore, provj_de some measure of
standardization for comparable tasks. Additionalry, program
eval-uations are conduct.ed every five years while course and
faculty evaluations are conducted annually internally to
ensure that the level of quality is maintained or improved.

National accreditation boards in some program areas, and
program advisory commj-ttees in all areas, contribute to
relative standardization.
standardization which exists in the
organization, the number of l-evels in the vertical hierarchy
Despite

the
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(five levels internally; three or more levels external-ly-Assistant Deputy Minister, Deputy Mínister, Minister, and
occasionally cabinet and Treasury Board for some approvals)
and horizontal differentiation (zso employees for 65 programs
with 91- managers) have made it difficult for the organization
to accomplish its work as efficíent]y and effectivery as it
míght. consequently, the organizational processes tend to be
complex, formalized, and bureaucratic.
Organizational Processes
There are numerous organizational processes that are
interconnected and which infl-uence each other greatly;
however, to discuss all of these processes in depth is not
within the scope of this study. Accordingly, only brief
comments and

observations foll-ow about the coll_ege,s d.ecision-

making,

communications, organizatÍonaI socialization,
performance evaruation, career planníng, strategic pranning,
budgeting, and evaluation processes.
Decision-making

Many of the decisions in the organization are made
currentry on the basis of government-established policies,

precedents, procedures, or directives. However, the corlege
has begun to create policies of its own to accommod.ate the
move to board governance. The decision-making style at
several managerial levels seems to be by committee.
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The corlege Ís managed by a L6-person corlege Management
Committee (CMC) comprised of the president, Vice-president;

Deans, and sel-ected college Direct.ors or Managers f rom such

areas as computer servíces, Human Resource services,
Administrative services and the library. rn addition, there
is a Deans' and Directorsr Committee which considers academicrel-ated íssues and reports to the cMc. Generally, each Dean
has regular bi-weekly committee meetings with Department Head.s

within his or her jurisdiction and these Department Heads are
expected to have regular meetings with their respective
staffs, although this l-atter practj-ce occurs sporadíca11y in
some areas.

The committee style of decision-making creates the
impression of widespread consultation and participation, but
many of the commit.tees have essentially the same membership.
For example, most committee assignments flow from the college
Management committee (cMc) and most committee

reports are made
to the cMc. To ensure that appropriate direction and guidance
is provided to the committees, at least one member of the cMC,
sometimes several, participates in the committee and often
chairs it.
Because most committee assignments have
applications to various departments and across the colIege,
representatives from common areas such as registration /
admissions, purchasíng, counserling, library, and student
support centres are needed. consequently, these
representatives to the committees are often the same persons
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because they are the decision-makers for their areas.

Both the committee decision-making style and the sheer
number of committees in the organization contribute to
organ|zational- complexj-ty. For example, a request to
management by the college Task Force on Human Resource
Development to identify the number and purpose of the
committees connected with the organization was unable to be
answered apparently because there are just too many
committees. However, a comparable organizatíon in British
col-umbía--the British columbia rnstitute of Technology-- (B,0oo

full-time-equivalent students versus approximately 6, 5oo FTE
at RRCC in 1993) estimated the number of committees connected
with its organization to be about 2so (curran, interview, 10
December L992). Therefore, one can reasonably assume the
number of committees connected with RRCC, although
proportionately less, is at least somewhat comparable to Bcrr.
Communications

Current government policies, programs, procedures, and
directives as wel-l- as the committee style of decision-making
have an effect on the communication processes ín the college

as well. Many employees are not familiar with government
policies and directives because this information does not
filter
down through the organjzation, or is conveyed
inaccurately through such mechanisms as the organization's
grapevine. Minutes of the meetings of Management committee
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and Deanst and Directors' committee are circul_ated in some
divisions, but not in all. often the minutes will not reach
the bottom leveIs of the organization for 4 - 6 weeks--well_
aft.er the information has ceased to be tíme1y. Further, these
minutes tend to contain limited information and explanation
about what ímplications the decisions might have and why the

decisions were reached.
The college manag'ement endeavours to provide l_etters or
memos to all staff about important occurrences, such as

org'anizatíona1 restructuri-ng.

Further, the presid.ent holds
periodic lunch-time meetings to answer questions from
employees about changes that are occurring. Finally, each
organization member is supposed to receive an internal
newsletter about organizational changes approximately every
4 - 6 weeks- Despite these efforts at communication, many
organi-zation members claim not to know what is happening (Task
Force Report on HRD, ,June , 1993)

.

There could be several reasons for these probrems with
communication in the organization: (a) newsletters tend to be

distributed in bulk to organization members, and are not
specifically addressed to individuals; (b) the lunch-time
meetings held by the president frequently confl-ict with
schedul-ed classes of the faculty, who represent the majority
of employees; (c) the timeliness of the information received.
through minut.es of meetings is of ten poor; (d) although
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Department Heads are supposed to have period.ic
meetings wit.h

staff, this occurs i-nfrequently in some areas or not at
all;
(e) the sheer size of the organization (t.Z
mil_lion sguare
feet) and its many regional centres inhibits communication;
and (f) the amount of paperwork círculating around.

the
organizati-on at any given time is excessive--consequently,
many employees tend to J-gnore much of the circulating

materi-al-, particularly if it is not seen as rel_evant
to them
or to their work areas.

A circumstance in which the need to convey information
is
important is the time during which new employees
are
social-ized into the organization. rn recent years,

the staff
Development coordinator for the college has
end.eavoured to
provide an '|torientation" day to famir íarize new employees
with
the organization's mission, strategic objectives, manag.ement
philosophy and. so on. Attendance at this orientation
has not
been compulsory and many supervisory managers have
chosen not.

to have ne\^/ organizational_ members within their departments
attend the orientatíon. This seems to be particularly true
of
new faculty members, who are often placed immediately
into a
classroom situation with no orientation or prior teaching
skill-s training because cr-asses have already started in their
respective courses. Arthough orientation days have generally

been schedul-ed three times a year to accommodate these
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situations, few emproyees who started some months earl_ier are
likely to attend these follow-on orientation sessions.
A 'rstaff Handbook" has been utirized and distributed
previously to try to offset this lack of initiar employee
i-nformation and i-nvolvement, but the materiar requires regurar
updating and is intended only as a supplement to employee
orientation. rnitial employee sociar-ization, therefore, is
frequently accomplished. within individuar divisions or
departments. consequently, bel-ief s about or att.itudes toward
the organization or its management by some longer-term
employees may well be conveyed. Further, information may
not
be accurately and clearly depicted because individuals d.iffer
considerably in their perceptj-ons of 'rthe way things are.
,,

one of the conditions of employment in the colrege is
that faculty must complete, within a specified time period., a
teaching certificate in adult education. This program, taught

mostly by non-colrege faculty, provides some orientation to
teaching and to the organization. However, many facurty
members take years to complete the teaching certificate

program on a part-time basis and several, who may have
teaching credentiars from other sources such as a university
Faculty of Education, take few or no adult education teaching
courses through the college at all.
Further, those non_

faculty employees who d.o not attend the initiar orientation
sessions take little or no required t.raining subsequently
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unl-ess it is specific to an organizational need or to their

positions.
Performance Eval-uation

The current performance evaruation process utirized by
the college most closely resembles a narrative appraisal
technique. under the present system, some managers have been

taught how to conduct a performance evaluation, but most have
not' Training workshops on performance evaluation have been

available to managers previously, but few managers
attended (Task Force on HRD , 1,993) .
made

have

currently, the performance evaluation is required to be
conducted at least once annually for each employee by the
employee's supervisor. After the performance evar_uation
interview has been completed, the evaluation form is forwarded
to the Divisionar- Dean and then directly to the personnel
department to be placed on the individuarrs personnel fir-e.

Theoretically, the performance evar-uation process is
designed to provide regular feedback to the emproyee to
identify and to encourage improvements in performance. rt
shoul-d al-so identify goals and obj ectives f or the future
including the employeers career aspirations.
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Career planningr

Although most organizations make individuar- emproyees
responsible for their own career planning and provide support.

services for this activity, some assimíl_ation of individualcareer aspirations and organizational- needs is necessary to
ensure career aspirations and organizational needs are
optimized in return for the staff deveropment funds expend.ed.
No formar career planning process exists at the college at

present for either lateral- or upward movement for those
employees who aspire to different careers or who aspire
to
move into management. until recently, supervisory and
midmanagers who had acquired management posit.ions tended to
occupy these positions for long periods (e.g. incumbencies

ranging from l-2 to 20 years were not uncommon). Accordingly,

the college president indicated ín L991, that Department
Headships or chairs wourd be considered for rotation every
five years to provide opportunities for other qualified
employees to gain administrative experience.
ïnterna11y, personnel selections are generally made
through a board interview process which can include several
persons depending upon the l-evel of the position to be fil_led.
rf the positíon should be managerial, for example, the board
could include a civil servi-ce representative, a personnel
department representative, the relevant Dean and./or Department
Head, a Department Head at the same l-evel_ if the position
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being sought is a Department Head position, and. one or two
faculty representatives. Externally, bulletins for positions
elsewhere in the provincial cÍvir service are posted reguÌar]y

and qualified personnel within the provincial civil service
tend to have priority in these selections. Therefore, access
to these potenti-al career development positions by corlege
personnel will be rimited after the college moves into board
governance and out. of the civil_ service.

Currently, the Civil Service Commission (CSC) offers
career planning workshops and some are conducted at the
college as wel-l by its staf f d.evelopment persons. The college
to recognize that there is a need to open
up positions and to provide more opportunities for career
development. There have been improvements in the areas of
staf f development, educationar- r-eaves, and support f or
employees taking university or job-related courses by the
al-location of additional, although still limited, funds.17
management has begun

There is presently no career planning process t.o
accommodate management succession at the colIege, ât least
partly because of the public sector nature of the
organization. Because permanent positions must be available
to the public, it is a more difficul-t process for senior
managers to identify and to groom a successor than what
private sect,or senior managers tend to encounter.
consequently, about the only career planning that can be done
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by the college organization for aspiring potent.ial manag.ers
internally is to encourage them to apply for managrerial
positions that become vacant and to provide learning
opportunities that will facilitate their acquisition of
experience and managerial skills.
Arthough individual career training and d.evelopment
opportunities occur fairly frequently for a1l employees
through conferences and seminars held 1oca1ly, it has been
extremely difficurt to obtain äpproval to attend out-ofprovince conferences as a result of government fiscal
restraint and the levels of approval involved. Therefore,
this has tended to act more as a disincentive for employees to
even apply for out-of-province career training and development
opportunities.
Strategic Planning
The strategic planning process at the college has tended

to be more participatory under the current president than it
was under his predecessors. The previous approach to
strategíc planning at the college with the 1988 - 9l_ plan
ínvolved litt1e or no environmental scanning to identify
constraints,
initiatives,
streng:ths,
weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats affecting the college. Further,
there was rittle or no consultation with business, industry,
labour, the college Advisory Board, or senior Manitoba
Education officials conducted prior t.o the development. of the
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plan. FinalIy, 1ittIe or no consideration was given to
political realities, resource availability, or government
objectives (Dedi, interview, 4 November 19g7)
.

A consequence of this rack of consultation was that a
common understanding of strategic planning was never clearly
established among those officials or organizations that shoul-d
have been invol-ved in the planning process. The act.ual
planning and working groups for the planning process comprised
primarily college middle-management and senior manag.ement
persons, but Iittle j-nput was soricited from the groups and
índividual-s who would. actually be responsible for implementing
varíous facets of the plan.
The planning process

for the LggL plan, in contrast, took
measures to ensure that, all college members had an opportunity
rrto comment on the content and structure of 20 to
3o
institutional- objectives'r (Knowles, memo, May 15, 1,ggL) . The
approach outlined in the presídentrs memo specified that there
should be two planning documents--one at the institution level_
for mass distribution, and one to j_ndicate the divisíonal and

departmental objectives in more detail. The three-year plan
was to be used to identify and to articulate the niche that

the college was to strive for in the area of both education
and training.
Both the i-9g8 - 9L plan and the t99L - 94 plan provid.ed
mission st,atements. However, whir-e the l-9gg - 9l plan
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provided specific but unmeasurable goals, executive actions,
and action steps for employees to follow, the 1-g9l - 94 plan
actually accomplished most of its objective--the overalr
institutional plan with seven major strategic objectives (see
Appendíx H) and at. l-east the divisional objectives which

\^/ere

subsequently developed and disseminated. This represents a
success in the 1-9gL planning. However, Michel (1gg6, p. ].'1,.1,2)

states:

To be meaningful and operative, the strategi-es and
implementation programs mult be discrete, measurãble and
finite. ug=! importantly, these must be precj_sely
articulated Íf they are to have any real poteãtial_ for
success.

consequentry, the lack of measurabirity of the strategic goals
established in the overall- rggL - 94 institutional plan makes

it extremely difficult to evaluate the success of the plan as
a whole. The L99l - 94 strategic plan commentary reports
generar progress and accomplishments on the seven strategic
objectives stated in the plan. For example, one declared
accomplishment is that .al-l- management staff have received
micro-computer training in V'IordPerfect and electronic mai1"
(RRcc, strategic objectJ-ves, october , t992) . However,
according to the staff Development coordinator for the college
at the time, who was responsible for providing most of the
wordPerfect training for manag'ers, fewer than half (and
perhaps as few as one-third) of the college's 91 managers had
undertaken computer training. This represents a discrepancy
between the stated accomplishment in the commentary and t.he
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actual accomplishment verified by the designated trainer.
Budqetinq

The budgeting process at RRcc coul_d. be described as
moderately incremental. The intent is to attempt to
accommodate solid budgeting theory with the current real_ity of
being a public sector institution. previously, the government
of Manitoba has utilized a form of planning, programming,
budgeting system for the college caIIed AB and ABX in an
attempt to cut budgets; therefore, the resources al_located to

the colleges has depended rargely on the success of the
individual- college lobby by the President and. senior official-s
of each of the three colleges.
However, the college move to board governance may foster

a different budgeting approach such as block funding. Block
funding involves the allocation of a block of funds rather
than allocations for individual- line items in a proposed
budget. The advantage of this process is that it would.
provi-de opportunity for the college board of governors and
senior managiement to be i-nvoIved. more directly in the internal
allocation of funds. Further, to this point, most revenues
generated t.hrough college operations such as market-driven
training have been deposited into provincial general revenue
coffers. under the new budgeting system, revenues generated
by the college will be able to be kept by the colleges and
reinvested directly back into college prog.ramming.
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rnternally, the present actual budgeting process involves
consul-tatíon with the respective Deans, Directors and managers
to identify the essential- resource needs to accomplish their
operations. Total resource needs are tallied and then pared
until a consensus is reached. when a finar tally has been
reached, the data are compiled by the college's chief
Financial officer and forwarded through channel-s to the
Department of Education. After further consideration by the
Department, cabinet, and Treasury Board, modifications may be
required which necessitates additional estimates adjustments.
The predominant factor in the budgeting'process is that, the
college is not permitted to have a deficit budget.
The current budget estimates process involving the
college requires approximately an eighteen-month lead time.
consequently, the strategic plan is not irrevocably linked to
the budget beyond the first year of the plan because the
estimates required are considered to be too artificial.
The
budgeting: process for the college ultimately curminates ín a
comprehensive budget binder. An example of the revenue and
expenditure budget summary is included at Appendix I.
Evaluation

Both formative and summative evaluation processes are
presently utilized at RRCC. GoldsteÍn (1986, pp. 1_47-49)
indicates that formative evaluation is utilized to d.etermine
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if

the program is operating as originally planned or if
improvements are necessary. summative eval-uation is the
evaluation of the final- product with a major emphasis on
program appraisal. Thus, formative evaluation stresses tryout
and revision processes, while summative evaluation uses
outcome criteria.
The primary focus at, the college seems to
be on formative mechanisms ínternally which focus on those
prog'rams and objectives achieved rather than those not
achieved. summative evaluation tends to be used internally
onry when the formative approach has been exhausted and a
decision is required about the continuing viability of a
prog'ram.

A published "prog'ram eval-uat.ion policy" provides for a
systematic evaluation of college j-nstructional programs to
make appropriate judgements and to identify needed changes.
The program evaluat.ion process ís regarded as a constructive

analysis of an instructional- program d.esigned to isolate the
strengths of the program which can be maintained and the
weaknesses of the program which can be removed or modified.
The object is to promote flexibility
and adaptabitity to
increase the effectiveness of the program for the st.udent.
The program procedures are quite specific and detailed.

The role of the Program Evaluation Committee is to (a) make
recommendations on policy revisions,- (b) approve the program

evaluatj-on model-; and (c) determine the prog:ram evaluatíon
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schedure, A Program-specific Evaluation committee has been
establíshed by the vice-president, Academic for each program
under eval-uation and normally comprises 10 - 12

members.

Program evaluation invorves six questionnaires
including: (a) a Facul-ty questionnaire for those who teach in
the program; (b) an Early-Leaving student questionnaire; (c)
a student questionnaire for those presently registered; (d) a
Graduate questionnaire based on a sample of graduates from the

last t.hree years; (e) an Employer questionnaire based on a
random, representatj-ve sample; and (f) an Advisory Committee
questionnaire which is distributed among those business and
industry representatives who serve on corlege program advisory
committees. These data are t.hen used to produce a summary
report which identifies strengths and weaknesses, compares
data results with different sample glroups, and makes
recommendations and comments.

summative evaruation factors for programs incl_ude: (a)

graduation rates; (b) job placement rates; (c) costs per
graduate; (d) availability of jobs especially applicable to
Manj-toba; (e) trre "cluster'r effect which assesses the
interconnectedness of one occupation on another and the impact
a program deletion may have; (f) the quality of graduates; and

(g) the redeployabÍlity of current staff should a specific
program need to be deleted or reduced.
However, the overall approach to this manifest summative
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process has weaknesses. For example, one of the 10 programs
to be deleted during the 1991 prog'ram deleti-ons and reductions

previousry described was reinstated subsequently because it
was discovered that the data used to substantiate the deletion
of the program r,'ras inaccurate.
overall- evaluation of the RRcc organization could be
considered both formative and summative depending on oners
perspective. There are a sufficient number of evaluative
mechanisms and reviews occurring

that the process has become

almost continual.
The college produces a basic strategic plan or strategic

objectives for which it is presently held accountable by the
Assistant Deputy Minister, Deputy Minister, and Minister of
the provincial Department of Education. when the college
moves Lo governance, accountabilíty wilr be directly to the

college board of

governors. under The colleges and
consequentíaI Amendments Act, however, the Minister st.irl has
ul-timate authority and can remove or replace the board. under
specified circumstances. on the financial side, the college
is required to generate an annual budget which is subjected to
a regular review and adjustment. Additionally, the provincial
auditor currently conducts a financial- review and generally
provides suggestions for systems improvement.
On the programming side, attrition,
graduate job
placement, and training-to-job match are primary evaluative
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factors. High attrition programs with 1ow job placement tend
to have the least chance of survivar. summatively, t.hese
factors are compared with other comparable institutions
nationally to establish a comparative ranking. Further, many
progirams are evaluated by

national accreditation committees to
ensure appropriate standards are maintained.

Organizational Leadership
whil-e the structure and processes of the college seem to
have a significant influence on the growth, development, and

perpetuation of the managerial style in the col]ege, the
influence of leaders in the college is not as clearly d.efined.
Mintzberg (tSlZ, p. 60) says that 'rthe organization looks
to its formar head for guidance and motivation. rn hís l-eader

role, the manager defines the atmosphere in which the
organization will workrr. Therefore, a college president. has
leadershíp influence on the organization, particularly in the
area of corporat,e culture. However, the extent of leadership
infl-uence in other areas is not as clear.
Davis (1'984) suggests that guiding beliefs are invariably
set at the top and transmitted down through the ranks. Any
effort to change these beliefs must be made by the cEo. The
overall significance of this for setting and implementing
strategic direction in an organization cannot be overstated.
creation of and modification to an organizationrs cul-ture
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depends greatly upon the ideas of readers, their skills in
communicating those ideas, and upon their promotion of

behaviour which conforms to the leading curtural- values.

The leader is the source from which employees derive
guidance and di-rection. This is true whether that individual
is the initial college Director who first raid out the guid.ing
belíefs, or the current cEo who appears to have been given a
mandate to reinterpret the guiding beliefs and to state new
ones. The clearer the leader is about what, he or she stands

for, the more apparent will be the curture of that
organization. This applies to both public and private sector
organízations, although there tend to be more bureaucratic
restrictions imposed upon leadership in public sector
organízations like the college than ín the private sector.
Finally, an important point is that the leader needs to have
top, middle, and supervisory management commitment to his or
her bel-iefs because these managers tend to be the culture
carriers in the organization.
conversely, there are two indirect ways in which those
lower on the college hierarchy influence the guiding beliefs
of the organízation and those who manage it: (a) changes in
workplace patterns and social legislation; and (b) the extent
to which college employees are prepared to accept change

without resistance. New societal norms and new training
opportunities are manifest in the labour force throuqh two-
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income families,
single-parent families,
increased
participation by females, equal opportunity and affirmatÍve
action legislatíon, pay equity practices, occupational hear-th
and safety concerns, etc.
Resistance to change is a
reflection of the extent of innovati-on proposed, the
dispracement potentially involved, the timing, the degree
of
l-eadership displayed by arl formal and informal_ l_eaders in
the

organization, and the extent of entrenchment in the existing
org,anizational culture .
From 1991, - 93, during his first

two years as CEO, the
President of the college introduced and continues to promote
the concept of total quality management (TeM) which represents

a substantial- cultural innovation at the coIlege. Regular
meetings are herd by the college's TeM committee and
comprehensi-ve minutes of t.he meetings are circulated
subsequently. Two pi10t projects have been init.iated with
some success: one in the Market Driven Training centre;
t.he
other in computer services to convert to a dífferent student
numbering system (TeM Annual Report, 1_g9l _ 92) . However,
limited consideration has been given at this point to the
apprication of TeM to classroom situations. consequently,
many faculty members, in particular, are apprehensive about
ít
(HRD Task Force, Lg93) .
Further, as RRCC appears to be one of the first community
colleges in the country to attempt to introduce TeM throughout
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the institution, few specific precedents from the community
college sector exist to be utirized. Although the manifest
college documents surrounding TeM theory, such as the mission
statement, emphasize such things as 'a high quality of working
l-if e for all members of the college community,,, rropen

communícation't and. r'participative
manageme't,, ,
both
quaritatíve and quantitative survey response data reported in
the next. chapter suggest some evidence to the contrary. This
apparent contradiction between some of what manifest college
documents say about the college environment and what the
act.ual- college environment is provides some insight int.o the
considerabl-e obstacle to change and ínnovation represented by

the present culture of the college.
Orqanizatíonal Culture

Although the business of the college i-s to provide
technical- and vocational- education and training, the process
is rigidly codified. under rules and regulations to which the
organj-zation's personnel must adhere. Educational policy
direction, the colrege mandate, resource allocation, personnel
serection, student registration and admission poricy,
purchasing policy, staff deveropment polj-cy and so on are arr_
presently subject t.o decision-making input by higher revels of
authority within the Department of Education and related areas
such as the Civil Service Commission.
Consequently,

change

and

innovation

are

lengthy
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processes. The devel0pment of new programs or movement in new
di-rections frequently takes years to accomplish. These
problems are exacerbated by a budget process whích generally
requires up to 1g months of l-ead time and various level-s of
approval up to the ministerial reve]. Developmental proposars
are required to conform to narrowly-defined regulations, which

are also subj ect to int.erpretation at various lever_s, and
generally involve extensive committee discussion and
consul-tation- This lengthy process not only reduces the
opportunities for the college to provide job-specífic industry
training in a timely wây, it diffuses individual d.eci_sion_
maki-ng responsibility and accountability at the managerial
l-evel.

Lower and middle-rever managers at the corlege have
tended to consolidate and to occupy managerial positions for

lengthy terms. Historically, they appear to have considered
convenience and securj-ty as nearly al]-important and have
sought merely to retaín the amount of po\^/er, income, and
prestige they already have. However, in a process of

rationalization, these managers may have the most to lose. rf
there are program mergers or deletions, their posit.ions could.
be vul-nerabIe. Therefore, the practice of consol_íd.ation on
oners position is at least somewhat understandable. To some
extent, this consolidation may be a reflection of the average
age of employees in the college (47 years in i-993) and of t.he
proximity of retirement for many of them. some managers
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appear to have al-so surrounded themselves with l_ike_minded
subordinates who are prepared to conform and comply (Task
Force on HRD,

.Tune

,

L993)

.

A lack of opportunity for upward mobility caused by the
long tenure of existing managers may have fostered an attitude
of indifference and lack of commitment among rank-and-file
employees, something which is analysed more ful]y in the next

chapter. Presthus (tgaz) describes the indifference in the
organization as the uncommitted majority who see their jobs as
instruments to obtaín off-work satisfactions.
These
individuals have come to terms with their work environment by
wi-thdrawal, perhaps after ar-ienati-on from t.he work itser-f
.

Conclusions
The ímpact of almost

years of institutj_onal operations
in the public sector have produced what might be termed a
55

bureaucrat ic organizat ional culture at the Co1lege and most
of

the ruIes, regulations,
The evolution of

and

rituals associated with it.

as a bureaucrat,ic, public sect.or,
post-secondary, educational institution has much to do with
RRCC

(a) its hierarchical organizationar st,ructure; (b) t.he
complex, centralized, formalized processes hierarchical
structures t.end to foster; (c) a reactive manag.erial style at
least partly attributable to the public sector nature of the
orgianization; and (d) apparent self-protectionist or conserver
policies of a1l- l-evers of management in the organization. rt
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also have something to do with (a) the type of 1eadership
manifested by managers in the organizatÍon; and (b) the
influence of senior and mid-managerial leadership on the
organization' s culture.
may

Although it fits with the colIegial norms and respect for
instructor autonomy that are supposed to characteríze

institutions of higher ed.ucation, most decision-making in the
college tends to be by management-dominated committees.
Further, decision-makers tend to rely on rul_es, regulations,
precedents, polici-es, procedures, and directives previously
established. communication processes are inhibited by the
size of the organization, the timeliness of meetings and of
circurating documents, and the sheer vol-ume of paperwork
flowing t,hrough the organization at any given time.
organizational socialization processes tend to be
informal; therefore, orientation is frequently carried out
within a department by department members who may or may not
have accurate information about or positive approaches to
working in the organization.
Performance evaluations tend to be mostly subject,ive and

frequently sporadic for many members of the organization. They
appear to have little or no bearing on individual career
aspirations or in succession planning. Funding for staff
training and development seems to be limited, and funding
expenditures for staff development generarly have required
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many 1evels of approval, particularly

for out-of-province
training and development opportunities. This tends t.o act as
a disincentive for many organization employees.
strategic planning currently tends to be less formarized
and more consultative than under previ_ous regimes, although
environmental- scanning is stirl

limited, strategic objectives
are not expressed in measurable terms, and. no specific
executive actions or action steps have been stipulated.
Budgeting processes are lengthy and tend to be subject t.o many
adjustments which inhibit planning. However, a different
style of funding under board g'overnance may positively
influence the budgeting process. Eval-uation processes have
been well-developed for academic programs and the overal_I
organization, but errors and inaccuracies with some program
eval-uations tends to suggest these particular processes need
revision.
The manifest documents

of the col_lege such as the mission
statement, strategic objecti-ves, and total_ quality management
material- describe an environment in which there is ostensibly
a high quarity of working rife, open communication, and
participative management. However, perceptions by college
employees are that leadership tend.s t.o be exhibit.ed. mostly by
the college president and the college Management committee,
while leadership may be somewhat limited at rower managerial
level-s.
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chapter rv describes the methodology utirized. t,o gather
empirical data for the dissertation. The chapter discusses
the survey desig'n, survey popuration characteristics,
instrument development, data collection, data analysis
techniques, and the validity of the findings.
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CIIAPTER

IV

METITODOLOGY

Introduction
This chapter describes the development of the methodology
for the study and the design of the ínstrument used in the
survey of the staff at RRCC. The chapter includes discussion
of the following topics: design of the stud.y, population of

the study, theory and hlpotheses, validity of the research,
instrument.ation, data colrection, and data analysis.
Best and Kahn (1999) suggest that data may be gathered by
a variety of methods, including

1-. observation by the researcher or his or her
ínformants of physical characteristicã, social
qualities, or behaviour
2. rnterviews with the subject (s) , relatives, friends,
teachers, counsel_Iors, ánd others
3. Questionnaires, opinionnaires, psychological tests,
and inventories

4. Recorded data from newspapers, schools, courts,
clinicsr gover[ment agencies, ot other sources.
(p. e2) .
precautions need to be taken with these method.s to
avoi-d (a) subjective bias and preconceived convictions, and b)
some

subjective attribution of effects to factors that. are only
associated rather than cause-and-effect related. To help
offset these biases, two independent consultants helped.
provide: (a) objective input into the construction of the
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questionnaire, and (b) an objective
questionnaj_re data resul_ts.

analysis of

the

The materiar presented in the chapter is primarily
descriptive research, including some brief historical analysis
to describe the evol-ution of the college's curture. Best and
Kahn state further that d.escríptive research focuses on t.he
rel-ationshíps between variabres, the testing of hlpotheses,

and the development of generalizations, principles, or
theories that have universal validity. This type of research
focuses on events that have taken prace previously and may
relate to a present condition.
Minimal- guant.itative data

is presented in the chapter, as
the primary focus is on the qualitative dimensions of college
life. Qualitative research descríbes persons, circumstances,
occurrences, and so forth with limíted or no use of numerical
data
The

main research methods employed in this study are

analysis of relevant legislation, college studies,
letters, reports, and memoranda; informar interviews with
various educational official_s, college managers, faculty, and
support staf f ; cross-sectionar- focus g,roups; an arguably
subjective case study because of the authorrs participation in
document

and observation of the study group organization; and a survey
questionnaire to provid.e some obj ect.ive data. Document
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anal-ysis attempts to exprain the status of some phenomenon
at
a particular ti-me or its development over a specified period.

rnformal interviews provide primarily anecdotal evi_dence of
observed phenomenon. Focus groups end.eavour to identify
what
are perceived to be key issues by the college members. case
studies examine a social_ unit as a whol-e, analyze
interactions, and take a longitudinal_ approach, showing
development over time. A survey questionnaire provides
an
opportunity for many organj-zational members to participate in
the dat'a-gathering process and offers some quantitative data
to support the study conclusions.
Desiqn of the Study
The case study approach alrows the researcher to gather
comprehensj-ve, sysLematic, and in-depth i-nformation about
the
recent operations of RRCC. chapter rrr provided a profile of

the organízatíon, an overview of its hístory, and a brief
analysis of the impact of recent legislation based on
documents, reports, studies, letters, and. memorand.a. rt
was
demonstrated that a variety of external- pressures demand that
the college become a more frexible organization. Further,
some addit.ional qualitative description of the college was
provided through a brief analysis of such key factors as
leadership, planning and the org.ani-zational culture in the
CoIlege.

794

As a preriminary to the survey, two focus groups,
comprising approximately 10 individuars each time, were
randomry sel-ected from four designated employment categories
from a list of organizational members to solicit satisfaction-

related topics and human resources training and development
issues of primary concern from the colrege population. The
four employment categories are: management, faculty, support
staff, and clerical/secretarial-. Further, to ensure author
bías did not enter, t.he focus group participants were randomly
sel-ected by another organization member and then solicited to
participate in the focus g'roups. Represent.ation in the focus
groups was approximately proportional to the empl0yment
category percentage of the overalr- college employee
population.

A sel-f-reporting questionnaire was then designed based
partry on the topics of prímary concern identified in the
focus groups and partly on an amalgam of questions from
existing, mostry commercial, questionnaires. The selfreporting questionnaire can be described most accuraLely as a
t'field survey". A typical field. survey involves selecting
a
sample of questionnaire respondents, collecting t.heir
responses to a questionnaire or interviews, analysing the
responses and making inferences about the larger population
from which the sample is representative.
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The fuI]-time college st.aff were offered. the opportunit.y

to participate in the survey. Approximatery 700 serfreporting questionnaires were distributed in a survey package
which also included a covering explanatory letter from the
college Task Force on Human Resource Development and a returnaddressed enwelope. Two weeks prior to the mailing a letter
from the college president encouraged alr employees to

participate- one week after the survey was distributed, a
folIow-up memorandum was sent to arr managers requesting that
they remind employees to return the questionnaire by the
specified date.
Theory and Ht4>otheses

Kerlinger (1986) defines a theory as ,,a set of
interrelated constructs, definitions and propositions that
present a systematic view of a phenomenon by specifying
relations among variabl_es" (p. g) . However, theory is only
half of the scientific process; theories must prove themselves
with data. Through a process of deduction, hlpotheses, or
specific predictions about the relationships between certain
conditions in the real world, are generated. consequently, if
a theory is correcL, then what the hypotheses predict should
be found ín the real worId.
chapter rr describes some of the manifestatj-ons that
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exist in bureaucratic or mechanistic cultures; suggests that.
these environments need to be changed to improve
compet.ítiveness, effectiveness, effj-ciency, and productivity;

and suggests these chang'es can be accomplished primarily
through transformational leadership predicated on proactive
planning, training, and development. This provid.es the
theoretical- basis for the study.
Accordi-ngry, if the case for open systems theory and the

interrelationship

of variabres influencing organizational_
change has been made, the study,s general hlrpothesis is that
the overall- dat.a will indicate moderate-to-high employee
dissatisfaction correlated wíth several variables including
many of the college's existing processes, organizational
climate and leadership and management behaviour.lB rf the
hlpothesis is correct, its sígníficance is that organízational
processes, cl-imate and leader and manager behaviours are
interdependent variabl-es that are amenable to manipulation by
transformational leaders and skilled managers to accomplish
planned organizat.ionar change in both public and private
sectors.
Valíditw

of ttre Researnlr

Many organizational surveys t.end Lo focus l-ess on the

specific individual and more on what might be considered
demographically to be an rraveragerr respondent.. Consequently,
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survey resurts t.end to be viewed frequently as a loose
collection of feelings with l-ittle effort devoted to construct
validation.
Vüagner and Hol_lenbeck (Lgg2) state that
establishing construct validity refers to " . . showing that a
measure of a concept is congruent with the theory and data
that support the concept" (p. 62)
.

unfortunately, the measurement of construct validity in
an organizatíonal- setting confronts numerous and. difficult
problems. Most organizations neither col-l-ect nor maintain
performance measures. Frequently, data collected deals with
the volume of activit.y and is meant to satisfy internal and
external accountability requirements. rndicators seldom
provide evidence on performance feedback and. guidance for
change.

Taylor and Bowers (1,972) say organizaLions have varying
degrees of contamínation in their performance data which can
be at,tributed to such factors as (a) changing standards from
subuni-t to subunit from perj_od to period, (b) maintaining
common standards for all subunit.s in situations where the work
has changed over time and is different from subunit. to
subuni-t, (c) compiling performance information into fínancial
centres whích have litt1e resemblance to the organízational
operating structure, and (d) relying on collection procedures
which systematically distort results.
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Further, many organizations (a) disagree internally about
which measures truly reflect effectiveness, (b) d.iffer in the
kinds of measures they rely upon and use, and (c) are often
unwilling to make performance data avail-abre for reasons of
confidentiality, trust and the potential competitive advantage
this might give to others in the organization.
The amount of time that has elapsed between an event

and.

of the effect. of the event can be a factor in a
questionnaire analysl-s as wel_l_. Taylor and Bowers (L972)

measuremenL

suggest that a survey respondent typically provides an averag:e

read.ing of reactions or perceptions covering a preceding

períod of several months. Therefore, time becomes an
important consideration with this particular stud.y. rn
addition to the college's fifty-year history of functioning
within a d.epartment of government and within the public sector
bureaucratic cul-ture, a L991, government initiative
to
rrdownsj-zerr the organization may have arso had an impact on
employee perceptions. The "downsizing" invorved 92 persons,
incruding some senior members of the organízation, and had
never occurred to t.hat extent previously in the organization's
history.
This potentially could have an impact on the
responses of the remaining survey participants even though
approximately two-thirds of the downsízed emproyees were
subsequently rehj-red because of the personnel shortfarl and
operatíonaI problems caused by the downsizing.
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The questionnaire survey focuses on variables identified

by previous researchers to describe how organi-zational systems
function (Likert, L96L, L969; Likert and Bowers, tg69; Bowers,

1972).re The relationships among several types of variables
are analysed. These variables are
1. Causal (Independent) Variables
Organizational Climate (basic organj,zationa]
conditions such as the flow of commu-nication or
decision-making practices, which in part determine
group processes and outcomes)

Managerial or supervisory leadership behaviour
2. Intervening (Enabling) Variables

Subordinate (peer) leadership behaviour (behaviour
directed by subordinate to subord.inate)
Group processes (interpersonal processes which
characterize a work group)
3. End Result (Deoendent) Variakrl es
Satisfaction
Performance or effectiveness

For purposes of this study, it is assumed that organizational
climate and managerial or supervisory leadership behaviour

affect the level of satisfact.ion and performance or
effect.iveness of subordinates and the organization.
Managerial or supervisory leadership behavioural- intervention
that causes or promot.es positive intergroup behaviour and
group processes contributes to a positive end result change in
the organizational crimate, prod.uctivity or effectiveness, and
Ievel of sat.isf action.
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The flow of these i-nfl-uences is not rinear, but murti-

directionar as described in opens systems theory.
For
example, manag'erial- and leadership supervisory behaviour is
also affected by subordinate behaviour and work group
processes. rmproved employee performance or effecti-veness
tends to contribute to an improved organizational- climate.
Process of fnstrurient Development
The instrumentatíon for the study was one of the out.comes

of several months of meetings held by the college Task Force
on Human Resource Development. This Task Force committee was
initiated by the college president in september, LggL and was
chaired for it.s duration by the Director of cooperative
Education, Program and staff Development (see Appendix ,J for
the Task Force terms of reference).
The Task Force membership originally comprised. j_5
representatives from the college community, including the
author. These representatives were elected with the exception
of the Task Force chair who was appointed, a college Dean who
was sel-ected by the Deans' and Directors' committee, and the
coordinat.or of st,aff Development who r^ras recruited by the Task
Force Chair.

The Committee membership was subsequently amended to
include two additional members to ensure representation from

the college visible minorÍties and from the college aboriginal
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community. This brought the Committee total to

l_7 members.

tnítiaI meetings were held monthly, but commencing
,-Tanuary, 1992 the meetings became biweekly.
The first
meetings focused on the working sub-committee structure, on
identifying documenLs which would guide t,he study, and on
preliminary human resource development líterature research.
The original proposal

to create four working subcommittees from the representative components of the college
workforce: management, faculty,
support staff
and
clerical/secretarial.
These sub-committees were to meet in
the intervening periods between the larger group meetings to
carry out assigned research and tasks. It became obvious
quickly t,hat the sub-committees needed to be
fairly
heterogeneous, to refl-ect perceptions of all components of the
organizatj-on, rather than homogeneous, which woul-d have al-I
managerial representatives meeting t.ogether or all faculty
meeting together and would tend not to include input from
other affected components.
r,'ras

A I'whee1" model of human resource development (Mclagan,
1-989, p. 6) provided a focus for the best configuration of the
working sub-committees (see appendix K for an illustration

of

the ilwheel'r). As the scope of the potential investigation
provided by the wheel model was extensive, t.he Committee chose
to focus on four primary areas: training and development,
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career devel0pment, organizational devel0pment, and human
resources research and information systems (HRIS). It was
recognized that HRrs was the foundation that would underlie
all proposed human resource development at the colIege. The
main tasks of the HRrs sub-committee became to research
availabl-e software that would manipulate essential

HR

data and

to establish how to maintain leveIs of confidentiality about
personnel information wíthin the selected or adapted software
program.

one of the main concerns then became the research focus

for the remaining three working sub-committees. Each subcommittee subsequently appointed or elected a chairperson who
was responsible for organizing the sub-committee research and
for reporting prog'ress at each full commi-ttee meeting. The
author of this stud.y became the chairperson of the
Organizatj-onal Development sub-committee

.

A second major concern was to identify those d.ocuments
which could inf l-uence or should guide the commit.tee in
fulfilling
the presidentrs strategic plan operational
objective which had been identified in the ínitial mandate
document (Knowles, memorandum, September 20, 1,g9L) .

'rDevelop 1 college-wide human resource strategy for
staged imprementati-on
commencing september 1"992:i
Subsequent discussion identified. numerous documents whích
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appried or which could. potentially apply to the research
situation such as:
the college Mi-ssion statement (see
Appendix G); the college st.rategic plan objectives (see
Appendix H); Governance guidelines pertaining t,o the
conversion of the college to a board-governed scenario; Total_
Qualíty Management guidelines provided by t.he college's Teyl
commit.tee; w. Edwards Deming,s 14 TeM points; the Manitoba
Human Rights code; the canadian Human Rights Act; the
Employment Equity Act; exemplary programs which exist
elsewhere,' computer software programs for tracking human
resource development and materiars that could be derived from

a library literature search and review, particularly
information from the last decade. copies of many of the most
relevant documents were distributed to each Committee member
as reference material to assist sub-committee discussions and
to provide guidance.
Each sub-commit.tee began by defining the centrar terms
within i-ts area of responsibilíty (see Appendix A - Defínition

of Terms). ultimately, however, the main definitions for
training
and development, career development and
organizational development were sÍmplified on the employee
questionnaire to minimize any potential misunderstanding by
survey participants.

A second step involved establi_shing primary objectives
using the college mission statement and the strategic
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objective for human resource development stated in the college
strategic pran as a framework. The objectives were then taken
from the rrfocusrr statements provided in the 'rwheer" model_ (see
Appendix K) which was deemed. to f it within the overal-lframework. For exampre, the objective for organizational
development in the colrege was determined as ,rassuring hearthy
inter- and intra-unit relationships and herping groups
initiate and manage change'r (Mclagan, l_9g9)
.

A third step i-nvorved defining sub-objectives based on
the previously-established "wheel model" objective.
The
organizational- development sub-committee, for example,
proposed a modified set of sub-object.ives based on the

integration of two previousry-identified sets of subobj ectj-ves :
one set of sub-obj ectives pertained t.o
organizational development generally (French, 1,969) and the
second set pertained to organizational development within
educatj-onal institutions (Lubin, Goodstein, and Lubin, L97g)
.

ultimately, the conclusíon reached was that two of the
other sub-components--training and development. and career
development--would provide the basis for the overall thrust to
effect
organizational change through org.anizational
development, and also that these two sub-components were
essential to ensure that organizational d.evelopment occurred.
consequentry, the sub-objectives identified for organizational
development effectively became the ultimate objectives for the
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overall committee. Appendix L indicates these sub-objectives.
A fourth step invorved identifying the focar point for a
proposed survey of all- college empl0yees. Data from the
survey would subsequent.ly be used t,o recommend human resource
development directions and possible developmental activitj-es.
An article by Watts (A982) identified. a possible startj-ng

point for the survey. some focal points suggested by watt.s
incruded such major issues as: al-l-ocation of authority and
responsibility, establishment of clear goals and communication
networks to i-mprove planning and communication, effective
decision-makíng at art l-eveIs, problem-sorving techniques,
methods of conflict management and resolutJ_on, general

organizational cl-imate, leadership, trust and openness,
planning, teamwork, cooperation versus competition, and
motivation.
These suggested focal points, consid.ered in conjunction
with the domains previously identified by Taylor and Bowers

(r972) and interpersonar and. social variabl_es identified. by
Beer and Huse (1979), such as leadership and supervision,
communícation, group process, and interg:roup relations, formed

the basis for the subsequent employee survey.
To ensure that employees had an opport.unity to provide at
least some feedback and direction prior to the development and

distribution of the employee survey, two focus groups were
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conducted-

The focus group participants \^/ere randomly
selected and involved. twenty-one coll_ege members in t.ot.ar from
the four previously-identified employment categories.
The focus groups, conducted over an approximate two-week
period, endeavoured to solicit feedback from part.icipants

primarily on various aspect.s of staff lemployeeJ development
to address the desired focal poi_nts of the trai_ning and
development and career development sub-committees. An
analysis of the responses from the focus groups was used as a
basis for structuring that portion of the employee
quest.ionnaire. An example of the "HRD Task Force Focus croup
Protocolrr is shown in Appendix M.
Initial

Ouestíonnaire

The initial

questionnaire was based on a combination of
issues identified by the two focus groups and on proposed
survey questions submitted by the sub-committees. The initial
questionnaire incl-uded a computer-response form to faciritate
tabulation of responses on a five-interval scale (e.g. from
Strongly Agree. . .Strongly Disagree) .
The desirable options for the survey were to purchase an
existing commercial instrument that had been tested previously

for reliabilÍty
and validit.y in the private sector or to
purchase a commercial instrument which could be fairly easily
adapted to the college environment and for which there was a
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previous baseline study. As the cost of purchasing these
instruments was prohibitive and it was deemed desirable to
include as many college employees as possible in the survey,
the committee decided to design its own survey with the
assistance of a human resource development consultant. A
negative consequence of utirizing this in-house developed.
survey was that no previous similar study existed with which

to compare resurts; therefore, there were no bench marks to
establish whether comparable responses had. been obtained
elsewhere in similar circumstances.20

The initial

questionnaire, then, became an amalgam of
several instruments previously utilized in the training and
development, career development and organizational development

fields in conjunction with measures of areas of concern
identified in the two previous focus groups. Further, the
initial questi-onnaire was developed by a sub-committee of five
persons, of which the author was a member, with rittle
i-nput f rom the human resource development consul_tant.

or

no

The init.ial questionnaire proved to be l-ess than
effective. rt contained eight major sections, including
demographic informat j-on, comprised 1-17 questions, and was
eleven pages Iong. Further, by t,his time the format had moved.
away from computer-response t,o firl-in-t.he-bl_ank responses,
now included several questions which required ranking,
also included space for comments in many areas.

and
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Ouestíonnaire Review

The initial- questionnaire was formalry reviewed by a
total- of el-even randomly-se]ected college employees from the

our employment categories t.o estabrish it.s clarity,
effectiveness, and approximate requi-red completion time. rn
addition, the twelve other committee members not directly
f

invol-ved in the d.evelopment of the questionnaire r¡t¡ere asked to
complete the questionnaire, identify any potentiar problems

wíth it,

and note the required completion time. Final1y,
several- members were able to discuss the questionnaire in some
detail with other college employees to obtain specific
feedback. upon receipt of the initial pilot, questionnaires
the coordinator of staff Development, also a member of the
committee, analysed the responses and determined where
corrections to the questionnaire were needed. The time
required to comprete the initiar questionnaire varied from 25
- 60 minutes.
The major correctj_ons needed were (a) clarification

on

severar questions which were considered. to be ambiguous, (b)
reduction in the size of the document, and. (c) inclusion of
more questions which pertained directly
to
the
clerical/secretarial component of the college. The latter
concern was expressed quite strongly by clerical/secretarial
pilot group participants who felt that there \^/as an excessive

focus on potential faculty concerns and a limited focus
clerical/secretarial- concerns .

on
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the Committee discussion and direction provided
and on the responses by t.he pilot questionnai-re participants,
the survey development sub-commit.tee responsibre for
developing the ínitial questionnaire began to revise it. This
sub-committee, of which this study author was also a member,
(a) reviewed, revised., d.eIeted., and added questions as needed,.
(b) consurted with a human resource d.evelopment. specialist on
Based on

quest.ionnaíre construction; (c) met as a formal sub-committee
and additionally as an informal sub-sub_committee; (d) revised

the structure of the questionnaire based on recommendations by
the consultant; and (e) had the questionnaire format designed
by the college Media consultant, printed by the college
Printing services, and. disseminated by committee members.

The final- questionnaire contained seven sections,
including demographic Ínformation, comprised. 62 questions many
of which contained sub-components, provided ample opportunity
for comments, utilized an g L/2 by 14 inch, back-to-back,
yellow-coloured format and occupied. four actual pages. The
íntent of the longer page, back-to-back printing and colourcoding was to reduce the apparent size of the actual
questíonnaire and make it less intimidating for part.icipants
who might otherwise be reluctant to complete it.
Additionally, the requirement to rank items was eliminated t,o
reduce the potential add.itional time this might take survey
participants and to reduce pot.ential participant frustration.
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Questionnaire scales in euestion 2--Job satisfaction-used a four-interval response ranging from 'rvery satisfied'r to
trvery Dissatisf ied" to force a response from the participants.
Question 3, Part A used a five-interval response ranging from
rrro a Large Ext.entrtto tDonrt knowr to measure the degree of
concurrence with the statement. euestion 3, part B used. a
four-interval- forced-choice response to measure participant

perception of the current situation (e.g. from "To a Large
ExtentrrtorrNot at A11r') and the T_,evel of Importance the items
should be for the college (e.g. from 'very rmportant', to 'Not
at all Important").
Both the committee covering letter for the questionnaire
and the preamble to the questionnaire stressed the anonymity

and confidentiarity of the replies.
The preamble also
ind.icated that completing the questionnaire would take about
25 mínutes; however, many survey participants took the
opportunity to provide extensive comments to questions or
issues and it is 1ike1y that the completion of the
questionnaire took considerably longer than 2s minutes for
these particular participants. Arr example of the employee
questionnaire, reduced to an 8 J,/2 by 1t- inch format., is shown
in Appendix N.
Data Co] ] ent-i on

To f acilitate

col_lection of the questionnaire data, a
return-addressed envelope was included with the original
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survey package along v\¡ith a covering letter and the
questionnaire. The collection point was the office of the
coordinator of st,aff Development. Most participants returned
the questionnaire by mai1, but several hand-del-ivered. the
instrument because they knew the office location and were not,
concerned about anonymíty or confidentiality.
The survey package was mailed on ,June 2, L992 and
responses were requested by .June A2, 1992. A follow-up
memorandum to all managers who supervised employees was sent
on ,June 9, ]-992 to encourage employees to respond by ,June L2,
1-992. However, it was anticipated that some responses wourd
stil-l arrive after the deadline and the actual questionnaires
were not conveyed to the tabulation firm until.June 22, L992.
Two of the main reasons for specifying the ten-day response
time were that (a) it was presumed that the longer a document
was permitted to sit on a desk, the less like]y it would be
to be completed; and (b) many of the faculty, who represented
the majority of the potential respondents, \^/ere about to begin
summer

vacation.
Data Analysis Techníques

Data Processingr
The employee quest.ionnaire data was processed by Tab-It,

Data Support Services, a commercial data processíng
organization, which is a subsidiary company of Proactive
Inf ormation Services of V'Iinnipeg, Manitoba. The data was
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entered and codified through a srATpAc rv -

GOLD

software

program.
The actual_ data processing steps includ.ed

(a) creating

an

initial raw material spreadsheet of the employeesr responses;
(b) running a ten percent random sample of the spread.sheet
responses to ensure columns and response categories were
properly structured and located; (c) creating a questíonnai_re
"map'r to establ-ish t.he appropriate place and format for the
data; (d) establishing the frequencies or participation rates
on the various questionnaire questions,. and (e) f inalIy,
establishing the requested correlations.
The actuar coding process

for the written comments on the
questíonnaire j-ncluded (a) utilizing three-digit numbers to
provide initial- identif ication of written responses- -t.hese
three-digit numbers were subsequently used for reference
purposes to cross-check and to verify responses; (b) searching
for multiple or comparable responses to establ_ish possibte
response categories by random sampling about 50 guestionnaires

with writ.t.en comments; (c) creating a code for each response
category; and (d) establishing a t.wo-digit code for responses
within the response category.
Ouantitative

Methods

The data processing menu-driven software program--srATpAC

ïv GOLD Prof essional- version- -was ut.il_ized because of the
large number of American market research firms using it and
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because it

\^/as more

accurate and more f lexibl_e than the
Statistical program for the Social_ Sciences (SPSS) system
formerly used by the organization. The srATpAc software has
many more options in one program that the spss system does in
several programs. Additionally, the srATpAC program has AScrr
capability which permits data transfer from various sources,
software prog,rams, and disc operating systems (DOS) .
Frequency participation rates on three runs of
correl-ations were analysed. These correlations v/ere d.ecided
upon in consultation with the survey development sub-

committee. The correlations were based on the study group's
(a) employment categories,- (b) divisional areas; and (c)
gender.

For purposes of the survey, emplolrment categories were
defined as (a) management,' (b) facurty; (c) support. staff ; and
(d) secretarial/clerical.
The divisional- areas were defined
as (a) Business and Applied Arts; (b) Trades and Technology;
(c) Health, Family and Applied Sciences; (d) Developmental_
Education and the Market-Driven Training centre,. and (e) other
(not part of the above divisions and,/or not providing direct

instruction to students; e.g. administrative components)
ultimately, to facilitate interpretation of the data results,
the support staff and secretarial/crerical categories were
merged by the data processing service because of limited
responses in some of the smaller job classifications and
.
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because it became too diffícu1t to differentiate
classifications and categories within this group.

job

rn additíon to the three correlations requested by the
Task Force, the daÈa processing firm also provided
some
correlations which $/ere specifically requested by the stud.y
author. rhe requested correlations are shown in the
matrix

below.
CHART
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The data provÍded síx sets of figures ínclud.ing (a)
Chi_
square; (b) Degrees of Freedom; (c) probabilíty of Chance; (d)

valid

; (e) Missing cases,. and. ( f ) Response rate . The
vaLid cases and Missing cases egual the total responses in arl
cases. The response rate varied from a 10w of g9.6? to a high
of 96.82 for these specific correlatíons.
cases

distribution is a wel-L-known probability
distribution to sÈatisticians. It is a random variabLe and
test statistic first, described. and named. by Karl pearson in
The chi-square
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, 1,974) . Freund and Wi1líams (L966) define j-t as ,,a
distribution...of great importance in inferences concerning
population variations or standard deviations,, (p. 1_4)
1-900 (Chao

.

Loether and McTavish (tglq) state that when the computed chi_
square number is large it does not mean that the relationship
between the variables being investigated is strong (i.e. it
does not measure strength of relationship)

However, it does

indicate that there is a relationship, not likely due to
chance. Therefore, the analyst. can be more confi_dent about
rejecting a nul-I hypothesis and about concluding that the
variables are rel-ated. A large chi-square statistic indicates
t.hat the observed frequencies differ significantly from the
expected frequencies. As this study d.id not specify expected
frequencies of response, the numbers for chi-square, degrees

of freedom and probability of chance may be of limited value
other than to indi-cate that a relationship exists between the
variabres. llowever, some useful data can be extracted about
l-evels of satisfaction and dissatisfaction

among employees and

the relationship of these ]evels to the variables.
chapter v provides a quantitative and descriptive
anarysis and discussion of the survey participantrs responses
as well as a summary of the survey results. A sampling of
part.icipant comments on specific questions is included..
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EHAPTER

V

RESUIJTS AilrD DISCUSSTON

Introduction
Analysis of the data colr-ected on Red River community
college is based, to a large extent, o¡ the social research
concept of tríangulation. Tríangulation refers to t.he
utilization of a combination of research methods such as (a)
the distribution of survey questionnaires to measure

st.atistical relatj_onships and inferences; (b) the conduct of
informal interviews and focus groups to obtain personal
comments to

supplement the contextual meanings of the
relationships; and (c) the consideration of manifest documents

in the organization to differentiate between what the
organizational members say it is and does and what Lhe survey
data, anecdotes, comments, and focus groups say t,he
organization actually is and does. rnformal- intervieh/s were
conducted over the years 1,9g7 - 93 with succeeding presj-d.ents,

vice-Presi-dents, Deans and Di-rectors, college Administrative

officials,

faculty members, and. the colleges secretariat.
Focus groups were conducted during L992 - 93. The information
is encompassed in observations and anecd.otar comments,
particularly in the case study.
The college

may

appear to have been treated as a closed

systems environment by the limitations

factors

addressed

in

in the influencing
the dj-ssertation. However, the
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limitations are essentially the consequence of the narrowed
scope of the dissertation. Therefore, there are many elements
of external, internal, behaviour, structure, process,
planning, culture, climate and l-eadershíp variables that have
not been addressed.
The essence of open systems theory is that there are

int.errel-ationships and i-nterd.ependence among the f actors
influencing organizational change; therefore, it is extremely
difficult
to determine with any IeveI of certainty which
factors are responsible for which specific behavioural
outcomes in the change process. Because there are so

many

interdependent factors in organizational change, these
círcumstances do not easíly rend themserves to empirÍcalrytested hlzpotheses.
Public administration, ât l-east partly because it
integrates theory and practice, politics and administration,
has more of a social_ science than a natural or physical
science base.
Therefore, historically,
most public
administration
dissertations
have been
approached
analytically, rather than empirically.
Box (L992) suggests that some empírical researchers have
identified public administration research as a focus ,,on
discussion of problems or issues relating to professional

practice rather than on developing or test.ing theoretical_
propositions' (p . 76) . However, he notes that utilizing
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quantitative methods only to determine t.he means by which
knowledge in public administration research is accumulated is
excessively narrow. Further, Box suggests that perceptions of
deficíciency in public administration research are based on
personal perceptions rather than empiricalry-d.emonstrated
differences (p. 77) - Finarly, he suggests that no attempt has
been made to compare public administ.ration research with other
practice-oriented disciplines. Therefore, it may be argued
that practice-ori-ented disciplines such as ]aw, planning,
architecture, business administratj_on, and educat.ion may be
more suitable for comparison in rel-ation to their substantive
content, linkage between academicians and practit.ioners, and
ways of acquiring and using knowled.ge (p. 77)
.

Hummel_l (fggf p.

226) writes that the defence of
knowledge acquisition in public administration research Ís
possible on several grounds: (a) managers work and live in an
environment that differs from that of scientists; (b) managiers
need knowledge for different purposes than those of paradigmsetting scientists; (c) manag.ers can consciously question
whether the assumptions of science pertain to their situation;
and (d) manag'ers acquire knowledge for purposes as varid as
science. Hummell- also suggests that even if general patterns
about scientific findings are available elsewhere, managers
must make repeated judgements about how past patterns fit
present events with an opening toward a future solution (p.

230). However, the public sector manager doeé not have the
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luxury of detachment that the scientist tries to gain.
This chapter (a) identifies
the demographic
characteristics of the College members; (b) utilizes the
survey data and respondent comments to address the hypothesis
stated previously; and (c) provides some basic analysis of
relevant sections of the questionnaire data. The primary
quantitative and quaritative data is contained in and
extracted from Red River community corlege's Report of the
Task Force on Human Resource Development.
Demographic Characterístice

The survey instrument íncrudes a section of basic
demographic information about the college members. The data
provides a respondent profile in several areas incruding: (a)
gender (Table 4) ; (b) a9e; (c) employment category (table ¡);
(d) years of service (Table 5); (e) divísional area (Tabl_e 2);
(f) educationar credentials; (g) and employment status.
The questionnaire was

distributed to 6g7 mainly full-time
college staff. of this number , 3!i completed survey
quest.ionnaires (46v" response rate) which were forwarded to a
data processing organization for coding, entry, analysis and
compilation. Tab1e 2 íllustrates a comparison of the actual
number of employees with the number of survey respondents by
division. However, more than half of college employees chose
not to respond to the survey. Therefore, the non-response
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rate may be indicative of other satisfaction-rel-ated variabl_es
at the colIege. To provide a larger sample for a comparat,ive
analysis, because of smaIl representative numbers in some
empl0yment categories, the five empl0yment categories
appearing on the questionnaire have been collapsed into three

categories:

faculty, and support/clericar staff.
The primary reason for util-izíng employment categories was to
respond to a survey objective to identify respondent
perceptions by empl0yee category. Respondent percentages are
generally proportionate to the percentage of staff employed in
each category. Table 3 illustrates.
management,

Table 2 - Comparison of Aetuals to Respond,ente

Divisions

(31 May 92)

Business/AA
Technol-oqy
Health Sciences
Devel-opmental Ed

Actual#e%ot

Respondent#&%of

Employees

Empl-oyees (n=312)

L74

(2sz)

69

(232)

164

(24+)

54

(18?)

11_1

(1-1?

49

(1_6å

31-

(10?)

)

Ot.her

l_80

(ez)
(262)

TOTAIJS

687

(100%)

92

)

1_01 (33?)

3L7

(L00 / +ez)

The survey responses ind.icate that the organization is

relatively evenly divided between mal_es (51_.4"6) and females
(4e.62). The average age of both male and femare members of
the institution is 47 years. Armost 50? of males in the
organization are over 50 years. About 25t of females are
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over 50 years. Nearl-y 77% of instituti_onal members are over
40 years. Overa11, 74% were between 36 - 55 years (HRD Task

Force Report., p. 24). Among respondents who identified
employment categories, the rates of response were 37ia for
managers, 35? for faculty, and Bg? for support or clerical
staff. Table 3 illustrates. This disproportionate response
from support or clerical staff (8g?) compared with other
employment categories may affect interpretation of results
where employment categories are a consi-deration, However the

overall- support staff or clerical survey responses, as shown
in Table 2, are proportionate to the established academj_c and
administratíve employee rates at the college.

variations in the percentage of respondents occurred
among job categories. of the 31i- cl-ear responses, 10.9? (n =
34) \^¡ere management, 53.i-? (n = i-65) were facurty, and 35.g2
(n = lr2) hrere support/crericar. Management group responses
Table 3 - Actuars to Respondents in Emptoyment categoríes
Employee

Category

Actual EmpJ-oyees #
in Category

Respondents

%

Respondents

(of category)

Managers

91

34

37

FacuILy/Ed
Asst/Prof

469

1_65

35

Clerical-/Sup
Not indicated

127

L1,2

88

TOTAIJS

6

687

3L7

were equally divided (S2Z female; 4gZ male) .

(46%)

However, while
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males comprised 672 of the faculty respondents,
comprised 702 of the support/cl-erical respondents.

femares

variations ar-so occurred according to the divisionararea of the respondent. Respondents were more likery to be
male in the trades/Technology (98?) and Business/Applied Arts
(752) areas. Respondents were more rikely to be female in
the Health, Family and. Applied Sciences (g5?) and Market
Driven Training/Development.al- Ed.ucation areas (642). This
tends to foll-ow traditional, rather than non-traditional,
employment patterns based. on gender. Table 4 illustrates.
Tabl_e

4 - Divisional Area by

Divísion

Business/AA
Health Sci-ences
Dev Ed/Market
Other

Gender

FemaIe
s2

TotaI

L7

69

l_

54

7

42

49

11

20

31

65

1_00

overall, 432 of employees had L6 or more years of
service, 202 had between l-1- and 1-5 years of servi_ce, and
about 37? had 10 years or less. Almost 60? of males and,27t
of females in the organization have over 16 years of service.

This

latter

data is consistent with the historical
development of the college. The first divisional areas to be
established at t,he college in i,963 / 64 !ì¡ere the pred.ominantly
male Trades and Technology divisions. These dívisions have
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retained

long-service emproyees. The Business and Applied
Arts divi-sional areas, also predominantry mar-e, but ress so
than the Trades and Technology Division, were not establi_shed
many

at the college until- 1,96g/69. They appear to have retained
many empl0yees with over L6 years of service al_so. Tabl-e
5
illustrates years of service by gender.
Table 5 - years of Service by Gender
Yeare Service

L6 and over

Mal-e (#/%)

Femal-e (#/%)

22

(LAZ)

te

(1,22)

34 (232)
38 (25+)
38 (2s+)

23 (]-s?)
93 (se?)

41" (272)

s6

(1-B?)

s8

(1-e3)

62

(202)

L34 (432)

only 15. i-3 of college employees have a post-graduate
degree (e.g. Masters or ph.D) while 1,6.I2 have designations
other than or i-n addition to a baccar-aureate degree, two-year
diploma, Lrade, occupationar , ot journeymanrs certifi_cat.e, or
high school- diploma. These designations include Chartered

Accountant, certified General Accountant, and Registered.
rndustrial Accountant as well- as other accredited
qualifications such as Registered Nurse or professional
Engineer

(HRD

Task Force Report appendices).

Approximately g7z of respondents have permanent
employment status, whire an additional L3z are on term
employment or are under contract for a specific time or
purpose. A discrepancy between the target population (al_l
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college employees) and the survey population was observed as
a resul-t of this latter data. The survey population l_ist was
acquired f rom the college personnel depart.ment. which
identified 687 full-time, permanent employees. consequently,
a number of fu]l-time, term employees were not incruded in the
survey population list,
although some of these latter
employees apparently received questionnaires an]¡way. An

explanation may be that some full--time, term employees were
shown as full--ti-me, permanent emproyees on the personnel
department list f rom which the survey populat,ion \^¡as
ident.if ied.
Reeearch Focus

Selected organizational change variables are discussed in

considerable detail in the literature review. The research
hlpothesis, which attempts to address the extent of
satísfaction
or dissatisfaction
related to several_
interdependent variables currently manifested at the corlege,
is discussed and measured in this chapter on data anarysis.
The prj-mary sources

of data on levels of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction in the college are derived. from sections 2 and
3 of the survey, from focus group comments, from informarinterviews, and from author observat.ions. specificalry,
section 2 measures 23 items pertaining to job satisfaction.
section 3 measures 35 items, in two parts, pertaining to the
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college and its employees. Further, the latter section
attempts to measure several variables of organizat,ional
function including organizational- c1ímate, managerial_ or
leadership behaviour, inter-group relations, and group
processes

' al-1 of which inf ruence end. resul_t vari_ables of
satisfaction
or dissatisfaction
and performance or
effectiveness.
Additionally, some questions in section 3 appry to more
than one variable. For example, quest,ions about encouragement.
(3 . l-) , opportunities (3 .2), and. f eedback (3 .3
) , among others,
coul-d measure aspects of both supervisory behaviour and
organizatíonal climate. Team behaviour (3.9¡ 3.1_6) and group
meetings (3.1-l-) , among others, could measure aspects of both
supervisory behaviour and group processes.

only survey data consi-dered immediately rel_evant to the
hlpothesis are analysed.21 cross-references and commentary on
vari-ables which lead to satisfaction or dissatisfaction such

as organlzational climate, leadership or supervisory
behaviour, and management processes at the college are
provided where appropriate.22

Section 2 -,Tob Satisfactíon

rn this section of the questionnaire, employees were
asked to respond to 23 questions which provide information
about their levels of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with
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various aspects of their work 1ife, opportunities and
incentives for development, the extent to which they feel
valued by t.he organization, and the perceived leadership or
managerial operational st.yle and practices at the colrege.
Generally, the guesti-ons in this section focus on factors
which are thought to provide either intrinsic or extrinsic
satisfaction or which contribute to dissatisfaction i-n the
workplace. Although management schol-ars debate the merits and
faurts of most motivation theories, behaviourar theorj_st,s such
as Herzberg

, for example, suggest that job satisfact.ion
is derived primarily from íntrinsic mot,ivators such as
challenge, recognj-tion, responsibirity,
achievement,
advancement, the work itself and opportunities to grow
personally and professionally. Herzberg also suggests that if
extrinsic factors such as company policy and administ.ration,
status, interpersonal- workplace relations, supervisory styIe,
(1-9G7)

work conditi-ons, salary and security d.o not exíst in adequate

or appropriate measure dissatisfactj_on wirl increase.
Accordingry, the employee questionnaire attempts to measure
l-evels of employee satisfaction or dissatisfaction based. on
both intrinsic and extrinsic criteria.
Generally, respondents indicate satisfaction with some of
the intrinsic measures, although associated comments suggest
this has more to do with personal job satisfaction than with

the j-nstitutional environment. For exampre, about g6z of
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respondents are 'tsomewhat satisfíed" to nvery satisfied,r with

the challenges provided in their present job, but t.here are
more rrvery satisfj-ed't managers (622) than rvery satisfied,,
faculty (452) or clerical/support staff (3j_?). Associated
comments suggest that those faculty who are rvery satisfied"
derive most of their satisfaction from their herping
rel-ationships with students, while clerical/support staff are
clearly much less satisfied with the challenges in t.heir
present jobs than they would prefer to be.
Tabl_e 6
illustrates responses to some of the job satisfaction
varj-ables by division.
Table 6- Percentage Respondents Either ttVeryu or Itsomewhat
SatíEf ied',
with
Selected
ilob Satiefaction
Variables.
Survey ltem

Businese/
App Àrts

2.L Challenge in
present job
2 .3
Opportunities to
do meaningful

Trades/

AppIíed

Tech

Science

Dev Edl
MDTC

94

86

90

72

B7

68

88

79

52

28

53

63

34

1-6

47

62

work

2.4 Recognition for
doing a good job
2.5 Value College
,ptaces upon

me

Although the majority of respondent.s by division feel_
sufficiently challenged and feel that there are opportunities
to do meaningfur work, nearly 4gr" of all respondents overall
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feel rtsomewhat' to 'very dissatisfied'r with the recognition
they have received for doíng a good job. This is particularly
evident in the Trades and Technology Division where 722 of
respondents f eel 'some\¡¡hat' to 'very dissatisf ied,, .
By
gender, females seem to be somewhat l_ess dissatisfied
(37e") with recognition than males (57+)
.
The only divisional- area in which employees feel ,,very,,
torrsomewhatt' sati-sfied with the value placed upon them by the
College is in the Developmental Education and Market Driven

Training areas. rn ar-r other areas, employees express
generally high dissatisfaction with the value placed upon them
by the college. This dissatisfaction is particularry severe
in the Trades and Technology areas (g2Z) and not significantly
less so in the Business and Applied Arts areas (662). To some
extent this perception of insufficient valuing of employees by
the organization can al-so be seen in responses to question 2.4
about "recognition'r. This dissatisfacti_on appears as wel-1 in
the qualitatíve comments about feeling valued. Fourty-two of
53 comments were negative, which suggests a potentiar major
area of employee concern.

By gender, f emar-es tend to be r-ess dissatisf ied. (442
rrsomewhatrr to
'very dissatisfiedr') about valuing than mal_es
(702 rrsomewhatrt to rrvery dissatísfied.'r) . The extent to which
these apparent differences in responses are a refrection of
male/female rol-e socialization or self-expectati-on was not
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explored, although this may have ímplications for further
research.

Questionnaire items rer-at.ed t.o level_ of pay, benefits,

and job securi-ty (2.6, 2.7 , 2.8, and 2..-7) focused on
potent.ial areas of dissat j_sf action. Overal1, across al-l
leve1s, respondents report that they are ',very,, to rrsomewhaL
satisfied" (5r-?) with the level of pay they receíve. However,
respondents who hold graduate degrees (15?) , or who have over
16 years of service (432) report being very dissatisfied with
theír level- of pay more freguently than the group as a whore.23
The most frequent qualitative comments about sources of
dissatisfaction with the rever- of pay are that salaries have
not kept pace with industry (n=22) and that skills, ability or
education are not recognized by the college (n=t6).
Approximately 46? of respondents indicate some concerns

about job security as wer-I. comments identify ongoing term
appointments (n=r-7) as a major source of dissatisfaction.

other sources refer to the current economic cr_imate overar_l
and to the college decision to downsize in 1,g9L, both of which
seem to have created a general sense of insecurity among some
respondents. overall, respondents were generally satisfied
with the tlpes (85?) and value (84e.) of the benefits the
college offers.
The working conditions in the College such as the
physical environment, information
availabilit.y,
and
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interpersonal relations (items 2.2, 2.29, 2.L0, and 2.]1L)
appear to reflect varying level-s of satisfaction or
dissatÍsfaction. overall, nearly half the respondents (462)
express some dissatisfaction wit.h physical working conditions
with faculty (59?) and employees of the Health, Famiry and

Applied Sciences division (SIZ) expressing the most prominent
dissat isfact ion .
The major concerns seem to be about space/privacy 1n=22)

,

equipment and supplies (n=l-7), and poor ventilation or
temperature control- (n=13). euari_tative comments about. the

space/pri-vacy issue refer mostly to insufficient
or
overcrowded classrooms and to a lack of office space for
teacher/student interviews and consultations. rn ad.dition,
qualj-tative comments may reflect other concerns about such
facilities as the library and the main cafeteria which were
constructed originally for a projected population of
approximately 2,soo full-time students, rather than the
current actual population which exceeds 6,000 furl-t.ime
students.
some respondents recognize

that budget limitations also

preclude some skills-oríented and advanced. technology programs
from acquiring current equipment or from keeping some of the

existíng equipment in a good state of repair. constrained
resources mean that equipment in some of these areas is
becoming increasingry obsorescent. The concern about poor
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ventilation and temperature control at least partly reflects
the state of campus buirding infrastructure and the need to
refurbish many areas of several campus buildings.
on the positive side, respondents across arr groups
report satisfaction with their personal working relationships
with supervisors (83?) and peers (9i-?) However, the rever of
satisfaction with the accessibility of information to do one,s
job is slightly less with faculty (80?) reporting the highest
frequency of satisfaction compared with managers (672) and

clerical/support staff

(69Z)

.

Respondents differentiate

between opportunities for
development and participatíon and the incentives for
development and participation. overal1, respondents seem
Itsome\á/hatil to
'rvery satisfied,r (632) with the opportunities to
develop their own knowledge, skiIls, and abilities;
however,
this varies widely across divisions.
The Trades and
Technology division,
for example, express a high
dissat j-sf action level_ (60?) with opportunities, while t.he
Health, Family and Applied sciences divi-sion express a high
satisfaction level_ with opportunities (81?) .
rncentives to develop knowledge, skirls, and. abilities,
however' are another matter. Fifty-seven percent of arl
respondents are dissatisfied
with incentives with
dissatisfaction occurring across arl emplolrment categories and.
all divisions in a somewhat varied pattern. Managers (slz) ,
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faculty (642), and support staff (472) are all ,rsomewhat,, to
trvery dissatisf ied" with the incentives to develop.
The
Business and Applied Arts (67e") and Trades and Technology (742)
divisions feer more strongly about the issue than the Health,

Family and Applj_ed Science (53?) and Developmental Ed (50?).
Further, âs employee responses suggested previously,

incentives do not necessaríry refer only to levels of pay or
other extrinsic criteria.
Major incentives to develop may
also include recognition provided. by the organization and the
value the organization places on its emproyees. This may at.
least partly explain the higher l-evel of dissatisfaction
expressed by respondents with 16 or more years of service
(35?) compared wíth the group as a whole (252).
Anecdotal evídence and qualitative comments suggest that
longer-serving employees, in particular, feel some recognition
of employee loyalty and dedication to the organization is an

entit.l-ement. However, staf f downsizing and program cuts seem
to have created the impression t.hat the organization not only
does not recognize loyalty and dedication, but t.hat t.he
organízation places l-ittle value on íts employees. This arso
suggests a possible contradiction between the organization's
espoused mission statement values about employees and what
employees perceive is actually occurring.
Other measures of satisfaction or dissatisfaction relate

to

the opportunitíes and incentives avaj-l-abre j-n the
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orga''ization for employees. overalI, employees are
'some what
to very satisfied'r with opportunities to personally develop
knowledge, skiIls,

and abilities

(63?), although the Business
and Applied Arts (59?) and Trades and Technology (40?)
divisions were somewhat l-ess satisf ied than other d.ivisions.
rncentives to personally develop knowledge, ski11s, and
abilities, however, contribute to considerabl_e respondent
dissatisfaction.
overarl, the majority of respondents (slz)
are I'somewhat to very dissatisfied" with the incentives to
develop.2a This seems to apply to most employment categories:
management (56å) , faculty (64+), and. clerical/support (+z+¡
;
and to most divisional areas: Business and Applied Art,s (67e")
;
Trades and Technology (742); Health, Family and Appried
Sciences (53?); and Developmental_ Education (50?) . Associated
qualit.ative comments suggest some of the reasons for the
apparent dissatisfaction are: no recognition or encouragement,
l-ack of promotional opportunities, failure to different,i_at.e
sarari-es for advanced quarifications, and lack of opportunity

to use what has been learned.
overaIl, respondents feel- there is reasonabl-e opportunity
to participate meaningfully in planníng (542), arthough
cleri-caI/support persons tend to be "somewhat to very
dissatisfied" with opportunities (522) more so than ot.her
employment categ'ories. By divísion, Trad.es and Technology

(63?) and Health, Family and Applied sci-ences (462)
respondents tend to be most di-ssatisfied. crerical/support
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dissatisfaction may partly refrect the employment category
stratification that exists in the organization. Most clerj-cal
and support persons are not asked to contribute input when
organizational planning occurs. The dissatisfaction expressed
by Trades and Technology respondents may partry reflect the
physical l-ocation of many of the divisional programs which
tend to be some distance away from the source of decisionmaking on campus.

Most respondents also f eel_ that t.here are limited
opportunities to participate in decision-making (59?) and few
incentives to do a good job (53?) . Most faculty members (60?)
and Cl-erical/Support staff (642) feel_ dissatisfied about their

lack of opportunities to participate in the decision-making at
the colIege. Dissatisfactíon with opportunity is particularly
high in the Trades and Technology division (772).
Clerical/Support staff
(6LZ) are ilsomewhat t.o very

dissatisfj-ed" with incentives to do a good job, but stilr less
dissatisfied than respondents from the Trades and Technology
division (92+). Table 7 shows relative frequencies of
respondents reporting dissatisfaction on items related. to
questions 2.L2, 2 .13 , 2.!4, 2.L5, and 2.J_6 .
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Tab1e

Percentage Reepondents Either ',Very" or
I'Somewhat

7

Dissatisfiedr with ltelrs Relating
to Opportunities and fncentives.

Survey lteme

BusÍneEs/

arle

2.12 Opportunitj_es
to develop--êpp
KSA
2. 13 Incentives to

Trades/
Tech

Applied Dev Edl
Science MDTC

4L

60

1_9

33

67

74

53

50

2. L4 Opportunities

37

63

46

39

Opportunities

58

77

46

50

.L6 Tncentives to
do good job

52

82

46

52

develop

KSA

to plan

2. 15

to participate
in decisíons
2

several items pertaining to respondent, satisfactíon with
participation in and views of management style and practices
occupy the latter half of this section of the questionnaire.
Question items which measure respondent job satisfaction or

job dissatisfact.ion have their origíns in decisions, styles,
and management practices at the coIlege. This observati_on is
generally consistent with research about job sat,isfaction in
community colleges el-sewhere (Diener, 19g5; Locke, rgg3¡
oldham and Kulik, r-983; wíl-Iie and stecklein , 1,982) .2s
Hygíene factors such as pay, benefits, working cond.itions,
job security, and supervisory style are within the purview of
management, although many

of these hygiene factors are or

may
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be covered in a broad corlective agreement. However, factors
such as recognition, employee valuing, and opportunities or

incentives to participate in planning and decision-making
require no collective agreement.
Most

employees are reasonably

satisfied with present
job security (s4-z). eualitative comments suggest that those
respondents who are dissatisfied became more dissatisfied
comparatively recently mostry as a consequence of employee
layoffs. Additional layoffs which have occurred since the
survey was taken 11993 ¡ L995J may have further increased the
l-eve1 of dissatj-sfaction. c]erical/support persons are t.he
most dissatisfied of al-r employment categories with job
security (50?). The Trades and Technology (55?) and
Developmental Education (56?) academic divisions are the most
dissatisf ied of al-l divisions wit.h j ob security.
Historically, these are among the areas subjected to the most
program and staff reductj-ons during the downsizing whích may
at least partly explain the response.
RRCC

six questionnaire item responses (2.18 to 2.23) provide
some insight into respondent views of satisfaction with
leadership and management styles and practices. As suggested
ín the general literature on management, persons in the
generally tend to report higher
satisfaction than subordinates with most response items.
According t.o the literature, this satisfaction may be
management empl-oyment category
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attributed to more opportunities for managers to parti-cipate
in decision-making and. planningr greâ.têr job task challenges,
generally higher pay and benefits, more frequent promotional
opportunities, and greater access to information and the
organizational power structure.
Table

shows the 1eve1 of satisfaction of respondents
with several management-rel_ated items .
B

Table I - Re1atíve Frequencíes (%) of Respondents
Reporting [Veryil or rsomewhat[ Satíefied
On Selected ltemE Relevant to Management
Survey ltem

Faculty

Cleríca1/
Support

2.1,8 Decision-making

practices
2.1,9 The wav th
2.20 General direction College
is movinq
2.21 Colleqe val_ues
2.22 Col-Iege leadership styl_e
2.23 College management
ractíces

of the most promínent areas of dissatisfaction for arI
emplolrment categories are decision-making pract.ices (2.1g) and.
trthe way things get done
" (2.l-9) . Respondents describe
decision-making practices as,,too political"
(322), ,,Loo
bureaucratj-cu (2OZ) , and rrtoo mysterj_ous" (j_1?) . Respondents
also perceive that'the
way things get done'are *too
Two
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bureaucratic" (50?), 'too politicalr'
(Ize,) and ,'poorly
communicatedfr (L2z). The intensity of dissatisfaction wit,h"
the way things get done" is noteworthy as this item evokes the
most frequent dissatisfaction of any item in the survey.
There appears to be general support among management,
(85?), faculty (702), and clerical/support staff (69Z) for the
direction in which the college is moving. on average, abouL
two-thirds of all respond.ents also expressed general
sati-sfaction with college values, although the management
employment category seems to be slightly less satisfied with
College values (59?) than the other employment categories.
Possible explanations for this slightly lower satisfaction
might include the role managers were required to play in
program reductions and deletions, staff red.eployments and
rereases, and in assuming greater responsibility and
accountability for decisions in a fluid situation undergoing
continual change.
overall, managers report a higher satisfaction with t,he
'Col]ege leadership st.y]e" (69?) and "College managiement
practices" (65?) than other employment categorj_es, which may
be pred.ictable gíven the posi-tíon f rom which management
respondents are 1ikeIy to perceive this question. Faculty
(572) and crerical/support staff (56?) tend to express l-ess
satisfact.ion with leadership sty1e.
The level-s of satisfaction expressed by facurty (42t) and

clerical/support staff

(40?) to

management

practices

seem
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quite cIear. The data suggests that 58å of faculty and 60? of
clerical/support staff are ilsomewhatI to nvery díssatisfiedn
with the manner in which the coll_ege ís managed. Responses to
many of the other questíon items addressed in this "job
satisfactiontr section of the questionnaire tend to support t.he
perception of dissatísfaction as well-. The significance is
that most of the responsÍbility for the issues these questions
rai-se falls within the purview of colrege management.
For example, (a) most employees cannot readily create
opportunities j-n a work environment for themsel_ves where
opportunities do not exist; (b) employees may receive
recognition from and feel valued. by peers, but most employees
also need recognit,ion and appreciation from their superiors
and from the organization; (c) l_evel_s of pay and benefits are
generally covered by collective agreements negoti-ated between
management and the collective bargaining agent, but also
refrect the value the organization places on its employees;
(d) working condi-tions may be somewhat affected by the amount
of capitar funds allocated to repair a deteriorating
infrastructure, but the attent,ion the organization pays to
employee health, wel-lness, comfort and safety also reflects ín
the relative value the organization places on its employees;
(e) reasonabl-e and co1legial working rel-ationships between
supervisors and employees are largery controlled by the
supervisors,' opportunit.ies for employees to participat.e in
planning and decision-making are largely mad.e available or not
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available by managers,. and final1y, (f) considerations of
and about non-monetary incentj-ves, direction of the college,
and the way things get done do not dictate the supervisory
style managers adopt in their reratíonships with t.heir

made

subordinates.

rn summary, generally respondents appear to be somewhat
satisfied with some intrinsic factors such as challenge and
meaningfulness of the work, but less satisfied with the more
extrinsic factors such as organizational recognition, being
val-ued by the college and incentives to do a good job.
Employees with advanced academic credentíal_s and longer
service tend to be more dissat, j-sf ied than the group as a
whol-e.

Respondents are generally satisfied with their working

relationships wit.h both supervisors and peers and with
opportunit.ies for development. However, incentives for
development were perceived as a source of dissatisfaction
particularly for (a) the Business and Applied Arts and Trades
and Technology divisions; and (b) respond.ents with more than
L6 years of service.
Respondents indicat.e general support

for the direct,ion in
which the college is moving and for col-lege values, but have
generally strong concerns about decísion-making practices,
management practices, and the way things get done. The
frequencies of dissatisfaction on these latter items are
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particularly strong for respondents 46 years of age and over.

rn Part A of this section, employees are requested to
indi-cate the extent to which they aglree with each of the 24
items about their experiences wíth supervisors, relations with
colleagues, feelings toward the coIIege, and perceptions about
organj-zational concern for employee well-being. The questions
in thís section !ì/ere included primarily to measure variables
identified previously (Likert, L961,, 1-969; Likert and Bowers,
1'969; Bowers, L972) such as organizational climate,
manageríaI or supervisory behaviour and processes which can
infl-uence job satisfaction and performance effectiveness.
rtems relevant to employee experiences with supervisors
(3.r - 3.]-2) pertain to supervi-sory quarifications, support

for employees and corl-aboration with employees. on the issue
of qualifications, the majority of respondents from all
employment categories feel their immediate supervisors are
forward-looking, competent and have suffícient experience.

However, overall employee perceptions of the ad.equacy of
supervisory training is somewhat less favourabl-e (s7%) ,

particularly

among

faculty

(52v")

.za

This also varies across divisions. only half of the
respondents from Business and Applied Arts and Trades and
Technology indicate a positive response about supervisor
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training. Health, Family, and Applied sciences indicate a
higher response (81?) about supervisor competency than ot.her
divisions overal_I (70?). Business respondents report
supervisors to bê forward.-looking less frequently (622)than
other divisions.
The major patterns about supervisor support for employee
development are presented in Table g. This tabre suggests

generally positive responses about supervj_sor overall- support
and encouragement of innovation.
I_¡ower f requencies of
positive response \^rere evoked about the provision of on-going

feedback. This response, particularly noticeable in the
Trades and Technology divísion (2SZ), is consistent with their
reports of a low frequency of performance appraisal in the
past year or past five years.
Tab1e 9 - Relative Frequencies (%) of Respondents
Indicating Positive Responses to ltems

Relevant to Supervisor¡g Support to

Survey ltem
3

1

BueineEs/ TradeE/
App Arts
Tech

Encourages

innovat ion

3.2 Provides learníng
opportunities
3 .3 Provides ongoj-ng
feedback

3.4 Supports efforts
to do job

Employeest

Applied Dev Ed/
Science MD Trg

52

48

69

60

47

44

68

53

45

25

35

52

68

66

69

50
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on items relevant to the supervisors collaboration with
subordinates, respondents are gienerally positive. The response
frequency about regular communication, encouragement of
teamwork, and solicitation

of input range from 60z t.o 69z.
However, group meetings as a communi-cation device are only
used about half the time among faculty and ress than half the
time amongi Trades and Technology d.ivision members (462) and
Health, Family and Applied science division members (43+).
survey responses suggest that employees can speak frankly

to their supervisors to a large or moderate extent (s¡?),
although supervisors evid.ently feel uncomfortable doing so in
reverse (47e" of managers indicate they can speak frankly to
subordinates rrto a small- extent'r or rrnot at al_l" ) . rn a
collegial atmosphere of free and open communícation, employees
should be able to exchange information and to contribute id.eas
to the organization, and supervisors should. be able to provide
honest and constructive criticism to subordinates when and
where necessary.

overall, the majority of respondents seem comfortable
speaking frankly to their immediate supervísors (24e.) ,
although frequently with qualification (522), but many are not
comfortable (242). Some survey qualitative comments offered
by faculty and support/clericaI staff includ.e: (a) yes__but
only at a local l_evel_ (18?); (b) yes--but nothing gets done__
no one listens or seems to know or completely understand the
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direction

are taking (2tZ); (c) fThey can] --ít varies in
departments (r2Z); and (d) tThel tendency in all these
relationships is to be hesitant and careful-- [one] could be
we

back- stabbed (24r")

.

Most employees (56?) feel they can speak frankly to their

subordinates/peers to a large or moderate extent.
An
exception seems to be the Developmental Ed.ucation and Market
Driven Training areas (45r"). The reason for this l_atter
response is not clear based on qualitative comments.

A posi-tive perception of teamwork is evi_dent across
employment categories with management (762) and faculty (7gZ)
showing a higher response than crerÍcal/support staff (642) .
A similar pattern ís evident about encouragement with
management (67e") and faculty (622) showing higher positive
responses than cl_erical/support staff (56?). Across divisions,
encouragement and teamwork are evident in Business and Applied

Arts (7oz/9sz) and Applied sciences (7L+/zsz) , in particular,
but l-ess so in Developmental- Education and Market Driven
Training (472/552). This data and other inter/intra_giroup
process data from the survey suggest that, for the most part,
a strong source of satisfaction for many employees of the
college is the relationship they have developed with their
peers and colleagues over time. The length of service of many
of the college employees, as ír-lustrated in the demographic
data, tends to support this conclusion.
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A significant majority of respondents (762) feet they
have sufficient training to progress in the organization to a
large or moderate extent. Most managers (g5?) who responded
appear to feel strongly about this question, but not as
strongly as respondents from the Business and Applied Arts
division (9i-?). Male respondents feel- a bit more strongly
about this question (792), than females (75+). Respondent
suggest, ho\øever, that there j_s limited incentive t.o
progress--sarary increases or promotional opportunities tend
comment,s

not to be avail_abIe.
rn it.ems 3 . r-B to 3 .2L, respondents ind.icate their
perceptions of equity, fairness, 10ya1ty, and the general
level of happiness of employees at the college. Although most
employees express general satisfaction
about t.heir
relationships with supervisors and peers, there are areas of
concern. Tabl-e l-0 shows the percentage of respondents
índicating positive responses about perceptions of items 3.1g
to 3 .21-.
on perceived equity, onry one-third of respondents
indicate positive responses 'to a large or mod.erate exLent..

overall-, 54t of respondents feel that equitable treatment of
employees occurs only 'to a small- extent,, or ,not at al_l-,'.
Quaritative comments provided by respond.ents provid.e some
clarification as 50? perceive that there is "politics,, or
trfavouritism" in the treatment of employees (n=14).
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Respondent perceptions

of fair treatment are generally
suggest fair treatment to a large or moderate

hígher (422
extent).
Table

10

Relative Frequencies (%) of Respond,ents
Indicating positive Responsec to ltems about
Employee Feelíngs about the Co1lege by
Employment Category to a targe or Moderate

Extent
Survey ltem

Management

Faculty

Clerical/
Support

3.18 Employees treated
equitablv
3.19 Employees treated
fairlw
3.20 FeelÍng of loyalty
to Coll_ege
3.21- People happy working
here

47

32

30

50

42

38

79

62

74

59

42

53

However, qualitative comments again suggest
"poritics,,

and "favouritism'r are issues (j_9?) and. that there is
insufficient recognit.ion of skilts and ed.ucation (r2z)
.

Business and Applied Arts (372) and Trades and. Technology
(372) respondents indicate lower positive responses t.o these
issues than the Health, Family and Applied science (55a) and.
Developmental Education (50?) respondents.

Most employees seem to have a fairly strong loyalty to
the Co11ege. However, managers (79+) and clerj_ca\/support
staf f

faculty

('74e") f ee1 somewhat stronger about this
members

(622). Further, qualitatíve

issue than

comments suggesL
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that the loyalty faculty members feel is to the students and
to each othçr more.se.. than- Çhe_ colJege ,itself . some comments
suggest that feelj-ngs of loyalty toward the college changed
somewhat with the 1991, layoffs of college empl0yees.
Across employment cat,egories, management (593) and
clerical/support staff (53?) perceive the general 1evel of
employee happiness to be higher t,han faculty perceives it to

be (42+). As faculty members represent approximately twothirds of the col-lege employee population, the differences in
perceptJ-on between management and faculty

of

relative

happiness coul-d have some ramifications for management-faculty

relationships.
Questionnaire items 3.22 to 3.24 measure the college,s
interest in the well--being of employees, the sufficiency of

heal-th and wellness programs, and the adequacy of
recreationar/aLlnl-etic activities.
Table t_1 ill_ustrates.
Tab1e 11 - Relatíve Frequencies (%) of Respond.ents
"Very,,
or 'somewhatr satísfied on rtems Rer-evant
to
Employee trleLl-being by Employment Category

Survey ltem

Management

Faculty

CIerícal/
Support

3

.22 College interest in

50

27

38

3.23 Sufficiency of wellness

35

4t

37

.24 Adequacy of athletic/
recreational activities

4'l

47

50

employee well_-being

progirams

3
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The perceptions of genuine interest by the college ín

well-being varied by employment g.roups with half of
management reporting satisfaction. However, there is crearly
strong dissatisf act.ion expressed by f aculty (73y,) and
cl-erical/support staf f (622) with this j_ssue. Some
qualitative questionnaire comments and anecdotal- information
suggest this response relates to employee perception of how
much or how well the colrege values its employees. For
example, if the college demonstrates little concern for the
well-being of its employees (e.g. job ínsecurity/l.ayoffs;
arbitrary treatment; \^/age f reezes or reductions; program
deletions or reductions; workplace health and safety matt.ers,.
physical working conditions, etc.) it is unlikely to be seen
to value employees.
employee

similarly, health and wellness programs are generalty
deemed to be inadequate by all employment categories.
However, qualitatj-ve survey comments are not clear about the
possible reasons for this. Anecdotal comments suggest there
is insufficient attention paid to aging-rerated matters such
as dealing with chronic back pain, art.hritis,
and
deteriorating physical capacity and to workprace-rerated
matters such as handring stress, workplace conflicts, and
pending retirements.

rn summary, the majority of respondents feel generally
positive about their supervisors' qualifications, the support
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they receive from their

supervisors, and t.he extent of
col-laboration between subordinates and supervisors. However,
there are concerns about on-going feedback, opportunities for
development, and equity and. fairness in the treat,ment of
employees. Although employees seem to maintain a sense of
loyalty to the co1lege, qualitat.ive comments suggest the
loyalty is more toward peers and students, in the case of
faculty, than to the organízation as a whole. Further,
employee perception of the lack of genuine interest of the
College in employee well-being is noteworthy.
rn Part B of this section of the quest.ionnaire, employees
are asked to indicate their perception of some current aspects
of their employment (the way things are--the extant situation)
and how important they perceive these issues will be j_n the
future (the way things should be--the requisite situation).
some of the areas probed incrude college goals, aspects of
human resource development, equity j-ssues, and management
issues.

rt.ems 3 -25 to

.35, in t.wo parts, are particularly
significant in delineating employee perceptions of how things
are and how things shoul-d be. Employees act and react based
on how they think things are despite what. the manifest
documents in the organization say. The college mission
statement, for example, purports to support
...a high quality of working life for all- members of the
college community; and encourages professionar integrity,
3
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open communication, a respect for
diversity,
participative management, personãl growth
and innovatii¡e
ideas (RRCC Mission Statemènt, f_991)
.

However, if employee perceptions are that: the working tife is

not of hígh quality, the college has limited genuine concern
for employee well being, professional integrity is inhibited
by acts of inequity and unfairness, neither supervisors nor
subordinates feel totally comfortable communicating openly and.
honest.ly wit.h each other, participation by rank-and-f ire
employees in planning and decísj-on-making is vírtual_ly nonexist.ent and innovative ideas are infrequently supported, then
there is a substantiar disparity between what manifest
documents say the college is and what employees say it realIy
is or should be.
Table L2 summarizes general trends in respondent
perceptions of college goals. The tabl_e j_ndicates the
percentage of respondents who perceive college goals are
r'Iarge extent" by the
characterized to a'moderate'or
statements shown and who perceive these charact,eristics are
'rvery important'r to the future.
Responses to questl-ons 3.2s and 3.26 show a moderate

disparity between what employees perceive to be presently true
and what they berieve is important for the future.
Approximately two-thirds of respond.ents belíeve the college
has a crient-based, customer-oriented operati_ng style,

although qualitative

comments suggest there

is

some
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Tab1e L2 - Perceptions of Coll_ege Goals in the
Present and in the Future

SoaI Statement

Presently
True

3.25 College fosters clientbased, customer-oriented
operating style
3.26 College is a learning
organizat ion embrac ing

Very Important

In Future

632

782

662

83å

7BZ

81-?

r'h¡nrra

3.27 College has clear-cut
goal-s

uncertainty among respondents about precisely who the
rrcusLomersrr are (e . g . the labour market
; the students ; the
general community, etc.). About two-third.s of respondents
al-so feel the college is presently a learning organization,
while 83? feel t.his characteristic is extremely important to
the college's future. Most respondents feel_ the college has
clear-cut goals and that. this will- continue to be important in
the future.
survey respondents to item 3.r7 i-ndicate that they have

sufficient training to advance in the organization, but arso
recognize that employees need to upgrade ski1ls to keep
current with areas of specialty (3.29) . Management persons
presently tend to see this as more important (82+) than ej-ther
faculty (672) or crerical/support staff (t3z). However, all
emplolrment categories recognize that continual training wilt
be 'rvery important'r to the future of the organization (g5?) .
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rn their qualitative comments, respondents suggest upgrading
is essential (n=20), but present opportunities are inadequate
(n=16) and more time is needed to upgrade emproyees
(n=to).

Despite recognition of the need for upgrading, however,
only half of respondents consider that human resource
development is for everyone at the College (3.30). Respondent

comments suggest that certain groups are given more
opportunities (n=11) and that staff needs are not understood

very well (n=7) Further, across emplolrment categories, the
perceived importance of human resource development for
everyone varies considerably with management (gL%) índicating
trvery important" compared to faculty (60?) and clerical or
support staff (66+). Although most employees recognize the
need for continual upgrading, management seems t,o feel_ more
strongly about the j-ssue than other emplolrment categories.
Anecdotal comments by and informal interviews with a
cross-section of employees provides some interesting
perspect.ives from all employment categories about the human
resource development issue. clerical/support staff employees,

for example, commented that faculty members receive the most
financial support and approval from college management for
human resource development and that. faculty members are,
therefore, favoured. Many faculty members seem to berieve
that certain management employees are receiving preferent,ial
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treatment or that, within faculty, certain groups tend to be
more favoured with financial support. Many faculty members,
as well-, evj-dently f ail to recognize the importance of
upgrading crerical-/support staff to facilitate
better
adminístrative support . 27

that they understand the
need for human resource development in the college. However,
imprementation of policy to this point seems to have been
somewhat inconsistent. some employees, for exampre, have been
required to undertake speciarty refresher or upgrading
training as a condition of continuing employment, while other
employees, seekíng developmental opportunities for refresher
or upgrading training, have been deníed. This management
approach seems partly responsible for the associated survey
comments that st.aff needs are not understood very well.
Management employees commented

This section al-so includes questions about what has
become a major focus and initiative at. the college--cul_turaI
and organizational diversity (g.:¡ to 3.35). On acceptance of
cultural and racial diversity, 80? of respondents perceive
that the college presentry promotes these val-ues and 9Lz of
respondents belíeve this wil-I be rrvery,, or 'rfairly important'r
in the future. Management respondents particularly support
these values as rrvery importantt' (833) .
However, the
perception by 80? of employees t.hat the college already
promotes acceptance of racial- and cu]turaI diversity
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sufficiently may be somewhat misleadíng as the responses
reflect. the dominant culture among College employees. For
example, Caucasian employees at the College may believe that
acceptance of cul-tural and racial diversity is being wellpromoted at and by the College, but visibl-e minority employees
at the College may believe otherwise. Since respondents were
not asked to self-identify as members of target groups, the
survey findings cannot verify whether these differences in
perception act.uaI1y exist.
Only 58? of respondents feel- the College encourages
employees to get along with people whose attitudes are
different from theirs to a 'rlarge or moderate extent'. In
contrast, 9lZ of respondents feel this issue is "very" or
'tfairly important" in future. This discrepancy indicates a
potentially
severe communication problem across the
organization and should be a focus for future human resource
development.

In a related question, employees were asked whether the
College encourages communication across department.s (3. 2B) .
Approximately 66e. of respondents feel this is true to "a smal1
extentrror I'not at a11", but 962 of respondents believe this
is rtvery important " or " f airly import,ant " in the future
These responses indicate a substantial discrepancy between
what respondents believe the l-evel of communication is across
departments and what they believe the level- of communication
.
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should be.

A simi-lar pattern exists in responses to the question
employees were asked about decision-making at appropriate
levels (3.31). only 56? of responses, incruding management,
indi-cate that d.ecisions are presently being made at the
appropriate levels in the organization, whire 96t of responses
suggest it is "very" or Ifairly importantn to foster decisionmaking at appropriate revers ín the fut,ure. euaritative
comments provided by respondents suggest that deci_sions
should
be made at points other than the top (n=L2), that there were
too many levels to be clear which ones were right (n=7) and
that employees shoul-d be more invol_ved in decision-making
(n=6)

-

These results are consistent with respondent vi_ews
about decision-making practices expressed. in section 2 of the

questionnaire (items 2.1'5, 2 -Lg, 2.L9) . crearly, as we11,
both encouragement of cross-college communication and
decisions about leveIs of d.ecision-making fall within the
purvl-ew of management.

rn summary, responses t.o question items 3 .2s to 3 .35
suggest several patterns. Respondents feer that crear_cut
goals and a learning organizatíon are very important and about
two-thirds of respondents perceive that the college already
addresses these issues to a large or moderate extent.

There

is also recognition of the need for continual upgrading amongr
all- emplolrment categories, particularly by the management
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category. Respondents feel that issues about raciar and
cultural diversity are important and are being add.ressed
satisfactorily by the colIege.
However, Lhe level_ of
encouragement by the college about the acceptance of differing
atti-tudes suggests a need for greater focus on internal
communications. similarry, there is a discrepancy between the
lower level of importance the college is perceived to attach
to cross-college communication and the l_evel of importance
respondents perceive cross-college communícation should have.

Finally, there is a substantial discrepancy between the revel
at which respondents perceive deci-sions are being made and. the
level- at which decisions should be made. This discrepancy is
perceived by 56?; of management employees as well-.
Data Correlatione
The data processing firm provided some of the chi-square

data requested by the dissertation author. However, these
chi-squares are of r-imited value in determining absolute
causal rel-ationships between variabl-es. Two sets of dat.a are
required to identify causal rel-ationships between variables-expected frequencies and observed frequencj_es. As no previous
baseline study had been done on the coIlege, and no comparable

data appears to exist elsewhere, the data can only suggest a
stronger or weaker possibility of relationships between
variables.
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The cross-tabulation of some of the job satisfactionrerated items with management practices, years of service and

age suggests a strong relationship between some of the
variables. For example, 4ïvo of respondents are somewhat to
very dissatisfied with the recognition they recej-ve for doing
a good job, while 5'lz of respondents are also somewhat t,o very
dissatisfied with management pract.ices at the college. The
potential relationship of these two variables to each other,
based on a chi-square rating (89.0), is faírly strong.
Therefore, one can conclude that nearly harf of the
respondenLs see some rel-ationship between the amount of
recognition (2.4) or l-ack of recognition they receive or do
not receive for doing a good job wit.h management practices
(z.zz) at the Co1lege.
The issue of value (2.5) cross-tabulated with management

practices suggests that s7% of respondents feel somewhat to
very dissatisfied with the extent to which they perceive they
are varued by the organization. Approximately s6z of
respondents are somewhat t.o very dissatisfied with management
practices as they rerate to the extent to which the
respondents feel valued. The chi-square rating (t_49.3) is
strong; therefore, one can conclude t,hat respondent.s see a
fairly strong relationship between how much t.hey are varued
and manag,ement practíces at the Col1ege.
Approximately 462 of respondents are somewhat to very
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dissatisfied with the physical working conditions (2.9) at the
college and 562 of respondents are dissatisfied with
management practices in relatj-on to thís variabl-e. However,
the chí-square rating (24.8) is not particularly strong for
these variables; therefore, respondents do not tend to see
managiement practices as responsible for the physical working
conditions at the coIlege. eualitative comments suggest
respondents recogni-ze that physical working conditions are a
ref l-ection of the amount of funds a1l-ocated f or repairs,
renovations and capital const.ructj-on. Although allocat.íon
priorities at the col-l-ege may be within the purview of college
management to some extent, the overal_l al_l_ocation of monies to
improve physical working conditions comes wit.hin the purview
of the funding agency outside the College.
Approximately 572 of respondents are somewhat to very
dissatisfied with incentives to develop (2.L3) at the College.

About 56eo of respondents express dissatisfaction with
management practices in relation to incentives to develop. A
high chi-square rating (L04.7) suggests that there is a
probable rel-atj-onship between dissati-sfaction wíth employee
incentives to develop and managiement practices at the Col_lege.
Almost 47+ of respondents are somewhat to very
dissatisfied with theír opportunities to participate in
planning (2.1,4) at the College. About. 574 of respondents are
al-so dissatisfied wit.h management pract.ices in relation to

2s9

opportunities to participate in planning. A high chi-square
rating (l-l-5 . 4 ) suggests there is a rel-ationship between
dissatisfactíon with employee opportunit.ies to participate in
planning and management practices at the CoI1ege.
Almost. 592 of respondents are somewhat to very
dissatisfied with opportunities to participat.e in decisíonmaking (2.1,5) at the College.
Approximately 56Z of
respondents are also dissatisfied with management practices in

relation t,o opportunities to participate in decision-making at
t.he College. A high chi-square rating (1"27.8) suggests there
is a rel-ationship between employee dissatisfaction with
opport.unities to participate in decision-making and management
practices at the Co11ege.
One of the strongest potential correlations occurs
between the way things get done (2.19) and management
practices at the Co11ege. Almost 732 of respondents indicate

dissatisfaction with the way things get done. About 56Z
express dissatisfaction with management. practices in rel-ation
to this variable. An ext,remel-y high chi-square rating (178.5)
suggests there is a significant relationship between
dissatisfact,ion with the way things get done and college
management practices. Previous survey data and qualitative
comments tend to support this correl-ation.
satisfaction variabl-es and
years of service provide some correlative data as weII. About
Cross-tabulations between

some
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482 of respondents are somewhat to very dissatisfied with

recognition (2.4) in relation to years of service. About 56e"
of respondent,s with 11 - 15 years of service are somewhat to
very dissatisfied with the recognition provided to them by the
College for doing a good job.
Approximately 572 of
respondents with 1,6 years of service or over appear
dissatisfied with the recoqnition they receive.
About 49* of respondents are dissatisfied with the level

of pay they receive. Those with 16 or more years of service
are quite strongly dissatisfied (6ae.), while those with tt
i-5 years of service are somewhat less dissatisfied (442). No
correlatj-on was drawn between recognition and the leve1 of pay
in the survey, although the general literature on job
satisfaction and motivation suggests t,hat many people perceive
their leve1 of pay as a form of recognition.
One of the highest 1evels of respondent satisfaction

overall occurs in the working rel-ationship with peers (2.LA) ,
and years of service does not seem to have a substantial
influence on the level of satisfaction expressed. OveralI,
9LZ of respondents are somewhat to very satisfied with their
working rel-ationships with peers. This figure varíes only
s1ight,ly over time with about 932 of respondenLs with o - 5
years of service expressing satisfaction to a l-ow of 90eo of
respondents with 16 or more years of service expressing
satisfaction.
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Approximately 572 of respondents are dissatisfied with
incentives to develop (2. j_3) in relation t.o years of service.
Approximately 77t of respondents with eleven years of service

or over are very dissatisfied with incentives to deve10p,
while an additional 6g? of respondents with over el_even years
of service are somewhat dissatisfied.
Approximately 59? of respond.ents are satisfied. with the
College leadership style (2.22) . The most dissatisfaction
with leadership style is expressed by those wíth over si_xteen

years of service (52e") and by those wit.h t_1 _ j_5 years of
service to a somewhat. lesser ext.ent (422). eualitat.ive and
anecdotal comments suggest the dissatisfaction expressed by
longer-serving employees is partly a reflection of historical_
experience with Co1lege leadership styIe.

About s7z of respondent.s feel somewhat to very
dissatisfied wit.h the perceived value placed upon them by the
college in relation to age. Approximately S-Iv, of respond.ent.s
ages 36 - 45 feel somewhat dissat.ísfied or very dissatisfied
with the value praced upon them by the colIege, about 61? of
respondent,s ages 46 - 55 feel somewhat to very dissatisfied,
and about 75< of respondents over 55 years feel- somewhat to

very di-ssatisfied. Evídently, the older the respondent,s,
perhaps coupled with increasing length of service, the more
likeIy they are to be somewhat or very dissatisfied with the
perceived value placed upon them by the coIlege.
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Questionnaire quaritatJ-ve responses and anecdotar commenLs
suggest that some of thís perception may have been fostered by
an org'anizational downsizing during which several employees
with lengthy service hrere released or redeployed.
Approximately s7z of respondents are also

to
very dissatísfied with incentives to develop (2.ir3) in
rel-ation to age. Approximately 59? of respondents ag.es 36
45 are somewhat to very dissatisfied with i_ncentives to
develop, about 61-z of respondents ages 46 - 55 are somewhat to
very dissatj-sfied, and nearry 72t of respondents ag.es 55 and
over are dissatisfied.
Evidently, respondents see fewer
i-ncentives to develop at the college as they age. This tends
to reflect in the subject. matt,er currency of faculty in their
somewhat

areas of expertise, in particular, which subsequently affects
the quality of programming. eualitative comments suggest the

lack of incentive to develop resul-ts primarily from the
limited promotional opportunities available and from the
failure of college management to dífferentiate leveIs of pay
for increased or advanced cred.entials.
This latter statement is substantiated by the correlation
of educational qualifications with the level of pay currently
received. overaIl, there j-s a 4g* dissatisfact,ion level_ with
pay currently receíved. Two educationar leveIs measured
exceed that dissatisfaction level_ considerably: those with
trade, occupational, or journeyman certification express a 63a
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dissatisfaction with current pay levers; about, 61,2 of
respondents with advanced acad.emic credent.ials express
díssat j-sf action with current pay revels.
rn the l-atter
circumstance, qualitative comments suggest that because there
is no salary differentiation between a Bachel-or,s degree and
advanced credentials, there is ritt.le íncentive, other than
personal incentive, to acquire advanced. credentiars. rn the
former circumstance, primarily anecdotal- comments suggest the
dissatisfaction arises from the perceived inability of persons
with trade, occupational, or journeyman qualifications to
receive the remuneration at the college they bel_ieve they
would receive for practlcing their trade ín industry.
The
two educational levels expressing the most dissatisfaction
with college leadership style (2 .22) are the trad.e,
occupational, and journeyman level and those with advanced
credenti-ars. Almost 54* of the former category are somewhat
to very dissatisfied wíth college leadership styIe, while
about 462 of the l-atter category are dissatisfied. overall,
about 402 of respondents are somewhat to very dissatisfied
with leadership style.
fn summary, while the data correlations do not confirm
absolute quantitative relationships of variables to each
other, there is some evidence to suggest that there are
relationships between and among many of the variabres that
need to be val-idated through furt.her research, investigation,
and more comprehensive statj-stical analysis of correlations
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between variables.

The survey was originally designed,
executed and analysed to facil-itate corlege decision-making,
not to support an academic study. The l_imit.ations this might
potentially impose upon t.he dissert.ation is recognized.
Accordingly, only data on these generic areas about job
satisfact,ion, the corlege, and its environment were
incorporated into the analyses. using this approach was the
cost to be paid to gather some val_uable empirical data. The
data processj-ng cost and time required would. have been beyond
the author's resources otherwise.
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CHAPTER

VI

suMùfÀRY' coNcLusroNs .ã¡ID REcoMMEt[DAEroNs

Introduction
Although public sector organi-zations arguably tend to
experience structural, regulatory, managerial, and financi_al

constraints or requirements that díffer somewhat from private
sector organizations, people are the resource that is common
to all organizations. Therefore, because of the human
interaction
involved, organizational change in any
organization is a complex'ropen systems'process which
involves considerat.ion of and acti-on associated with numerous
interdependent variables such as organj_zational culture and
climate, leader and manager behaviours, and. processes such as

strategic planning,

among

others.

Summarw

The efficient and effecti-ve utilization
of human
resources is the responsibility of l_eaders and. managers in
those organizations t.hat function well (Drucker, Iggg; Conner,
1993) .
Therefore, manifestly inappropriate or ineffective
behaviours and processes i-n organizati_ons are essentially
symptoms which may have resulted. from inappropriate or
ineffective leadership and managerial decisions or actions
(Bennis 1-989a; 1989b; Sayles, 1993) . However, addressing only
the symptoms tends to result in short-term solutions that are

inconsist.ent with

the

strategic

development of

an
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organization.

strategic development is a leadership and
management responsibility at arr levers of the organization.
consequently, where lead.ershi-p ability and manag-ement
skill are manifestly deficient or are perceived to be
defícient in an organization, one is more Iikely to identify

the organization as ineffective. The rel_ationship of
organizatíonal ineffectiveness or perceived ineffectiveness to
dissatisfaction may be directly proportionar,. however, further
study woul-d be required to establish the validity of t.hat
relationship.
Although some studies concl-ude that raisi_ng the l-evel of
satisfactíon of employees in an organizati_on does not
necessarily result in i-ncreased productivity, they do conclude

that significant 1eve1s of employee dissatisfaction in an
organization can result in d.ecreased productivity (House,
1'977; Herzberg, L967) . Therefore, it seems J-mperative that
leaders and manag'ers in organizations endeavour to address
sources of dissatisfactj-on to help offset potential declines
in organizational productivity (Locke, J_9g3; Diener, j_9g5) .
An analysis of global competitiveness is not within the
scope of this study; however, it is cl-ear that canadars l_evel
of productivity compared with most other índustriatized

countries has decrined (porter , l99o; lg91_; Economic councilof canada, l9g9) . This decline is manifested in mícrocosm in
many of canada's larger private and public sector
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organizations which have tended to downsize consid.erably in
the face of increasing globar competitiveness and,/or the need.
to rational-ize expenditures to offset an increasing debt..
Although downsizing may have more or less harmful- effects
on organizational- effectíveness, particularly in org.anizations

where the number of employees has exceeded the need, the
downsizing trend seems to contradict a significant direction
in contemporary management literature which clearly advocates

a more rationar and effective use of an organizationrs human
resources (Benimadhu, 1999; B1ock, tgg]-) . On the one hand,
theorists, authors, experts, and. some practitioners
suggest that effective use of the knowledge, skills, abilities
and varied experj-ences of organization members moves toward a
solution t,o the problem of global uncompetítiveness and
decli-ning productivity. on the other hand, some manag,ers seem
to choose a more expedient and short-term path, in many cases,
by downsizing their organizations. This tends to destroy, or
at least to damage, ârr organlzation's infrastructure,
contradicts the essence of strategic planning for the longer
term, and increases potential individual reriance on social
management

support programs such as unemployment insurance.

organizations must be prepared to change over time to
adapt to both internal and external forces and pressures that
demand change (Kanter, 1993). This change can be either
unplanned or planned and there is support for both approaches.

Literature about change argues that t.he forces for change are
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numerous, varied, and unpredictable.

Therefore, it may be
difficult to attempt more than short_term planning (Mintzberg,
1"994) - Proponents of planned. chang.e, however, argue
that it
is possible to plan for change at organizationar r-eve1s
provided contingencies are included (Goodstein, pfieffer and
Nolan, 1gg5; Melcher and Kerzner, lggB). This approach
assumes that the object of planned change is to accomplish
organízaL.ional equilibrium, and to recognize that. to control
the direction of oners organization it. is necessary to
anticipate, rather than to react, âs non-planners, almost by
definition, tend to d.o.
rropen systems, Lheories recognize

that most interacting
forces in organizations are not simple cause-effect
rel-ationshÍps (Kuhn, L97o; Baker , 1973; Bertalanf fy, L96g;
Mil1er, L9'12) .
Therefore, the object of planning for
proponents of these theories is to develop and to maintain
organizational equilibrium in the face of numerous forces for
change, or expressed another way, to arign the activities and
resources of the organizaLi-on to fit the anticipated
requirements of the future environment. proponents of
rational planning also tend to support the utilization of an
organization's human resource capabilities to accomplish this
equilibrium.
This paradigm assumes that individ.uals and
organizations ultimately can control_ their responses to, or at

least influence, most of their extenuating círcumst.ances
rather than being control_led by them.
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private sector organizations have moved
to a more "organic't paradigm which utilizes multi-directional
communication, participative decision-making, adaptation, low
formalization and decentral_ization (Ivancevich and Donnelly,
Many contemporary

L975; Kanter and Buck, 1985; Naisbett, 1985; Toffler, 1985).
This paradigm seems to permit a more effective integration of

organizatj-onal processes such as communícation, decisionmaking, performance eval-uation, organizational_ socialization,
and career development. These processes are part of the
organization's culture and crimate. culture and crimate, in
turn, both influence and are influenced by the behaviour of
the organization's leaders and managers.

Both organizatj-onal cur-ture and cl_imate are created by
leaders and managers who have at least some control_ anð,/or
influence over the evolution of the organization (Deal, L9B2¡
Davis, 1-984; sathe, l-995, schein, j-995) . conseguently, if an
organizationrs culture and cl-imate are inef f ect j-ve or
excessively bureaucratic, it ís generally within the purview
of an organization's l-eaders and. managers to effect the
necessary changes to improve them (Guest, Hersey and.
Blanchard, L977; schein, j-995). Further, although it is
generally perceived that public sector leaders and managers
frequent.ly encounter more and varied constraints and
l-imitations in this organlzational change process than private
sector managers, some studies suggest constraints to change
are often matters of mind set and perception (Barker , 1,9g9;
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Barzelay, 1-992; Zussman and ,fabes,

j_9g9)

.

experts such as Bass (]-g}2) , Bennis (19g9),
Burns (L978), and Tíchy and Devanna (19g6) suggest that
organj-zations require transformational leadership--at all
Management

levels of the organization--to overcome the mind. set and.
perceptual constraints reactive organizations t,end to impose
upon themselves. Transformational leaders tend. to accomplish
the transformation of organizations by encouraging the
development of organizational- member management skil_rs. The
most effective organizational processes utilized by such
leaders seem to be communication and education, participation
and involvement, and facilitation and support (Kotter and
Schl-esing€r, L979; Tichy and Devanna, l_9g6)
.

rneffective organj-zations are not transformed into
effective organizations by accident, nor are they transformed.
overníght. Transformation is a rong-term process which
requires strategic planning that has been designed to
accommodate continual change and to overcome constraínts
(Goodstein, Pfieffer and. Nolan, 1-9g5; Melcher and. Kerzner,
l-988,' Kouzes and Posner, L987). Further, the transformation
process cannot occur simply by leadership or managerial decree

in isolation from the organizationrs members. The judicious
utílization of the organization's human resources are critical
to the achievement of any planned transformation process or
organizational change (Kanter, j-993; Benimadhu, 1989; Morgan,
1990) . Therefore, any organization which desires to achieve
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stability and equiribrium in the face of continuar change
must delj-berately integrate its human resource planning with
its organizational strategic planning.
From a macroviewpoint, this integration process is an essential component.
of Lhe st.rat.egic management process (Devanna, Fombrum and
Tichy, L984; Iiüalker , L992) .
some

The case study organizati-on has been a post-secondary,

vocationally-oríented,

bureaucratically-operated, public
secLor educational ínstit.utíon virtually since its creat.ion
over f j-ve decades ago (young and Machinski, Ag64; G1enn,
1-985) . Despite being red.esignated as a community college from
a technical--vocational institute in Lg6g, the corlege as of
L993 seems not to have been fu11y abl_e to transform itself
into the flexible,
adaptable, responsive community
organízation that the concept of community colleges implies
and that it must become to accommodate the need.s of the
twenty-first century (Dennison, lggs; Task Force Report on
HRD,

1_993

)

.

several changes at the cEo l-evel_ over the past decade
seem to have contributed to some degree of uncertainty at a1l
levels of the organization, although the current cEo seems to
have made some progress j-n the change process. A new total
quality management operating philosophy encompassed in a ner^r

mission statement t,hat has been integrated with a strong
emphasis on organizationar diversity and support. for
sustainable development matters may have given the
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organization a focus it has lacked., particularry during Lhe
past. decade (Task Force Report on HRD, 1,gg3) . The need for
the organization to transform itself from a predominantly
bureaucratic to an entrepreneurial college as it moves from
t.he public sector to an arms' length organization under board
grovernance lApril, L993l has accentuated the need for a focus
for the future.
The methodology utilized to gather data on and to
document the organizational change process with the study
group includes a combination of several_ accepted analytical
and empirical- methods íncluding: a case study approach (yin,
1984) , a theory-based l-iterature review, a comprehensive
survey of study group empl0yees which solicited both
quantj-tative and quali-tative data, focus groups, formal and
informal interviews with selected. indivíduals, and anecdotalcomments from employees (Best and Kahn, j-9g9).

Conclusíons
Based on data obtai-ned from and about the study group,

one cannot concl-ude that the general hypothesis of the study
is fully supported. The stated hypothesis for this study was

that"...t.he overall data wirl indicate moderate-to-high
employee dissatisfaction correlated with several variabl_es
including many of the college's existing processes,
organj-zational climate and leadership and management
behaviour'r. The data analysis reveal-s both quantítative and
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qualitatj-ve results suggesting some employee dissatisfaction
with many of the organizational variables which fal1 under the
responsibility and auspices of leaders and manag.ers in the
organízation. However, there is insufficient comprehensive
quantitative analysis utilized in the study to permit
unequivocal conclusions about the relationship between
employee dissatisfaction, and leader/manager behaviours, in
particular.
The levels of dissatisfaction revealed in the
survey were not as high as anticipated in several areas.
socialization into the culture of an organizatíon tends
to shape employee perceptions and expectations about
management behaviours and the appropriateness of existing
decision-making processes. Successful socialization may cause
employees to be more accepting about. college operations; they
may also see established patterns of behaviour as a condition
of employment in pubtic inst.itutions such as the colrege.
Further, some of the employee dissatisfaction expressed.
appears to be concentrated in certain emplolrment categories or
divísions of the College.
Although organization members generally seem to be
reasonably content with the intergroup processes and work
giroups with which they are immediately involved, and are at
least moderatery satisfied with their relationships with
immediate supervisors, there seems to be some level_ of
dissatísfaction with the organization's climate and with
manag'erial behaviour generically.
Employees seem to
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differentiate between the guality of supervision they receive
from immediate superiors and management provided by the
organization as a whole. Further, the turnover of leaders
within the college, combined with periodic restructurings, ffiây
have complicated the interpretation of the data on leadership
style.
survey respoRses sugg'est there is a gap in several areas

between what the organízation members perceive the
organization to be and what they perceive it should be. There
is some statj-stical evidence to show that the organizational
climate at the college is poor as it relates to specific
survey items, and that many employees f ind the overal_l_
management style and practices unsatisfactory.
vühile the
statistical
evidence does not suggest that removing the
sources of dissat.isfaction will result in increased
satisfaction
for employees, it
does suggest that.
organizationar climate can be improved by adopting a
managerial style that permit,s more participation by employees
and recognition of them. An improved organizational climate
and a more participative managerial sty1e, therefore, wourd
permit several- of the slrmptoms of dissatisf action to be
addressed.

Many decisions which directly

affect the lives and
working relationships of college employees are perceived by
the employees to be made without benefit of consultation with
those directly affected or with those who have specific
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related knowledge or expertise. Further, anecdotal evidence
suggests that information about managiement decisions which
affect the daily work lives of employees has not been werlcommunicated, and that despite a new operating philosophy,
mission st.atement, and strategic objectives, t.here appears to
be no specific strategic plan for the organization.
The overall study, viewed from an "open systems" theory
perspective, demonstrates some interconnectedness between the

relative dissatisfaction expressed by the college employees
and the practices of many the col-l-ege's l-eaders and managiers.
These practices fall within the purview and under the auspices
of persons who are individually and collectivery the main
source of the organizationrs decision-making. Therefore,
successful planned org'anizational change resul-t.s f rom the
leadership direction
and management practices in
organízations. conversely, unplanned and unsuccessfulorganj-zational- change may result from the lack of leadership
direct,ion and ineffective management practices.
Recommendations

for Further Study

A subsequent study with more comprehensive quantitative
analysis needs to be conducted to confirm the validity of
these findings. A l-imitation of this analysis is that no
previous comparable study has been done in a simil-ar
organízation against. which results can be evaluated.
Therefore, despite the theory reviewed ín the l-iterature
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chapter in support of the hypothesis, the overall validity of

the studyts conclusions has not been proven. Further,
although part of the overall_ intent of the study was to
develop some conclusions about public sector management and
operations generally, the public sector community college
environment may be sufficiently different from many other
public sector organizations that comparability woul-d be
limited. Therefore, additional- research and anaryses wour-d be
necessary to demonstrate that the public sector community
college is sufficiently similar to other public sector
organLzations, based on a matrix of characteristics, to
determine that they are comparable.
An additional area of potential research interest that
has evol-ved from this study are t,he apparent differences in
perception about sat.isfaction-related issues between males and.
females at the Co11ege. Finally, (a) modifications to some
response categories; (b) modifications to several_ of the
survey questions to make them clearer; and (c) the incl_usion

of relevant definitions should be considered for any follow-up
survey.

Further Develonments
There have been numerous developments since Red River
Community College converted to board governance on April 7-,
L993, many of them positive. The Community College system in
Canada j-s maturing quickly, partly because it is the nature of
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community colleges to be responsive to community needs, and
partly because they have no choi-ce but. to change if they are

to survj_ve amid increasing. 91obal compet j_tion, soc j-etal
transformation, and fiscal restraint.
Red River community
college is no excepti-on to this evoluti-on toward maturation.
RRcc programs combine t.eaching

excerlence, the practical
applicati-on of theory and knowledge, and a focus on leading
edge trends to provide its students wit.h an education for the
real world and real jobs. since L9g3, RRcc has become a

of colr-ege canada, a consortium to promote the
strategic value of the canadian community college system, has
played a pivotal role in the development of the National_
council- of Deans of Technology, and has participated in a
number of development projects i-n partnership with other
institutions such as the national curriculum for Electronics
Technicians, common core programming for heart.h care
professionals, and the d.evelopment of the canadian Forces
foundi-ng member

community college net,work. Faculty members continue t.o play
a lead role ín the development and d.elivery of prior Learning

Assessment, which acknowledges and accredits prior learning
that may have taken place other than through formal academi-c
environment.s.

Additionally,

the college leadership has introduced
numerous new innovati-ve prog'rams and servíces over the past
few years, including the worl-drs fírst Magnetic Resonance
rmaging (MRr) advanced díploma program in partnership with the
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National Research councir's rnstitute of Bíodiagmostics, a new
Business and rnformation Technology centre, and cred.it
t,ransfer guides for Manitoba community corleges. several more
partnerships have been created with the business communi_t.y
includÍng the winnipeg Free press, chrysler canad.a, xerox, the
canadian steel Trade and Employment council, the canad.ian
Aviation Maintenance council-, and standard Aero. Further, a

of the Economic fnnovation and Technology Council's
Advanced Manufacturing Traj-ning rnstitute was moved to RRcc
during 1,995/96.
component

not arl- developments have been positive. By the
end of 1'998/99 the Federal government will have eliminated. al-l
support for the dj-rect purchase of individual training seats.
The effect of decreased transfer payments between the federal_
and provincial government wilr have a significant impact;
therefore, student tuiti-on fees are expected to increase
subst.antially over the next five years. By t.he end of j_ggg/99
the federal support, for apprenticeship prog.rams is also
expected to be eliminated. This means either a ne\^r or
modified system of apprenticeshj_p training,must be created, or
employers wil-l be required. t.o obtain the skilled persons they
require from other sources.
However,

Fiscal- restraint wirl help foster, among other things:
linkages and arti-culation arrangements with universities,

other colleges and high school-s to allow for more fuIIy
developed career ladders; real world experiences through co-
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operative education and work placements; strong connections
with college preparatory programs; expansion of the range of
post-diploma programs; inclusion of emerging technologies in
the educational process, where possible and affordable;
expansion in community and work-based trainirg;

customer and

custom designed training; training product development;
applied research,' and marketing of products 1ocaIly,
nationally, and internationally.
college programs wilr be
required to take an entrepreneurial approach in creating
partnerships with business and industry.

The future demands leaders, strategj-c thinkers, and
decision-makers who are able to perform in a fast-paced. and
action-oriented environment. The measure of a successful
community college i-n the future wil_1 be how well it serves its
students and its community, as it has always been. However,
because the community college role is continually evolving and.
changÍng, the need to be more responsive to its broader
community seems to be growing exponentially. This growth
represents a tremendous challenge for organizational change as
universities, colleges and other inst.itutes move into the new
millenium.
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ENDNOTES
1_

There is no intention to suggest that all public sector
institutions are bureaucratic, nor ã-ren that only
þub1ic sector
institutions are bureaucratj-c. There are many -piivate
sector
otganizations that operate just as bureaucraticaity-as some public
sector organizations. However, one of the three dièciplinaryt areas
in this interdi scípli.nary dissertation is public ad.riinistiation.
and Red River Community College was a puUlic sector institution
prior to April 1-, 1993. Therefore, it is obligatory that
discussion of the college situation incorporate allusiðns to
bureaucracy in the dissertation. This does not imply eíther a
conscious or subconscious view that only public sector- iñstitutions
are bureaucratic.
2

Total eualíty Manag.ement (TeM) is important to the evolving
organization at RRCC. It represents a philosophy about which
much
has been written recently. However, rel¿ is ve-ry-much a product of
statistical process control and its focus ñas been prímarily
j-ndustrial engineering. Accordingly, there are limitatio-ns to it;
usefulness in public sector organizãtions (See James Swiss, (L992)
Adapting Total Quality Management (TeM) to Government. public.
Administratíon Review, 52 (4\, 356 -62.). TeM stresses proaucts
rather than services, inputs and process rather than rerrrit=, and.
an organizational culture with a single-minded preoccupation
quality. The TQM philosophy had only 6een introdüced at nncc inwith
the
falI of L99L. By a993, a Quality cõuncil had. been formed and some
general education of co,l1ege employees had occurred.. However, few,
if ãflY, TQM projects of substance had been introduced. which could.
be paraded as successes. Ih" TeM gurus (Edward Deming, .foseph
,Juran, Philip Crosby, etc. ) suggest that it usually taÈes 5 _ 7
years before tl" TeM philosophy makes any major impact
on an
organization and sometimes longer
3

The assumption about organízations operati_ng in an open
systems environment is illuminated by the definitj-ons provided ãnd
the sources indicated. Both the cotlege and other bùreaucracies
interact with their environments, there is a strong interdependence
of variables, and aIl- are affected. by what g-oes on around them. L.
Douglas Kiel, (1989). Nonequilibrium Theoiy and Its Implications
for Pub1ic Administration. Public Administralion Review, 49-, 544. sL
suggests that public administration may be seen as a mosaic of

organizations at varying stages in Cfreir evolution and that
nonequilibrium [open systems] theory may afford students of public
administration a scientific framework for understanding genüinel-y
discontinuous change processes in complex systems.
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4

There is no intent.ion to suggest t.hat aIl_ humans are the
just need to be properly mánipulated. However, it i_s the
intentíon to suggest that, -orgånization structural
and process
influences aside, humans are suf-ficiently simil-ar in behaviour
it is reasonable to expect comparable bèhaviour r"g"ialess of that
the
!yp". of organization in which Lhey are employed. Ín other words,
same and

it is unrealist j-c to expect rad-icalIy dif f erent behaviours of
individuals just because they are emfrloyed in ; þubIic sector
organization rat.her t.han a privat.e secËor organizatitn.
5

The theoretical_ framework (open systems/nonequí1ibríum
theory) is elaborated here.to provide a macro
ori the many
factors influencing organizational change atoverview
RRCC. Considerable
change activity had occurred up to aprll , L993. However, after
April, L993 the college was tg rce goïerned
differently
requj-red to function under a differeñt set of rules. The and was
="rãtiiy
of .t-his change, and the extent to which the college was required
shift_ 1t¡ Paradigm, could be perceived as the "bifurcatiot p"i"i;tå
to which prigogine and stengers ref er.
At
minimum', irru
conversion to _ board governance affected the a organization's
equilibrium and required substantial adjustments to enable the
organization to cope.
6

It is less difficult to change an organization's cul-ture if
it is something the organization lias, ratñer
than something the
organization is. rf organizations are cul-ture,
then the
transformatíon involved is comparable to the transfoimation
of an
indivídu]l'" psyche. The transfõrmation is not impossible in either
an organízational or individual sense, but it u-suaIly requires a
traumatic or catastrophic event to enabl-e the p.o"erä. Time is a
significant factor in the process. The transformation of a nationalculture might be measured in centuries. The transformation
of an
organization might be measured in years, ãt a minimum. The degree
to which the curture is entrencheã in the organizaiion,s t;y;h;
affects the time it will take to transform as
werl.
7

some of the community college values are shared vüith other
ínstitutions of higher learning. Ho-wever, whil-e
communitv ."riågãã
havg generally and historically provided preparatory and upgraaíng
trainj-ng through srlch programs - as Adulf Bãsic Edicatiori " taeel ]
English as a Second Language (ESL), aboriginal pre_occupationai
preparatory E_raining and pre-technologyfoi v/omen
specifically designed to accbmmodate raã{al,trairiing
ethniã,
gend.er
and
factors, universities typically concentrate on more academic"tlpes
of programs that are not desigñed for a specífic racj-a1, ethniä-or
gender audience. Universitieé are still perceived.
bt
many elements of. society, and perhapÃ by the as'elitisi
universitieå
themsel-ves. community c_o11eges, viewèd frõm a nãtional perspective,
endeavour to accommodate ar1 er-ements of the poåt-secondary
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community. Community college programs are driven by program
Advisory commi-ttees; universities- have no comparabie inf,ut.
universities . generally inhibit access by requiriäg high sciròor
graduation with a specific lever of acádemic prepãratlon (some
mature students aside); community colleges recognize that many
individuals did not even complete high schão1 and fhat some access
to entrance i_1to an occupation needs to be provided. Therefore,
community colleges offer venues for high school completion,
apprenticeshj-p, and pre -emplo)¡ment training f or inäustriai
occupations. Further, these values are the foundation upon which
most community colleges were established.
B

"Doing tlt" right thing" refers to the relative morals,
ethics e.nd principles invol-ved in organizational- decision-making.
Doing the right thing refers to such tnings as treating a 1ong-teim
employee with some dignity and respeèt in an olganízaãionat
downsizing situation rather than terminating the e-mployee and.
requiring his/her removal from the premises immediatefy fóffowing
the termínation. It may be necessary to downsize an organ¡zatioã
for financial reasons--that i_s doing things right,.
However, if it is done wit! some compassion, iespect and empathy
for the individuals af f ected, that is doing the i:_grr¿.
thing.
9

In recent years, RRCC has become increasingly responsive to
market forces, particularly as baseline grants frõm-the þrovincial
g:overnment have flattened, and training þurchases from the federal
government have decl-ined. The conversion to board governance in
4993 represented an expectation by the provincial- g'overnment that
RECC would begin to become more sel-f-sustaj-ning by generating. some
of j-ts own revenues. Additionally, the f ederal goireinment belan to
withdraw support for training by the reduction õt direct purãhases
of student placements in certificate level programs.
t_0

The Public Service 20OO j-nitiative has basically been
the current government, although the ideas contained
in it will- remain relevant to red.esigning the public service for
the future.
abandoned by

l_ l_

Revenues in 1-993 came from several sources: (a) Government
of canada direct purchases, apprentíceshj-p support and training
purchases from the College's Market Driven training Centre MDTC);
(b) sale of training to the private sector througñ the MDTC; (cj
tuition fees for day and continuing education progrãms; (d)revenues
from the bookstore, parking fees and shops; anã (ã) fees from other
agencies such as workers' compensation and vocati_onal
Rehabilitation Services. Tuition fee revenues in i-993 represented
approximately 5t of the total budget expenditure. Federal_
government direct purchases have been reduced to zero in 95/96.
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1,2

The sharing ratio for hospital insurance and Medicare varj-ed.
national average costs were used. to calculate the

somewhat because

federal contribution. with botñ of the health care piogrr*" there
conditions attached to the federal funds.. Illith þost-secondary
education the_ sharíng ratio was strictly 50/so, nut'-1rre
transfer
was not based on _a.n{ _legislation respècting national goals
or
conditíons in the field of higher educåtion. - see T.,J. courchene
(a977 ) "The New Fiscal Ariangements and the
Economics of
Federalismt'.
of Canadian Federation
Toronto: University of Toronto.
\^/ere

l-3

community col:leg9 revenues from
federal government
sources are focused in two areas: the
direct
purchases and
apprenticeship support. rn 1,992/93 federal goveinment
support
through direct purchases,_ includ.ing apprenticeship, was
g.4
mil-Iion. rn 1,99s/96, federar purchãses \^/ere approií*ateiy 2.¿
million, includ_ing .apprenticeshiþ. provincial ôi-"ntr have been
flatlined or effecrively reduced iince J,9g2/93. 1iãrinciát g;;f
insufficiencies were offset by employee reduced work week
legislation. Tltir represented apþroximatLly $1.2 mil_l_ion each
year over the fj-scal years 1993/94 and tgl+/gs.
The provincial
government grant represents about 61,2 of t.he currenl
Budget deficiencies are made up through additional- budget.
revenue
generation or program and staff reãuctions.
1,4

Gl-obal competition and the global marketplace are realities.
River community college has aiticul-ation ágr"e*"nts
such
institutes as the Shenyanõ Electric Power lnstitute an¿ with
Zhengzhou
Electric Power College in China, Kurume National tnstitutä of
Technology and Fukuhara Gakuen University Consort j-um in ,Japan, st.
Paul College in Quezon City, Philippines and Unico-Unilersidad
Autonoma de Guadalajara in Mexíco, am-ong others. RRcc has provided
wood frame construction training for the ,rapanese Construction
rndustry j-n the past year and has been requested to manage a 300
room hotel- in China. Fírst Robotics Industiy Scíence fnstitute in
Malaysia has offered scholar,ships for engineèring students
through
RRcc for a specified term. rnternational educatlon projects
major source of revenue for the Association of canaäiaã community
"r"-ã
Colleges (Accc), of which RRCC is a member. The Canadian councii
of Technicians and Technologists (ccrr), which sets national
training standards for technicãr diploma and certificate prog:rams,
and of which RRcc is a member, has tèchnologist transfer credit and
recognition agreements with both its American and eritilh
Red

count,erpart organizat,ions
15

.

The Operational Enhancement Objectives documents
1,992
95 included reference to utilizing TeM techniques toforimprove
ergonomi-cs, improving services to ãboriginal
communities, and incorporating appropríaterTqM concepts
"rä multicul-turaland methods
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into diploma-Ievel curricul-a. The draft College Business plan for
1'996 - 2000 also indicates that the ColIegé will continue to
improve _its processes on a strategic project Ëasis and provide for
the needs of the various institutionãt customer groups.
of
the lat,ter will be accomplished. by or delivered th?oucih theMost
Market
Driven Training Centre
L6

since ABril L, L993, the college has operated under a Board
of Governors which report,s through the Colldges' Secretariat
and
Deputy Minister to the Minister of Educationl The Minister still
retains the prerogative to approve new programs or to delete noneffecti_v_e programs and to apþoint an aåmiriistrator if s/he teeis
ís not being þoperly admÍnistered.. The Board of
!h" college
Governors
is primari ly a policy-maEing board. Day-to-day management
of the college is left to the colIegé senior mánagement.
T7

rnvestigation by the Collegets Task Force on Human Resource
Development reveal-ed that mõst comparable
post-secondary
educat ional institutions
strive to acñie-re an annual staf -f
development target expenditure of between 2-3>o of the
organi-zationts salary budget. The college's expenditure for staff
development ín 1-992/93 was_ approximateiy 0.4 per cent of salary
budget. This ltt" improved. to approximåtety åne per cent since
L992/93 - Staff development includes; courses, conferences, seminars
and workshops; educational l-eaves; memberships in relevant
assocíations,' and required certifications or re-certifications in
severa1 occupational areas. Staff development applications
approved on t.he basis of conformity with eltaUfisirèa criteria are
in
t.he Staff Development policy Manuaf.
18

The original scope of the dissertation hras determined by
to be too large and the hypotheses too d.etail-ed
or lengthy in an earlier draft. The hypothesl-s has been
rewritten,
not to accommodate the dissertation results, but to respond
to thå
recommendation to narrow the scope and. to make the hypothesis
clearer and more succinct.
Committee members

L9

This particular survey design was utilized because: (a) the
constructs were reasonable and appeared to measure what was
desired; (b) it had been util-ized su-ccessfully in previous
by I-.,ikert, which provided some assurance of validity; andstudies
(c) it
wa| compatible with the survey questionnaire deveioped for the
college study.
20

Utilizing a modified questionnaire, designed specifically
for the college environment does not invalidãte thè results-.
However, choosing a commercially-developed survey instrument woul_d
have reflected data designed for a privãte sector, non-educational-
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orgar.ization which may have invalidated. the results.
2L

The purpose for the Task Force on Human Resource Development
was rrto recommend directions, policy and procedures for Collegewide human resource development...,, Thè Task Force steeríng
Committee recognized that it was necessary to ascertain where thã
College \,vas, before it could determine wheie the Coll-ege should go.
Two sections of the employee questionnaire (Sections ã and 3) *ãr"
desi-gned as stand-alone sections to extract perceptions from
employees about job satisfaction and the Co1legã environment for
this purpose. The sections are sufficiently generic to provide
database information for the dissertation. rñese two sections are
considered to be most immediately relevant to the hypothesis.
22

,Jacques (L976; 1-989) suggests what organj-zations claim to
be, w-hat employees believe them to be, what Èrrey really are when
revealed by investigati-on, and what they need. to be, are all
different things.
The employee survey measures employee
perceptions and attitudes, rather than factual- knowledge ãnd
behaviours; however, for employees, perception is reality anã their
relationship with the organization is based upon their perceptions.
23

Survey ítems related to income, benefits and job security
formed the monetary issues cluster in Section 2 (items 2.6¡ 2.7-;
2.8 and 2.L7). Overall, 50? of respondents reported they were
"very" orrrsomewhat satisfied'r with the leve1 of pay they reCeived.
However, 442 of respondents with graduate degrees reported being
rrvery dissatisfiedt' with their 1evel of pay more frequently thaã
the group as a whole (22"6). There was not a signif icanL dif fèrence
between male and female levels of satisfaction or dissatisfaction
based on the survey data, perhaps because standard pay levels are
established for position classifications based on job rêquirements.
24

tropportunitiesrr to develop refer to such things as support
to: take (or teach) courses,' attend conf erences, seminars and.
workshops; participate ín educational leaves; return to i-ndustry;
or undertake projects to enhance professional development aña
potential for promotion. 'tlncentivesrr refer t.o recognltion for
employee personal and professional- development in whatever form it
might take (e.g. increased pay; promotion; support for conference
attendance; public acknowl-edgement, etc.) other than for purely
self-development or al-truistic reasons.
25

This issue of measuring level-s of job satisfaction or
dissatisfaction, and what they say about. the relative health of an
organization, is a dif f icult one.
,fob satisfaction , or
dissatisfaction,
reflects
a complex mixture of work
characteristics, the characteristics and experiences of the
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indivíduals invol-ved, the expectations and values of these
individuals, and their ability to obtain the rewards associated
with those values. Some aspects of satisfaction can be manipulated
by the employss, some by the employer, and some perhaps Ëhrough
such mechanisms as public policy. Other aspects may fe impossibie
to change. See Richard H. HalI, (j_996). Oimensíons ðf Work.
Beverry Hill-s:
sage Publications, pp. 92-99 and stanley e.
Seashore and Thomas D. Taber, rrilob Satisfaction Indicators and
Their correrates' ed. by Albert Biderman and Thomas F. Drury.
(1976) . Measurínq lvork Ouality for Social Reporting. Toronto:
Wíley & Sons, pp. 89-1,24 for id.entification of sãme possible
{"þl
indicators. Perhaps a key measure includes those satisfactionrelated or dissatisfaction-related elements which come under the
direct purview or are the responsibility of the organízation's
management. Presumalcly, many of these elements, particularly many
of those identified in the survey, are capable õr being ímþroveä
upon \ÁIithout t.he massive expenditure of resources. tmproiements in
areas that are .typically sources of dissatisfaction presumably
would also contribute
to improvement,s in organizational climate anã
rel-at,ionships. As an arbitrary figure, âfly organizatj-onal- element
with which at least half of the organizationts members are
rrsomewhatrr to rtvery dissatisf ied,' sÉould be a target f or
improvement.
26

Although individuals may not know whether supervisors have
received any or sufficient formal training required. to perform
satisfactorily in a supervísory capacity, the generally smal_l size
of the work units and length of incumbency of many of the
supervisors make it difficult to conceal- a l-ack of tralning for
1ong. ultimately, supervisors are judged by employees on the -basis
of performance. Presumably if supervisors are adequately trained,
and it reflects in their work, perceptíons of Lhe adequacy of
supervisory training would show a hígher level of favourãble
responses. The l-evel- of dissatisfaction expressed by college
employees about supervisory training and experience is generalÍy
comparable among all employment categories.
21

The survey quantitative data represents the primary source
of information about employee perceptions of job satlsfactj-on, the
co1Iege, and its environment. of the 3L7 survey responses,
qualitative or elaborating comments \^rere provided on a 1ow of 24
questionnaires on the question about fair treatment of employees at
the College (3.r9) to a high of 59 questionnaires on the question
of physícal working conditions (2.9).
Employee qualitative
responses were incorporated to endeavour to explain or to clarify
why responses may have been at the Ieve1 they were for some survey
quest,ions.
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APPENDII- A
DEFTNITTON OF TERIIS

The definitions utilized in this study are from three sources
primarily, or an amargarn, of them, unrãss otherwise indicated:
(1) schermerhorn, cattaneo and smith, (1988). Manacrement for
grgaucliv-itv ì Q, Northcraft and Neale, irsso¡ . ffi
Behaviour; and (3) Gibson, Ivancevich and Oonnffi

Abilitv (3) A trait, biological or rearned, that permits
a person to do something mental or physical.
Accountability. (webster's)
The condition of being
accountable, riable or responsiblei liabre to be called
to account to give satisfactory reasons for.
Adaptiveness (3) A criterion of effectiveness that refers
to the ability of the organization to respond to change that
is induced by-eiÈher intérnal or externar stinuti. An
equivalent term is flexibility.
(1) A special form of training that involves
èpnrelrticeFhip
formal assignrnent to serve as an understudy oi assistant to
a person already having the desired job skitts.
.êutoçraÇic (or.Directive) teadership (1) A teadership style
dispraying a high concern for the :tãsÉ ànd a row concärn for
people.
(1) The degres to which a job gives the individuar
substantial freedom. independence, ánd discretion in
scheduling the v¡ork and in deterrnining, the procedures to be
used in carrying it out.
Betr-ayiour (1) Anything a person does, such as talking,
walking, thinking, or daydreaming.
Autonornr¡

-solvingl (1) Planning that
begins with prans developed at lower management rãvers
without constraints,
nstraj.nts, that
that are then passed up the hierarchy
hiera
to top management
manaçfement levels,
j fnvolving lror
levels, lZ
workers in aII
Í21
phases of the change process, beginning with diagnosís.
Budcret (1) A plan that cornmits resources to projects or
programsi a formalized way of allocating resources to
specific activities.
Burçaucracy (1) An intentionalty rational and Iin theory]efficient form of organization founded on principles of -

logic, order, and legiti¡nate authority. (21 Form of
organization is which there are clearly defined lines of
authority and responsibility for members, and behavior
is tightly controÌIed by rules, policies, and job assignments.
Career planning (1) The process of systematicalty natching
career goals and individual capabilities with opportunitíes

for their fulfillnent.
Centralization (1) The concentration of authority for most
decisions at the top levels of an organization. (2) Resting
decision-rnaking power with one or a few individuals, based on
the competing needs of, êoordination and division of labour.
Chanse (Vüebsterts) To cause to become, differenti alter;
converÈ. Denotes a making or becoming distinctly different
and implies a radical transmutation of character or
replacement with something else. Transform irnplies a
change in form and now, usually, in nature of function.
Chanqe aqent (1) A person or group taking responsibility
for changing the existing pattern of behaviour of another
person or social system
Charismatic leadership (2t Process used by transforrnational
leaders to develop a common vision of what could be, discover
or create opportunities, and strengthen organizational
membersr control of their own destinies.
Closed systen (,1) A system that does not interact with its
environmenÈ. (21 Completely self-contained organization that
funct,ions apart from and is unaffected by what goes on
around it,
Contincrencv (1) An approach of modern management theory
that there is no one best way to manage, and that what is
best depends in any given circumsatnce on the nature of
the situation.
(1)
the process of identifying
alternat ve courses of action that can be used to modify an
original plan if.and when circumstances change with the
passage of t,ime.
Corporate Lorganizationall culture (1) The' predominant value
system for the organization as a whole. (2) The expectations
and pract,ices pf the organization, including shared
attifltude toward employees, Ieaders and heroes,
{ philoiophyt
rituals and ceremonies, and belief about the direction of the
organizat,ion

Culture (1) A shared set of beliefs, values, [rituals,
customsl and patterns of behaviour conmon to a group of

people.

DecçnÇrarization (1) The dispersion of authority to make
decisions, throughout alr revels of management by extensive
delegation. (3) ...entails pushing the decision-making
point to the lowest nanagerial tevel possible.

(1) The process that encompasses aII
activities ranging from the identification óf a probrem
through the actual choice of a preferred problem-sorving
Decision-rnaking

alternative.

Downsizing (2') Reducing the size of an organizationrs
work force.

Educatign (lrlebsterts) The process of training and
developing the knowledge, skit}, mind, character, etc.
especially by formal schooling; teachÍng; training.
EffectiveneFs (2't Àbility of an organization to accomplish
an inportanÈ goar, purpose or nission. (I{ebsterrs)...produce
a desired result.

Effiçiency (2) Amount of effort required to deliver a
or service; can be increaJed through
specialization and economies of scare. (I{ebster'ã¡ ...with
a minimum of effort, expense, or waste.
.smproyeeÌcenterecl reedership (2') A process used by leaders
thaÈ ernphasizes the individual workerts needs in mánaging
group performance; also' carled initiating consideration.
Environrnental scanning (2) A process of anticipation in which
the organization collects informaÈion from the Iinternar and
externall environment.
ExpecËancy (3) The perceived, rikelihood that a particurar
act will be followed by a particular outcome.
Forecast (1) An attempt to predict outcomes; a projection
into the future based on historical data conbineã iñ sone
scientific' manner.
Group 4ecision (1) A decision where aII group menbers
participat,e wittr the manager and finatllz agreà by consensus
on the course of action to be taken
Group dvnamics (1) Forces operating in a group that affect
promiseÇ øo9a

task performance and menbership staisfaction.
Group rrrocess (1) The means through which rnultiple and varied
resource inputs are combined and transformed into group
outputs

Honeostatis (Stasis) (1) A dynamic or moving state of
equilibriurn or balance in the relationship between a system

and

its environment.

resource. planning (1) A process of analyzing staffing
needs and identifying actions to fill those neéds óver time]

HumEn

resources (?l A view of workersr mentar capabilities
as key resources in organizationat efficiency and effectiveness; emphasizes worker participation for more informed
organizational planning and decision-making.

Human

rnfruence (3) A transaction in which a person or a group
act,s in such a way as to change the behalior of anotñer
person or group. rnfluence is the demonstrated use of pohrer.
diagrams (Halr) These diagrams show the direct
Tnfluence
influence of each concepÈ variable oñ other variabres based
on interviews and docurnentary evidence. Managers and experts
seem to accept quite readily an influence diágran made up of

pair-wise influence retatioñs (i.e. more of A leads to more
gf_P) unless it challenges some of their strongty held
beliefs. Analysts-have to beware of the dangei õr trapping
in the influence diagram the linear thinking] conventiäirar:
wisdom, forklore, and beliefs about how the interviewee
system works" A characteristic of these diagrams is that
nurtipre and and conplex chains of cause-effãct (sorne in
feedback loop configuration) usually begin to emerge.
rnforrnal leadership (1) !,Ihen a person wiÈhout formal
authority proves infruential in directing the behaviour of
other persons.
rnformal. strucËure (1) The undocumented and officiarry
unrecognized structure that coexists with the formal
structure of an organization

rnnovation (1) The process of taking a ne$r.idea [for that
organizationl and putting it, into practice as pärt
of the
organizationr s normal operating routlnes.
Job satisfaction (1) The degree to which an individual feels
positively or'negatively about various aspects of the job,
including assigned' tasks, work settiñg Iorganizaf,ionar
climate; leadership and, supervisory betraviour¡,
aád retationships with co-workers Iintragroup ãnd intergfoup rerations;
group processesJ. (3) An attitude that, workers have about
their jobs. It results from their perception of the jobs.
Lèadership (Fleishnan) An attempt at influencing the
activities of folrowers through the communicatioñ process
and toward the attainnent of some goal or goals.
Machine [mechanisticl bureaucracv (2) organizational structure
using highly specialized and routine tasks, formalized

procedures

for the transfornation process, a proliferation

of rules and communication channels, a functional departmentalization structurer...and an elaborate administråtive and
technical structure. (1) organizational structures that are
highry. bureaucratic in forn; they
employ centralized
authority, rules and procedures; a -clear-cut division of
rabouri narrovr. fpans of control, and formar irnpersonal
means of co-ordination
Management (1) A body of knowledge and fierd of academic
inquiry based on scientific principles and serving as an
important foundation for any manager. (2) Activities that
must be.performed. for organizations. . . including planning,
organizing, staffing, [motivating], and controiling.
Manaqement development (1) Training directed toward
irnproving a personrs knowledge and s}citts in the fundamentals
of management
Matrix organization (1) A forrn of organization that combines
functionar and divisionar forms of dèpartmentarization to
take best advantage of each.
gn-the-job training (1) Training that is accomplished in
the work setting and during performance of an aètual job.
open svstem (21 An organization whose activities are
inescapably influenced by it environment.
onen systems theory (2') A management theory proposed by
D. Kafz and R.L. Kahn, which focuses on the assumptions that
organizations are (1) sociar systems in which chairges in one
part are reflected by changes in other parts, and (Z) open
to influence fron the environment.
operation?r.plan (1) plans of linited scope Èhat address
those activities and resources required to irnplernent
strategic plans
organic struclure (1) organizationar structures that have
decentralized authority, few rules and procedures, more
ambiguous division of labour, wide spanè of control and
infor¡na1 and more personal means of óo-ordination. (2) A
flexible organÍzational structure that can respond
effiðiently
and effectively to new demands placed on it. o-rqanizaÇíon (1) A collection of people working together
in a division of labour to achieve a common purpose
Orcranizational atrophv (2) An organizationrs use of a
particular response to a situation long after the situation
has chançted.

organizational chanqe (1) change involving some nodification
in the goals, structure, tasks, people, and technology that

constitute the" essence, of an organization.
Orga?i?ational-.çlirnatq (3)
A set of properties
condit,ionsl of the work environment, perceiüed. directly Ior
or
indirectry.. by the .enployees, that is ãssuned to be a mãior
force in infruencíng employee behavior (e.g. coordinatíon
betr¿een work units; the sociar distance required by status
differences; the invorvement, of indÍviduars in däcision-

making)

Orqanizational declíne (2) Cutback in the size of the
organization I s work force, budget, resources, clients,
and so on; mature organizationrs inabitity to stay in
touch with changing markets, technologies, and client
preferences, leading to stagnation, bureaucracy and
passivity.
Perception (1). The process through which people receive,
organize, and interpret" informatión from ttre ãnvironment.
Planned çhange (1) change that occurs as a
efforts by a change agent.

resurt of specific

r(]rr-rrcar envLronmenE,
Poriticar
environment (r)
(1) rncructes
rncludes çfovernmental units
units at
at
regional, provinciat, national, and çtovernmental
international levels,
special-ínterest groups and other politicar entities, and
the legal-judicial framework of society.
Power (2) The ability to influence the attitudes or behavior
of others, usuarly through the contror of resources.
Procedures fruresJ (1) standing-use plans that precisery
describe what, actions- are to be taken 1n specific situatiäns.
L2) A formal policy or informal norm that defines the
boundaries of acceptable and expected behavior in the group.
Proçeçs (3)
rn systerns theory...the, technical and
adninistrative activíties thaÈ are biought to bear on inputs
them into outputs. The ãctivities that gi*r"
::.to totransform
life
the organization chart which refrects the fornai
pattern of the organization.
ProduçÈ,ivity (1) A summary measure of the quatity and
quantity of work performance with resource utitizãtion
considered.

Resnonsibility (1) The obrigation to perforn that resurts
from accepting assígned tasksi a conmitment...to carry out
assigned duties as agreed., (l,iebsterts) expected or obliged
to account (for something, to someone) i answerable or
accountable as being the cause, agent, or source of something.
Skill (1) The ability to translate knowledge into act,ion
that results in the desired performance.

)L

socialization (1) Tlt" process
systematically changing
the expectations, -behaviour and_of
attítuaes of a irew emftofee
in a manner considered desirable b1z the organizàtion.
(1) The number of subor<linates reporting
@
directly to a nT:ger.
strategiç qran?gesenù' (1) The managerial responsibility for
formulating*-irnp.:.enénÈing. and evalúating strätegies that
Iead to longer-term organizational success.
sÈrategic pranning (1) The process of determinÍng the rnajor
objectives of an organization and defining the straÉegies
that
wiL] govern the acquisition and utilization
ì"=-".íices
to
achieve those objectives.
"r
(1) The formal system of working retationships
Plrlr"!"|,"
t¡¡-aÈ
both divide and coordiñate the tasks õt the people
and groups to serve a common purpose.
sucçeFsion pranning (2\
pranning process to accommodate
thel turnoverr.retiremenL,[The
or promoti-oñ of personner [to
ensure continuity in the organizationl.
Tean building (1) A sequence of pranned activities to
gather and analyse data on the fuáctioning of a group and
imprernent constructive changes to incre"=á iù=
effectiveness.
"óãrã[i"g
Transactionar leadeEs (2) Leaders who mot,ivate followers by
exchanging revrards for services. (Burns, LgTg; Bass, 1985)
Transactionar leaders tend to guide or rnotivat,e
tnäir
followers in the direction of estabtisnea goars by crarirvi"é
role and task requirements.
Trançfornational leaders, (2) Leaders who arouse intense
feering, generate turburent one-to-one. relationstrips
forlowers, and [are] inspirational and concerned wittrwith
ideas
rather_than-processes. (Burns, rgTgi Bass, 19gs) Transformational readers are proactive and visionary. rhäy are
concerned about the devetopmental needs of-indiviauat
folrowers; they change forlower awareness of issues by
helpi¡v thern look at.old..problerns in new ways; and they can
exci;rte, arouse and inspire forlo!Íers to exãrt
effort
to achieve goals. They are sometimes referred toextra
as
charismatic
leaders.

unnlanned chancr? -(1) change Èhat occurs spontaneously or
at random and without a change agentrs diräction.
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ORGA!ÍIZATTON DEVEIJOPUENTAE STAGES

Stage
Functìon of Culturefisste
l. Bírth and Edtly Groatth
l. Ct¡ltr¡re is a distinctþe compeFounder domination, possible
tence and source of identity.
family domination
2. Cultt¡re is the "glue" that holds
Grouth

organization togethcr.

3. Organization strives towa¡d
more integration a¡rd clarity.

Successíon

Phase

4.

Heavy emphasis on socialization
as cvidencc of commitnenL

l.

Cr¡In¡re becomes battleground
between consewatives a¡¡d lib
erals.

. 2. Potential successors areþdged
on whether they will presenre or
change cr¡l nrral elements.
Change Mechanisms

1. Nah¡ral Evolution
2. Self-Guided Evolution Through Organizational Therapy
3. Managed Evolution Through Hybrids
4. Managed "Rer¡oluËon" hrough Outsiders

ll.

Organìzatìonal

l.

Míd,tífe
products/

1. Cultr¡¡al integration declines

Expansion of

ma¡kcts
integration
3. Geographical cxpansion

2.

2. Vertical

4'

AcErisitions'

mersers

3'

as

new subcultu¡cs are spawned.
Loss of kcy goals, values, and
assumptions cleates crisis of

identity.

ff'.iH[iäffi:ïi",î

vided.
Change Mechanisms

5. Pla¡rned Change and Organization Development
6. Technological Seduction
7. Change Through Scandal, Explosion of Myths
8. Incrementalism

lII. Organízatíonal Maturíty
1. Manuity or decline of ma¡kets
2. Increasing intemal stabilit"
and/or stagnation

1. Cultu¡e becomes

2. Cr¡In¡¡e presewcs tlrc glories of
the past, hcnce is valued as a
source of sdf-esteem, defe¡se.

3. Lack ofmotivation to change
Transformation

Optíon

a consbaint on

i¡novation.

t.

change is neccssary and
|jlt.
inanitable, but not all elements
of cultu¡e car¡ or must change..

2. Essential elements of cr¡Itr¡¡e
must be identifie{ presewcd3. Gultu¡e change ca¡r be managed
or simply allowed to er¡olve;
1. Cuttu¡e changes at fundas¡entat

Destntctíon Option
1. Bankruptcy and reorganiza- paradigm levels.

tion

2. Culture

changes through massive

2. Takeover and reorganization replacement of key people.

3. Merger a¡rd assimilãtion

s. c o.,"iÍål

:f:,yí::."*^'

10. Turnaround
11. Reorganizatior¡ Destrtrction, Rebirth

Source: Schein, E.H. (1985). Orqanizational Culture
Leadership. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
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STRATEGIC PIJÀITNING T{ODEIJ

The Applied Shategic ptanning Model

Contrngency
Planning

Source:

J. William Pfieffer, Leonard D. Goodstein and Timothy
M. Nofan. Shapinq Strateqic Pla
Bees r rnd
University Àssociates, Inc., 1989.
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BACKGROU¡fD

The Service to t.he public Task Force was one of Len crea:ed
as part of PubIic Service 2000, a program Iaunch.ed in
Decernber 1989 by the Prime MlnisLer Eo reviEalize the pubJ_ic

service.

This summary report presenÈs interim findings and
conclusions,' recommendations r+iIl be forthcoming this FalI
in the drafÈ report.
The objectives for Èhe service to the pubric Task Force

were:

To review existing riterat.ure and research mat,eriar
consulÈ with others in reration Eo the notion of
service to the public, in order to come up wit,h a
sa!l:factory definir,ion (s) of this conceþr in rhe

2.

and,

ì

public sector context;
To examine work done to daE,e in connection r+ith service
and satisfaction enhancement in the pubric and private
sectors, wit,h a view to leiarning from E.he past
experience of ot,her organizat.ioñs,.
To conduct research (secondary or primary dat,a
collecÈion) to establish some methods of measurement
and benchmarks concerning actuar and perceived, qualicy
of service to the public provided by federar government
insticutions. such benchmarks would provide á basis
for determining whet,her progiress was being made;
To examine pract,ices and at.titudes currenÈly prevarent
wich respect to cons-ultation with t,he public in the
development of policy and delivery of programs;
'

To ccnsult with a sample of representaE,ive groups of
employees, unions and ochers tc benefit fron their
views and recommendations; and
To develop reconrnend.ations with respecE to the service
to the public mandate (service, saEisfaction,

consult,at.ion, corrununication)

.

2

METEODOT.OGY

The Task Force embarked on a vigorous program of research
and analysis designed, within ttie Iimits õr avairable tir¡e
and resources, Èo provide insight into a num.ber'of issues

related to service to the pubLic and to yield
reconmendations for improvemenr. The taè¡< Force defined
"service to t,he public" hroadry t,o encompass bot,h the di:ect
delivery of service and consultation wich che pubric on t,he
ciesign and irnplementation of programs, on the þremise thac
such consurt,at,ion wirr enhance public satisfaclion wit.h
service quarilv. Driving t.he rãsearch program were
questions such as:
gvhat do we know at, present, about,

.

pubtic perceptions of
service quality?
'WhaÈ lessons
can be derived about rend.ering good
service by examining exampres set by organizations
doing an outsranding job of service-derivery (in both
the public and private sectors) ?
How can information technotogy be used. to improve
service qualit,y and satisfaction?
To what, extent do front line workers, middle managers
and senior public servanE,s feel service qualit.y is
valued? What are t,heir views about existing qual::y of
service provided t,o t.he public? What might, be done to

.

.
.

inrprove service

?

Field, !{ork Proqrans,
Four associaEed initiatives were implemented, to collect
informat,ion and ideas from public särvant.s in the field,
described below.

a)
'
b)

as

Focus Groups

Thirty focus groups comprising 300 front line workers
and middle mangers involved in the cielivery of service
to the public were held in L2 cities
Slmposia
Symposia were organized, and moderated by the Canadian
Centre for Management. Development (CCMD) on behalf of
the Service t,o the Public Task Force. Seven grouPs of
approximately 25 senior managers and depart,mental
cli.ent.s were conducted.

Worksb,ops

c)

The main focus of the workshop discussicns were on
issues reraEed to consultation rather-than service
deJ-ivery. participants inclucleci senior federal
nanag'ers, some business representaE,ives, and some ncn_
government organizations, academic and research

representatives experienced or interested in
co'nsultation practices or .issues. Eight workshops, of
approximately 2L participants each, *ére hetd. ir,'
addition, the public policy Forum sponsored
two
additionaL workshops: the Bryce-LamËert Forum
and, a
sessionwithindustryaSSociãtionexecutives
d)

Telephone Sunreys

To conpremenL the quaritative information
in
the focus groups, the Task Force cond.ucted,obtained
a
t"t"fnàn"
survey with a representaEive sample of public servants
specifically, a tot,ar of Ltz4g federar pubric
were. surveyed over the t,elephone. This- sample servants
consisted of 42s front, line staff, 4zz mi¿ãiã managers
and 401 senior managers.
FINDINGS

Ove:¡¡iew of Kev Messages

1)

The- findings and conclusions of the Task Force,
although stirL in draft form, suggest a change strategy
invorving a coordinated, campaign-õn a number of front,s.
lop Management co¡nnítment: shaping curture and values
.
We need t,o work towards a major and long-term
shift in culture and vaiues which proviães for a
reorientation (but not abandonmentj of our current
"control cult,ure".

.

.

we need to move from an inward and secretive mode
of operation. t.o an outward and open orientat,ion,
both internally and externally.
ManagernenE must institute significant changes to
the "com¡nand and control'r philosophy utilizing
more delegat.ion, trust, and 'tempowerment".
Management needs to create the expectation of, and
take responsibility for, developing an environment,
support,ive of innovation.

Senior managers need to accept that, demanding
"error-free'r managemenE is an impediment to good
service to the public.
need a sustained, durable, persistent,
Ieadership determined to provide ouE,standing
service to client.s and to create an internal
climate where people are the premium value.

We

'a commit¡nent to an
open and collaborative relaÈionship with the
public.
It is critical to our success that, management
seek, obtai.n and retain political support for
Management must demonstrate

t.hese changes.
2)

Consultation with Clients: Sbapíng Policy and Se:¡¡ice

to Client

Needs

Broadening of both the ethic and the process
consult,at,ion is required.

of.

Consultation must become an engrained, public
service-r¿ide value visibly undertaken, and openly
encouraged by managemenE.

PubIic servants must be trained t,o become skilled
in the consultative process.
Consultat,ion must be engaged in only if there is
genuÍne willingness to listen and to adapt, to
input. from ot,hers.

of the public want, to be reassured that^
the process is open and authentic; they feel they
have a right to comment, on how the process is run
as well as what should be discussed,' and t,hey see
no reason why they should be precluded from
organizing and launching discussions on matters of
public concern.
rnsufficient weight, is given at the centre of
government t,o the need for regional variat,ions in
policy.
Members

3)

Eow People

are

Managed

Improved management, of "our most imþortant resource,'

will require:

great,er
Simplified classification systems with'fact.ors.
given
public
value
to service to Lhe
Reducing leve1s in the management category as an
aid to organizational delayering.
Greater managerial responsibitity for staff
deployment and job assignment.s.

Simplified and quicker staffing (recruitment
select,ion)

and

.

Improved selection criteria (nrith service to the
public as an essential criLerion.
Simplified redress prc^.rd.ures with quicker

resolut ions

.

Involvement.

of operat,ional

managers

in collective

bargaining negot,iations Eo ensure service factors
are considered
rmproved rewards and recognit.ion for good service
and its inclusion in performance ratings.
fmproved t.raining and development programs with
service as Èhe focus.
4)

Organizing for ClienÈ Sen¡icE
.
Systems and procedures need to be t.ested against
the criteria of service relevance and be
relentlessly simplified by const.ant atÈention to

client-driven, in contrast to
requiremenLs

that organizational structures are
not so hierarchical that. decisions are made by
people out of touch with clients.
Management must. pay close attention to the service
transact,ion as the t,ime and place most likely to
shape client,s' perceptions of the organization.
Resources should be devoted to the development and
improvement of t.he "transaction environmenE"
(facilities, access, etc.).
lrle must ensure

.

syst.em-ciriven

The development of standard.s and Èraining
emphasize client-cenEred values .

must,

s)

Sen¡ice Support, Tecbnology
,,e need strong commir-nent from senior managemenc
.
ngE onry to the use of Ehe technorogy, but arso Ec
che restructuring of business practièes
.
Technology should be recognized as a single
component of an overarl corporate approaðh co
'
irnproved pubric service and a client-centred
service philosophy.
.
we need to change frcm merery using Eechnorogy co
do rhe same rhings fas.er, tó doiná differenÉ'
things, in different ways
.
More emphasis must be praced, on the provision of
service enabring Eechnorogy toors for front rini¡
siaff who work with the public.

6)

fnternal
.
.
.

External Monitoring
We need to monitor service to the public and,
pubric satisfaction, and recuce thä moniÈoring
of
compliance and confornity.
There is a need, to cLearly define and manage
client expectations.
client satisfaction caca shourd, be mace avairabre
Eo all scaff.
and,

we must

and use

establish field rever intelligence
t.his input, Eo iinprove serviceõ.

systens
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RRCC UISSTON STATEI,TENtr"

The mission of Red River Community College is
to provide high-quality educational and training
opportunities to assist with economic, cultural and
social development in Manitoba within the context of
global markeþlace.
To achieve this mission; Red River Community
College will work collaboratively with the appropri-

.

To expand the development of co-operative
education as a major mechanism for delivering
Red River Comrntrnity College programs and
creating stronger links with all sectors of the
community;

.

To respond to the training requirements of
employers with effectiveness and flexibility;

a

ate sectors of government, education, business,
industry, and community organizations to accomplish the following strategic objectives:

.

To enhance the quality of the leaming experiences by fostering a culture which makes us a

client-based customer-service organization;

.

To expand the programming support to part-

time learners through partnership arrángements both within Winnipeg and with the

.

.

.

To continue to take an active role in supporting the general economic, social, cultural and
environmental development of the community
and the province;

To explore initiatives in international education.

regional communities;

These strategic objectives will be actively pursued within a framework that values both learning
and teaching excellence; supports a high quality of

To enhance the infrastructure supporting

working life for all members of the college com-

access to programs and the retention of students with a particular emphasis on those with

munify; and encourages professional integrity, open
communication, a respect for diversity, participative
management, personal growth and innovative ideas.

Aboriginal backgrounds and those belonging
to ethnocultural minority groups;

APPENDIX
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RRCC STRAIEGIC PI,AN- OBi'ECIIIVES
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oe¿ecnve

1992.93 OPERATIONAL ENHANCEMENT

enhance the quality of the learning'
experiences by fosterlng a culture
which makes us a client-based

oBJECTIVES

cu sto m e r- se rví ce o r g a n izatí o n

.

To

.

ACCOMPUSHMENTS.

.

Total Quality Management C[QM) concepts have
been introduced into many aspects of the institutional operation over the past year. Approximately

one-quarter

.

en Training

.

formal articutation agreements have been signed
with both the L¡rd Selkirk School Division and the
River East School Division, and two further agree.

.

the articulated Nursing proposat with the University of Winnipeg has been completed and implementation is on hold pending a provincial review
of the need for additional baccalaureate-prepared
nurses;

.

.

the articutation proposal with the University of
Winnipeg in Child Care Servites is also complete,
has received all necessary institutional approvals,
and is awaiting appropriate funding;
discussions are in progress with the Universily of
Manitoba regarding articulation proposals in the
areas of Business Administration and Medical Laboratory Technology.

complete the review of all diploma-level curricula
by June 1993 for the purpose of incorporating
appropriate TQM concepE and methods; the fundamentals of economic sustainable development

and an uriderstanding and appreciation for cultural divenityì

ments are under discussion;

.

use a TQM approach to address the recommendations from the President's Task Force on Services

to Aboriginal and Multicultural Communities;

.

of the staff have been directly

involved in projects related to improving the processes associated with student registration and the
delivery of courses and programs in Ma¡ket Driv-

use TQM techniques to improve the ergonomics of
the classrooms, labs and office space;

.

complete articulation agreements with two additional high schools or divisions by |une 1993;
comptete articutation agreements by lune 1993 to
allow RRCC graduates in Business Administration
and Medical Laboratory Technology to proceed
towards a baccalaureate;
establish a Student Advocate Service jointly rvith
the RRCC Students' Association by October 1992.

:r

:8.

.

OBJECTTVE

the recommendations from the above task force
are being addressed using a TQM-based approach;

To expand the programming support to
paft-time learners through partnership
arrangements both within Winnipeg and
with the regíonal communÍties

.

many of the recommendations from the Student
Committee have now been approved for
implementation as resources become available.
Success

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1992-93

.

oBJECTTVES

a business plan for the expansion of Continuing
Education offeríngs has been completed as part of
the pre'govemance transition to Special Operating

'.

Status;

.

the pilot project to offer the first year oÍ the Business Administration program in Portage la prairie

.

was very successful with 15 of 23 students completing.

OPERr{,TIONAL ENHANCEMENT

continue to address the recommendations of the
President's Task Force on Services to Aboriginal
and Multicultural Communities using TQM techniques which utilize crossrollege tearns;
prepare a plan by tune 1993 to further address the
needs of the Deaf comrnunity;

.
'

1992.93 OPERATIONAL ENHANCEMENT

develop and implement college-wide strategies to
increase student retention.

oBJECTTVES

o

conduct a needs assessment on at least five Native
reserves and offer Continuing Education courses
for at least 200 additional Aboriginal students;

.

.D. OBJECTIVE
To expand development of co-operatìve
educatìon as a major mechanísm for
delíverîng RRCC programs dnd creating
stronger línks wÍth all sectors of the

implement and monitor the new three.year Special
Operating Status plan for Continuing Education to

expand the overall enrollment at the five regional

cenhesbyl0% bylune 1993;

.
.

communìty

.

expand the offerings in distance education to

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

.

achieve a 10% increase in enroltment by fune 1993;

continue to offer the fírst year of the Business
Administration program in Portage la prairie.

.

.1.

C;

OBJECTIVE

To enhance the infrastructure support¡ng
access to programs and the retentíon of
students with a particular emphasis on
those wìth Aboriginal backgrounds and
those belonging to ethnocultural minority
grouPs

a total of A3 Business Administr¿tion students successfully participated in their first co-operative
education work term in the spring oÍ l99Z;

RRCC has received a federal grant to assist with
implementation of a ceoperative education format
in the new Administrative Assistant program as of
September 1992;

.

the co-operative education delivery mode will be
inroduced into the Civil Engineering Technology,
and Chemical laboratory Technology programs as
of September 7992, and into the secór,á yeãr of the
enhanced Motor Vehicle Mechanic program as of
September 1993;

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

t

as a result

of the recommendations from

.
the

President's Task Force on Services to the Aboriginal and Multicultural Communities, RRCC is recommending the creation of a new division of
Aboriginal Education and Institutional Diversity
headed by a Dean of Aboriginal descent reporting
directly to the Presideirt The mandate of this new
area would be to assist in creating permanent institutional change by addressing the access and support requiremenE of Aboriginal and etlrrocultural
grouPs;

RRCC has been successful in its support of the
creation of a tri-college Co-operative Education
Coordinator position.

:,J/g;.gg

oPERAT oNAL ENHANCEM ENT

oBJECTTVES

.

implement the co-operative education mode into

four additional programs for September

.

1993;

work with the tri-college Co-operative Education
Coordinator to develop position papers in issues
related to funding and program rationalization.

þ

. Ez?anded p¡og¡ams for 7992-93:
- Business Administsation
- two-year diploma, add 35 studenb

OBJECTIVE:

To respond to the traíníng requírements
of employers with effectíveness and

-

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

.

.

a business plan fqr the expansion of Market Driven
Training courses and programs has been complet,
ed as part of the pregovemance transition to Spe,

-

cial Operating Sùatus;

-

Workforce 2000 training activities supported to
an additional section of 15 students will be added
to the College Preparation for Natives program as

part of the plan to increase Aboriginal student

. Program etthancementsfo¡ 7992-93:
- pilot project on using interactive videodisc technology;

-

Urban Native Integration and Adaptation Program

-

pilot proiect on

-

convert the Motor Vehicle Mechanic program to

an agreement with the Federal and Provincial governmenB will increase the number of training days
in advanced and specialty-oriented English as a
Second L:nguage training by 40%;
a partnership agreement was concluded with Toyota Canada to jointly support and use a state-of-

-

the-art on-site training facility for Motor Vehicle
Mechanic training.
1992.93

OPERATIONAL

EN

HANCEMENT

oBIECTMSì

.

Neat ytogratns lor 7992-93:

Two-year Diplome

- Administsative Assistant, 30 studgrtg
- Chemical Laboratory Technology, 30 students,
- Telecommunications Engineering Tecturology, 30
Parþtime Post-Diploma,

- Programmable Logic Controllers, 50 students.
- Geographical Information Systems,
Bio-Medical Engineering Technology,
20 students

tion program;

a two-year co-operative education delivery
model with co-op placements after completion
of year one;
update the two-year Advertising Art program to
include advanced computer graphics, electronic
pre-press technology, publication design and
image modification;
support the activities of Workforce 2000 to the
extent of $lfi),ofi).

industry to identify the Advertising Art pro-

-

gram as the maior trainer of professional graphic designers in Westem C-anada;
conclude an agreement with a nationally recognized partner to deliver Total Qualify Management training
develop an agreement with the Manitoba Aerospace Human Resource Coordinating Commit-

tee

30 students

Technolo5Sl Management, 30 students

modes to Civil Engineering Technolory;
a summer technology prepara-

. Partnenhíps:
- conclude an agreement with the graphic design

students,.,

-

l0-month certificate, add 35 students for a
|'r;talof ú5;
Library and Information Technology
- enhance/revise current Library Technician
progn¡m from a one- b two-year progñ¡m;
Developmental Senrices Worker
- admit an intake of 30 students each year.

add co-op and distance education delivery

(UNIAP) Microcomputer Applications program;

.

-

en¡ollment WE%in1992-93, and an additionat 15

Aboriginal students will be accepted into the

c

Business Accountancy

instead of in altemate years.

$15,fi)0;

.

for a total

of 420;

flexíbilíty

-

with respect to the training of technical

workers..in the aerospace indusEy;
conduct a feasibility study by March 1993 on a

joint program in Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Technology with the Institute of Biodiagnostics,
National Research Council.

!...

rF,¡ OBJECTIVE
To contínue

iÉù GENERAL

to take an act¡ve rote ín

support¡ng the generat economíc, socíal,
cultural and environmentat devetopmeni
of the community and the provinèä

ACCOMPL¡SHMENTS

. all

ACCOMPUSHMENTS

.

.

report prepared by the President,s Task Force on
Sustainable Development and an implementation

.

have reported and promoted a number of initiatives related to creating an increased culture of

diversity.

oBIECTTVES

.

o continue to provide microcomputer system train-

use a TQM-based approactr to address the

recom,
mendations from the president,s Task Force on
Sustainable Developmen g

.

co-sponsor a major event retated ùo improving the
culture of diversity within the irutitution¡

.

ing for management staffrr

.

:rG. OBJECTTVE
To explore initíatíves

educdtion

in ínternationat

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

.

have concluded a second threyear staff e<change
and technical assistance partnership with the.

Shenyang Electrical power Institute in the people,s

Republicof China;

o

.

have participated in a managemmt haining devel-

arranged a partsrership with Manitoba Hydro to
conduct hydro stàtion training for the Khyzestan"
Water and Power Authorityin lran.

I992.gg OPERATIONAL ENHá,NCEMENT
oBJECTIVES

.

conclude a further agreement with one other international partner.

complete the manual of policies and proceduies
for board govemance;
complete the development and imptementation of
the corporate communications, promotion and
marketing strategies for board govemance;
continue to develop the college strategf, in accor_
dance with the Departmental Affirmative Action
Plan, to increase the number of staff who are of
Aboriginal and cultural minority descent, to identify positions which can be argeted for the physically handicapped and to encourage more fämale
representation within r¡anagement, with interi m
reports produced in June and December of each

yeati

opment project in Czechoslovakia;

.

the Human Resource Development Task Force has
concluded data collection activities for the prepa_
ration of a final report in the fall ol 1992.

uIÏ1¿.Ì3OPERá,TIONAL ENHANCEMENT
oBJECTTVES

1992.93 OPERATONAL ENHANCEMENT

.

the work plans have been established regarding
the updating of the financial, student and

"ã-ir,¡rEative computer-based information systems;

plan has been drafted;

¡

management staff have received micro_

computer training in Wordperfect and electron¡c
mail;

develop systems for the formative evaluation of all
staff based on a combination of input from management, peers, students, self and appropriate
external sources for implementation by September
1993;

.
.
.

establish a coltege Wellness Com¡nittee to increase
staff awareness regarding a healthy lifestyle;
assist the RRCC Alumni Association in the promo-

tion of various alumni development activities;
use TQM techniques to address the recommendations from the Human Resource Development Task Force.
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RED RTYER COIVÍIVITIT\¡ITY COLLEGE
RE\¿ENIIE

B

IIDGET

Lggz

GOVERNHEMT

OF

-

S

T.INIIVTARY

1993

CÀ}¡ÀDÀ TR.è,TNTNG PROGRÀH

Direct Purchases

gr426r8OO.

Indirect - M.D.T.C.

1r196r600.

I'ÍÀRKET DRIVEN TRÀTNING CENTRE

S

1, o43r 2oo.

TUTTTON FEES

Regular Day pees

2r623r400.

Extension Division Fees
BOOKSTORE

$ zr2Torzoo.

(Cash Receipts)

1r594r300.

¡{TSCELLÀNEOT]S

student parking

Fees

s

22tr 100.

Shops Revenue

s

34,4OO.

Other Fees

$

99r500.

TOTÀT REVE}TUES

S

35S,OOO.

$ !7 ,600,

ooo

-

RBD RI\¿ER COMIVITTNTIY COLLEGE
E)(PENDTTURE BTJDGET SUMMARY
1992 _ 1993

STA¡'FING 6I'}I¡ÍÀRY

sÎÀ,¡'F

yEÀRS

DOLLÀRS

Regrrlar

581. 02

9 zs,27sr3oo.

TeDporary

LLL.12

9

Coatrast
SUBTOTAL

4r684rzao.

30.33

$ 1,119,900.

723.25

S 31r109r9oo.

Staff Development galaries

30r 000.

Turnover ÀIlorrance

Salary Adjustnent,s

(155r 000.

I

2eg,goo.

TO!ÀI. SÀI,ARIES

$ gr r254r7OO.

OPERå,TING BUDGE!

s 8r293r900.

RECOVERTES FROI,Í. ÀPPROPRTÀTIONS

(193r000.)

CÀPITAL EQUIPMENT BI'DGET

$

TOTÀT BI]DGET ÀIJLOCÀTTON

9

1,zzg.soo.

4o

r629r 1oo.

--;---____

)

199211

993 EXPENDITURE BUDGET BREAK DOWN

OBJECT SUMMARY

CODE STAFF

sc.r SALARTE'

I

I

12
13

sg1.02
-SALARIES
111.42
CONTRACT
30.33
REGULAR SALARIES
ÎEMPORARY

TOTAL

BUD.ET

YEARS

723.25

S2S.2ZS,3OO

S¿,ee¿,ZOO

Sl.t49,9OO

33

STAFF DEVELOP
TURNOVER ALLOW

s30,000

(i l Ss,ooo¡
t269,800

SALARY AOJ

5C.2

22

3I

93

OPERATING.

EURSARTES

34 TRANSPORTATION . AIRCRAFT
37 TRANSPORTANON . OTHER
39 FREIGHT
41 ÎELEPHONE
43 POSTAGE
44 AOVEßTIStNG/EXHl8llS
47 MESSENGER COURIER SERVICE
48 COMMUNICAÎIONS.OIHER
50 FOOO

t43,
3

8I

t70,500
t23,460
3100
36,1 95

]1.233,775
9376.641

3419,474
s507,074
$570.693
33.OOO

3270,715

PUELIC DEBT
IMPROVEMENTS.L.ANO/BLOG
FURNITURE & FURNISHINGS,

$ s55
93,000

522,250
937,45s
$ 699,994
34,726
52.O34i782

MEAL & ACCOMMOOATION

83 COMPUTER BELATED
84 LOSS/OAMAGE/INSURANCE
85 PUBLICAÎIONS/BOOKS
86 EMPLOYEE EDUCANON ASS¡ST
87 OTHER PERSONNEL COSTS
88 MEMEERSHIP/HOSPITALTY/OTHER
89 MEMEERSHIPFEES

9I

s

76

s94,1

t4

930,657
912,450

SOCIAL ASSISIANCE/RELATED
s

195,460

s241,500
s59,100

s8,293,900

CAPIÎAL

EOUIPMENT PURCHASES.MAJOR

5C.3

I2
5I

1.200

s4,200

92 CTTTZENS.FEES/SERVtCES
93 ASSISTANCE PAYMENI.
94 IRANSPORTATION HEALTH

8A.I

29,030

ar

52
53 OFFICE SUPPLIES
54 REPAIRS/MA¡NTENANCE
56 RENTALS
57 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
58 OTHER FEES

74

I OO

2,9so

950,r09
s300.722

OPERAÌING SUPPUES
SMALL EOUIPMENT/TOOLS/APPRTUS

6I
7I

r,254.700

9699.900
I r 43,O39

TFANSPORTATION. VEHICLES

5I

t, I O9.9oo

I 1,273,500

RECOVERIES

TEMPORAßY SALÂRIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES

s

TOTAL

930,000
1 63,000

(s 193,0001

s40,629.1 00
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HUt'tÀN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

TASK

FORCE

Sack.rrcund

The college staff,
and development, are the key
-!hei5 growth
component to how effectiveLy
Red River comiruniÈy ðãir.g" .oir"=
into Èhe future and how weri it aeãrs v¡ith, i;;;å=-Jücr¡ as change,

the shifÈing student popuration, board governance,
technology, and econor¡ic trend,s. The corlege needsnee,
people who
are professionar, confir¡ningf and forr¡ard,-rooking. To
deverop
and sustaÍn a positive- orgañizational ður!,ure, iñ. correge
needs
-frà.r.
to commit to a strong hu¡nãn resource develop*årri
rdentification of. ?n appropriate and, achievable HRD plan must be
an earry step. This
pran needs !o_þ" g"ur"à iã ää""iop and
people
who
can
move the collegá fon¡ard in its mission.
:upp9-r!
For
this purpose, a Human Resource
taÉk rorcÀ-i=-Ë"ing formed.
1.

The Task Forcets purpose is to recommend directions, policy
and procedures. for córlege-wid,e Hu¡nan i"=orr."e DeveÍopment
for the next three years in the forrowing areas:
professional. development, including instructionar and
program deveropment skirls for insËruct,ionar-starr
work-related developrnent (job speciii;t-

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

acade¡nic. Leave

return to industry

College-wide insen¡ice

nalagement development
orientation of new enployees
career developnent

tea¡nbuildingr, incruding matrix management concepts
cross-culturalr/intercultural

$roments development

development

fiontline staff in interacting s¡ith
ltuililg for stuqents
traditional
mernbership in professional organizations
personal growÈh
'*ellness, stress management
crisis prevention

non-

HRD

The

Task Force

2

Task Force r¿iII:
1.1 review the current situation,
and status

incruding current poticy

L.2 ' take into account the recommendations from the Task
Force on ser¡¡ices to Multicultural and Àboriginal
Corn¡nunities

2.

1.3 identify areas needing attention
1.4 develop recommendat,ions and an actj.on plan
1.5 recommend desired action, policies, and procedures
Reportinq Relationship
The Human Resource Development Task Force reports Èo the
Vice-president Acade¡nic through the Director of Cooperative
Education, Program and Staff Development.

3.

Chair
The Task Force is chaired, by the, Director of Cooperative
Education, Progran and Staff Development.

4.

Task Foree Membershit¡
The Task Force consist,s
College conmunityl

.
.
.

of fifteen representaÈives fro¡n the

The Chair

One Dean to be selected by Èhe Deans and Directors
Cornmittee
One representative from each Àcademic division (5 in

total one from each of Business and Àpplied Arts;
Health, Family & Relat,ed Science; Trades-and
. Technology,' Developmental Education and Marketing
Centre; and Continuing Education and Regional Centres)
.
Two staff representatives from a student support
sern¡ices area (Counselling, Àdnissions, Tutorial
Senrices, Educational Support Centre)
Ît¡o representatives of clerical/secretarial staff
.
lno representatives from Àd¡ninistration and Student
.
Àffairs
One representative frorn Personnel
.

.
The Coordinator of Staff Development
In selectinç the above representat,ives, the need for
balanced representat,ion regarding gender, visible
ninorities,- aboriginal and Èhe disabled should be kept in

urinci.

HRD

Task Force
Mernbership of the Task Force will

circumstances rsarrant.

be adjusted if

Dean or manager of an area is responsible to see that
represenÈative is selected by electioà in that area.

the

a

Task Foree Secretarw
The college is to provide a secretary to take minutes for
each meeting and to distribute agenda materials and minutes.

6.

Process

the Task Force will operate on a two-Ievel mod,eI:
6.1 Complete Task Force
The compJ.ete Task Force wiII set out object,ives,
timelines and guidelines, wirl be responsible for the
overall process, and has responsibility for developing
the overall recommendations in regard to directionË,
policy and procedures.
6.2 Subcommittges
Four sub-committees representing the staff components
making up the College workforce-wiII be formed,:
6.2.L
Management.
6.2.2
Faculty

6'2''

6.2.4

::ii::i'iE:'^Á*i!3i#t,ï:äi:?'F;r,,.i,s,

Personnel)

Clerical/secretarial
Each sr¡bcommiÈtee. is to ¡neet and, develop
recommendat,ions based on the needs of ils rnembership
within the parameters set by the overall task force.
These. recommendations r¡ill feed into the, overall task
force recomnendations, but will have elements specific
to the needs of the staff group represented by the subco¡nmittee.

HRD

Task Force

mem-bers

Support Staff

Management

rt is
'

that each of the subcom¡nittees:
be chaired by a menber of the overall Task Force.
elect or otherwise serect ie¡n¡ers for their
subcomrnittee from among the appropriate segment
staff members in the College äó¡nnrirnity to ássistofthen
to articulate the needs and directionè for d,evelopment
for that, group.
conduct needs assess¡nent activities as deemed
appropriate to. identify the needs of the staff group

reconmended

L.
2-

3.

represenÈed.
7.

ComnunicaËigns

The Task Force

.

will:

ensure thaÈ minutes, of neetings be made availabre to

all College staff.

sr¡bnit a bí-monthly report (once every two months) to

Èhe VP Àcademic

.

8.

subrnit update reports to the College community through
Red River Community College Exchange newslet,ter.
Ti¡neline

the

The Tasl< Force

is to subroit a report by April of

L992.

APPENDIX K

HT'}TA¡$ RESOT'RCE WITEEI¡ ITODET¡

EUUÀI¡ RESOURCE IÍREET¡

II"T'?"

nte gra ted

", :
oo"nìt"rio" ¿"icloPmcnt,
i

i::':"l3
"r-,rlï-c-Ti
a¡rd career devcloPmcnl ¡o lmpro!

rhosc rhree
ilåilià1ä;õ;"ãiä-ãii'"ni'"'ional effectivencss'
:i.-;;;;;ä;;;Ëment as-thcir primarv process' and are the
focal point of this stud¡r.

Tmlnlng and DeveloPment.
Focus: identif¡'ing, assurinE'
and-rhrough planned
learning-helPing develoP
rhe kc¡' competencies rhag
enable individuals ro Pcr'

form current or future jobs,

HR Rc¡c¡¡cà

Orgsntz!rldr DcvcloPmcnt.
Focus: assuring healthY
inrer- and intra-unit
rclationships and hclPing
groups initià¡c and manage

r¡d

Iaforortlon SYræor
Focus: assurirg aa HR
inforrnationbasc "

Unloo/Lrbor Relrtlo¡¡
Focus: assuring hcalthY
uniory'organization
rclationshiPs.

Carccr DevcloPmcnt' Focus:
assuring an alignmcnr of
individual cårcer Plânning and
organizarion carcÉr'managemenl
irä...". to achiete an oPtimal

HUMÀN
RESOURCE
RESULTS
Enolorcc

ma¡ch of

indiridu¡l and

organizational nctds.

O Productivitl'

A¡¡l¡tucc

Focüs:irwiding Frsol+

oroblcm solvingicouesclúg ¡o
indivídual crnPloYccs'

O Qualitl'
O Innovation
O HR fulfillment
O Readiness
for changc

OrgDÞ¡tlof/Job lr6ltÈ

Focus: dcfining how tasks,

authoriry, and sYstcms will bc
organizcd and intcgntcd across
organizational units and in

individual jobs

Cæp.nt tlæ/B.çflt¡'
Ëãt"i
"orirpensarion

and
fairoess and consistcncy' .
bcnefirs"t.,tt¡ttg

Plannln¡

Fæus: detcrmining the
organization's major.
human rcsource nceos.
stratcgies and
philosoPhics.

Sctecrtæ ¡nd

stlfflnt

Focus: matching

pcoplc aod.their.
cârccr needs and
capabilitics with
jobs and career
paths.

Ferforornæ

Ms¡tcneÉt SY¡tcE¡
Focus: assuring

iodividual md

organÞation goals arc
linkcd and that what

individuals do cvcrY

daY

suooons the

oriånizational goals.

Source: Mclagan, p. A. and Suhadolník, D. (1999). Mode1s
for HRD Practice: The Research Report. American
Society for Training and Development.

APPENDIX L

HRD TASK FORCE SUB-OBiIECTIVES

1. To create an open, probrera-solving clinate throughout the
organization.

2. To supplemenË the authority associated with role or status
with the authority of knowledge, skill and conpetence.
3. To locate decision-naking and problem-solving responsibilities
as close to the information sources as possible ana to find
synergystic solutions to problems.
4. To buitd, to increase and to reneer trust among individuals and
groups throughout the organization.
5. To confront organÍzatÍona| problens both within and among
groups, rather than ignoring then.
6. To make competition ¡nore relevant to work goars and to
naximize corraberative efforts to renew thé organiáation"
7. To increase the sense of serf-responsibility, group responsibility, and ownership in pranning-and irnplenenéing- rong-range
organizat,ion objectives througtrout the wõrk force]
8. To help managers manage according to relevant objectives rather
than on the basis of past practices ór on objectives which do
not make sense for onets area of responsibility.
9. To increase the openness of communications laterally, vertically
and diagonally

10.To increase job-control and, self-d,irection for people ryiÈhin
the organization based on a total qualiÈy nanagËureirt approach.

(French, 1969; Lubin, Goodstein

and,

Lubin,

Lg7g.
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ER,D trASß FORCE

FOCUS cROItP PROTOCO!

Às youtre altare, a Human Resource Development Task Force lras
established by lhe President last fall to recommend new policies
and procedures for human resource development in the College. The
objective is to provide a fresh approacÈ to developing the hurnan
resources which are the most inportant facet of the college in
providing educatj,on and trainiñg for Manitobans. This nove
represents a valuing of the peopla who work at the col1ege, and an
opportunity to update how we support the development or Èhe peopre

who work here.

invited to participate in this group to provide some
feedback and- direction to the Task Force nernbèrs. your
thoughtfulness'. openness and frankness will help to provide us with
the kind of informat,ion ere need to inprove ñuman resource
developnent during the corning yèars.
You have been

My nang is_ Joan Mcl,aren and working with ne is ny colÌeagrue Roy
Pollock.' lfe are from the Co-operative Education, Program and Staff
Development departme4t, and we are also members of the IIRD Task
Force.

for taking tirne out, of your busy day to neet with us. I{e
are using the Focus Group approach here to generate data, which
means thaÈ t¡e facilitate a structured discussion group in wtrich you
have an opportuniÈy to interact with other college staff and þut
forward your views on the selected topÍcs.
I assure you that your responses will remain anonymous under any
and all circu¡nstances. They witl be used in an aggregated forln
when $te report then.
. Then Iet,'s proceed.
Any questions?
1. What, are' the strencrths of our current Staff Developnent
policies and, procedures as yourve experienced them?
Z. What weakuesses do you see in the¡n?
3. Do you nake, use of staff development opportunities? t{hy/why
Thank you

not?

Probe to ask if not covered in corn¡nents on the above:

4.

do you experience using the SÈaff Developrnent handbook?
Are there any problems in using it that we need to be aware
How

of?

5.

what v¡ould be a workable eray of communicating policies

6.

is your opinion on the amount of time iÈ takes to get
approvar for workshops, conferences, university courses and
out-of-province travéU
Now ttrat wetve looked at some issues abouÈ our currenÈ
situations, leÈ's talk about hor¡ our approach to staff

procedures to all staff?

and

WhaÈ.

development could be improved.
7.

Traininq & Developnent
f{hat topics would you rike to see included in Training
and Development?

.

should the information on Training

How

and. Development be

available to you?
Should there be more training provided at the ti¡ne of
first coming on staff? !{hat would have been helpful to

made

.

you?

.
8.

What kinds of activities should receive support? t{hat
percentage of expenses should be covered?

lrew areas

Are there areas nob included in Staff Development that yourd
like to see included?
c¡

¡tr FÊêr

llatlalornrarr*

counselling/career developrnent assistance be available
those who want to advance their careers?

Shou1d

for
lfl-

¡ob Eurichment
Are there !úays your manager/supervisor does or could
acknowledge your skills through job enrichment opportunities?

11.

Eudcret

do you know about the amount of noney currently in
the Staff Development budget and how iÈ is allocated?
How .much

(ExPIain)

.
.

.

How much should be in the budget?
How should it, be allocated?

L2.

Àre you faniliar with Staff Development and the-Personnel
Department as Èhey currently exist in the organizational
structure? (Explain).
WhaÈ do you think would be the best organizational
structure for HRD at the College?
13. mrs
What infor¡nation should be included in your personnel file
concerning your qualifications, experience, interests outside
the College' etc.? Who should have access to personnel files?
How should the files be. brought up-to-date? Who should be
able to put in new information?
14. SELLNESS
l{hat kind of WELLNESS program should be provided at RRCC?
.
What kind of activities should be included?
.
Should staff be given extra tine during the day/week Èo
participate in a WELLNESS program?
Shou1d Staff Developnent pay the fee for certain
.
activities such as, aerobics, Tai Chi?
Are you aetare of the WELLI{ESS activities currently
.
offered by the Health Centre? Do you participaÈe in any
of then?
:=. Consentg
Any other atreas you'd like to comment upon?

Thank you

for your participation.

Ibe f,ollowiag are the poiats thaü Y€re brougbt uP by menLers of tbe
fraíning a¡d Developnènt 8ub-co¡nnittee.
1. Shoutd" staff be supported. in taking classes during working
hours?

Z.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.
9.

like to se€r included in training
and development? How should this information be made
available to you? How much money should be available for SD?
Should counselling be available for those wishing to advance
their careers through Career Developnent?
tfow would you like to see your nanager/supervisor acknowledge
your skills through job enrichment?
Do you find the policies and procedures for SD clear and easy
to follow?
What is your opinion on the amount of ti¡ne it takes to get
approval for: l¡orkshopsi conferences; university courses; outof-province travel.
How nuch mone]¡ should be in the SD budget? Hol¡ should it be
allocated to Èhe different groups of employees? Do you know
how the money is distributed at the moment? Have you any
opinions as to how this process night be improved?
I{hat topics would you like to see incl,uded in Training and
What information would you

DeveloPment?

Do you nake use,
whY not?

of staff developnent opportunities? l{hy, or

10. I{hat kinds of activities: should receive support from SD
budgets? l{hat. percentages of expenses should be covered?
at the time of first
11. Should there be more training provided your
job easier right
coning on staff? t{hat would have made
at Èhe start?
to
LZ. l{hat iS the best way Èo sonnunicate policies and procedures
alt
staff
of
keeping
way
I{hat
woïta be a workablã
all staff?'
up-to-date?
structure
13. I{hat do. you think would be the best organizationa}
organization?
Should
Development
College
the
within
Stafi
for
Ëhe' Staff Develõpnent office be located in a more central
place, perhaps, wilt¡ the Personnel and Payro1ls staff in a new
Human Resources,

office?
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